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The Message

“Dear Students of IISER PUNE,

 It is with much expectation that I look forward to the release of the third 

issue of the IISER PUNE Magazine--KALPA 2009. KALPA has already become 

the inner voice of IISER. I know that it is being heard now, and may that it be 

heard far into the future. Let it inform and critically analyse. Let it bring 

light and delight to the concerned readership.

Well done. CONGRATULATIONS!”

My best wishes for 2009,

N.Kumar

Chairman, BOG

IISER PUNE
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Dear Friends,

I have great pleasure in presenting the third issue of IISER 

Pune Magazine ‘KALPA 2009’. With the first two issues in 

years 2007 and 2008, KALPA has already become a tool to 

discover the hidden talents of students and faculty and a 

window for the stakeholders to see the real growth of IISER 

Pune. It has been well appreciated by the recipients in the 

past and I am sure this year’s issue will further expand its 

appeal.

We have now completed two and half semesters at SAI 

TRINITY CAMPUS since January 2008 and all entrants 

have appreciated its functional planning, facilities and 

maintenance. Till a month ago, it housed only physics, 

biology and mathematics (faculty and laboratories) and 

the chemistry faculty had to shuttle between NCL 

Innovation Park and Sai Trinity building for lectures, 

seminars, colloquia, meetings, etc. We also encountered 

difficulty in successfully conducting the chemistry 

practicals. Due to space problems at NCL Innovation 

Park, we decided to lease out 3 additional floors (21,000 

sq.ft.) in the west wing of Sai Trinity Building. In this space, 

we have now established Chemistry UG Laboratory for 40 

students, research laboratory for about 24 Ph.D students 
ston the 1  floor, a modern instrument hall on the second 

floor which houses all major analytical equipments such 

as advanced spectrophotometers (UV, IR, and 

fluorescence), HPLCs, peptide synthesizer, MALDI-TOF, 

GC-MS, ITC, DSC-TGA, and the sophisticated laser 
rdspectroscopy system. The 3  floor houses faculty offices in 

addition to 3 tutorial rooms. Thus, all student activities 

and teaching / research activities of faculty are now in one 

site at Sai Trinity campus. 

IISER @SAI TRINITY

Academic courses

Faculty appointments

With the beginning of third year, students had to choose 

courses as per their interest from a potpourri of courses 

offered in different disciplines. One set of 4-credit main 

courses (40 lectures/semester) and another set of 3-credit 

courses (30 lectures/semester) of interdisciplinary nature 

have been offered in each of the disciplines of biology, 

physics, chemistry and mathematics. Each set comprises 

of 3-4 courses and students can choose them across the 

disciplines (minimum 2) summing up to 21 credits. The 4-

credit courses are designed towards majoring in a 

particular discipline, while the 3-credit courses impart 

breadth. Some courses also have experimental or project 

components. It was gratifying to see that the students had 

made a rational and meaningful choice of courses from 

their interests to majoring in specific subjects. This system 

would also give each faculty an opportunity to design 3-

credit courses in their research relevant topics to develop 

students’ interests. Thus in this semester, IISER Pune is 

running a total number of 47 courses! While this allows a 

greater flexibility to students to pursue their interests 

without compromise, from an operational point of view, 

scheduling of lectures without overlaps for students, 

poses unexpected complications. This may perhaps 

continue to be a limitation as we expand further with this 

system. We are implementing on-line registration and 

management of courses using customized software from 

next semester.

Excellent faculty is a key component of any educational 

institution and I am pleased to inform you about the 

faculty appointments. The faculty selection process at 

IISER Pune has become extremely competitive and we 

have begun to attract the best of the candidates in all 

From the Director's desk….
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disciplines. Several new faculty have joined IISER Pune 

during 2008-2009 and a few selected will join later this 

year. Faculty appointment is a continuous process and 

there is a pipeline of excellent shortlisted candidates. The 

number of regular faculty at present has reached 35, with 

a good balance in every discipline. Thus future faculty 

selections need not be based on teaching requirements, 

but mainly for their research potentials and capabilities. 

The low number of faculty in mathematics during the first 

two years was worrisome, but this year it is showing a 

healthy trend with this number reaching 6. In this context, 

I should welcome Prof. Sujata Ramadorai, a distinguished 

mathematician from TIFR as an Adjunct Faculty at IISER 

Pune, who would not only be involved in some teaching 

programme, but also in faculty development. 

Notwithstanding the establishment of complete research 

facilities, IISER Pune faculty has been active in pursuing 

research through collaboration with other Institutions. 

This along with the work done at IISER Pune has already 

led to about 50 research publications. In particular, I 

should draw special attention to a few publications in 

high impact journals such as the one in J. Am. Chem. Soc 

by Dr V.G. Anand and in Cell by Prof L.S. Shashidhara. I 

must emphasise that IISER Pune will be primarily a 

research institute, with active and meaningful 
stundergraduate teaching programme. The graduation of 1  

batch of Masters students would happen only in the year 

2011 and by that time, IISER Pune should have established 

its credentials through excellent research assisted by both 

undergraduate and research students. The research output 

would certainly be enhanced by next year as many of the 

essential facilities in biology and chemistry have been 

established this year. A matter of great pride for IISER Pune 

is the establishment of NMR Research Centre having 500 

MHz and 400 MHz NMR spectrometers, which was 
thinaugurated by Prof. C.N.R. Rao on 24  December 2008. 

This is absolutely crucial to all research in synthetic and 

structural chemistry. In the coming year, we will have 

established other essential high-end facilities such as 

confocal microscopy, X-ray diffractometer, cluster 

computer and many other instruments (TEM, SEM, AFM 

etc) necessary for research in nanomaterials.

A new feature this year at IISER Pune has been the 

organization of 3 scientific symposia which is vital for 

promoting research. The biology group organized Indo-

Sokendai meeting on “Trends in Modern Biology” during 
th24-25  October, in which a number of Japanese 

Research Publications

Scientific meetings @ IISER Pune

academicians participated along with Indian speakers 

from IISER and other institutes (such as TIFR, NCCS, IISc, 

etc.). More than 150 UG students / research scholars from 

IISER and neighbouring institutions enthusiastically 

participated in the meeting. An off-shoot of this 

symposium has been the selection of Surojit Sural (2007 

batch), a second year IISER student for an 8 week 

internships programme in Japan. In the Inter-IISER 
thChemistry meet organized here during 23-24  December 

2008, all the chemistry faculty of all 5 IISERs, including 

the Directors made scientific presentations on their 

research programmes. The key note speaker Prof. C.N.R. 

Rao delivered a lecture extraordinaire on his work in the 

area of nanoscience which was not only exciting, but also 

motivating for all faculty on ways to discover new 

problems and invent novel solutions. This meeting 

provided an excellent opportunity for young chemistry 

faculty of all IISERs to know each other’s science for future 

interactions. One session during the meet was to share 

UG teaching experiences and challenges and ways to find 

solutions to common problems. IISER Pune also co-

hosted National Symposium in Chemistry (NSC-11) 
thduring CRSI meeting at NCL, Pune during 5-8 , February 

2009. A meeting in Algebra which was organized by the 

mathematics group during March 9-11, 2009 brought 

together several distinguished mathematicians at IISER 

Pune and the deliberations would certainly boost interest 

in mathematics among the young students. In addition, on 
th19  November 2009, IISER Pune and NCL jointly 

organized the traditional “Nobel lectures” where Dr 

Aurnab Ghose (IISER) and Dr Venkat Panchagnula (NCL), 

Prof R. Ramachandran (IISER), Dr Debasish Mitra (NCCS), 

and Prof Pradip Apte (Fergusson College) enlightened the 

audience on Chemistry, Physics, Physiology and 

Medicine and Economics topics respectively for which 

Nobel prizes were awarded in 2008.

The novel pattern of IISER education, particularly the UG 

teaching - research model is already catching the 

attention of international academic community. The UK 

delegation led by Mr. Bill Ramnell, Minister of state for 

continuing education, visited IISER Pune with a team of 

eminent UK educationists. One of the outcomes of the 
thfirst India-UK Education Forum held at London on 26  

September, 2008, where the Indian side was led by 

Secretary, MHRD, was the decision of UK to collaborate 

with one new IIT, one new IISER and one new Central 

University. It was very heartening for us to know that IISER 

Pune was selected for such collaboration. Visit to IISER 

Pune by British Deputy High commissioner in October  

IISER – International collaborations
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2008 culminated in a call for expression of interest to all 

UK higher education institutions to work in partnership 

with IISER Pune. The short listed institutions for 

interaction with IISER Pune consists of 14 UK universities. 

A meeting to evaluate these proposals for selection of 

partner institutions is under progress. The range of 

activities include faculty development, joint research 

programmes, student exchanges and holding joint 

symposia in emerging areas of interdisciplinary sciences.

I was invited to participate in a meeting of the Asian 

Research Network (ARN) at Seoul, South Korea in March 

2008. ARN aims at creation of future science networking 

among leading Asian institutes such as RIKEN (Japan), 

HYU, SNU, KRICT, PSTECH, IPK (all from Korea) and 

some Institutes from China, Singapore and Vietnam to 

promote research and development and higher education 

in basic sciences. IISER Pune was invited to join ARN and 

subsequently an MoU has been signed between IISER 

Pune and ARN. This provides an excellent opportunity for 

faculty and students of IISER Pune to access research 

facilities set up by ARN at Hanyang University, Seoul and 

to collaborate with ARN partners. The first symposium in 

nanoscience area is being held under ARN-NCL-IISER 

umbrella at Pune sometime in July 2009.

IISER Pune has also signed an MoU with the International 

Centre for Material Science (NIMS) at Tsukuba in Japan for 

exchange of researchers and joint research programmes, 

particularly in the area of material and nanosciences. The 

international MoUs provide excellent opportunities to 

IISER Pune to enhance research potentials and leverage 

the opportunities for fruitful scientific collaboration. I am 

also proud to report that Dr. Sudarshan Ananth, a faculty 

in physics at IISER Pune has been identified to lead Max 

Planck partner group activities in India in gravitational 

physics under joint funding by Max Planck - DST (New 

Delhi). Recently, a delegation of Rectors of German 

universities and an academic delegation of Physics 

professors from University of Goettingen, Germany 

visited IISER Pune to explore possibilities of joint 

programmes.

With already 152 UG students and 32 PhD students in 

campus, SAI TRINITY is humming and buzzing with 

innumerable student activities. IISER students from 2007 

batch onwards have now become eligible for INSPIRE 

fellowship scheme launched by DST in which they would 

get a scholarship of Rs 5000/- p.m and a contingency 

grant of Rs 20,000/- per year. This is an excellent initiative 

by Govt. of India to encourage students to take up science. 

The number of invitees to IISER Pune, for colloquia in a 

Student Activities 

wide variety of disciplines and for special seminars (both 

research and UG level) has exponentially increased and 

during most periods there are always a sizeable number of 

academic visitors. They actively interact with students 

and it is a common sight to see the academic visitors 

huddled with a group of students in the garden or cafeteria 

which have become discussion corners. Notable student 

activities during this year were the celebration of Darwin’s 
thbicentennial year on 12  February, 2009 with student 

talks, inauguration of International Year of Astronomy 

with an excellent exposition by Paddy (Prof. T. 

Padmanabhan, IUCAA), celebration of Science Day on 
th28  February, 2009 with student posters, Science book 

fair (9000 books), interaction with scientists etc. Other 

events include organization of an extremely competitive 

Science Quiz Contest “Mimamsa” with participation of 

teams from well known colleges in Pune, Karavaan 2009 

– the Inter IISER cultural festival and SPICMACAY concert 

by Ustad Rahim Fahimuddin Khan Dagar. Several student 

clubs such as Aaroha (music), Science Club, Kalaa (art), 

Aks (drama) have been formed whose members meet on a 

regular basis. Madhur Mangalam, a second year student 

of IISER Pune was chosen for the Spirit of Invention Award 

for his project on Remote Controlled Auto-cleaning 

Chalkboard (rotoBOARD+). Gaurav Sawant, a student of 

2008 batch has been selected by DST, New Delhi for 

participation in Lindau (Germany) meeting with Nobel 

Laureates in Chemistry in June 2009. Sports activities 

have also begun with IPL (IISER Premier League) Cricket. 

A new gymnasium, volleyball and basketball courts have 

been commissioned at HR-1. I wish to acknowledge Dr. 

Sutirth Dey for his leadership in development of “clubs & 

culture” @ IISER, Dr. Shivprasad Patil for sports activities 

and Dr. G. Ambika for organizing the Science day.

An important aspect of this year has been the progress in 

the recruitment of administrative and engineering 

services staff. The joining of Project Engineer and his team 

has tremendously accelerated the campus planning 

process right from the selection of Architect to finalizing 

the master plan, hostel construction, maintenance, 

arranging leased accommodation etc. A faculty team has 

spent considerable time in assessing the space required 

for academics in the envisaged campus and constantly 

interacting with the architect and project engineer in fine-

tuning the internals. As we go to the press, an Asst. 

Registrar and Deputy Librarian have also joined and the 

day-to-day administration is now getting nicely 

streamlined. I must thank all the staff in administration, 

purchase, finance & accounts for going beyond the call of 

their duties in timely clearance of all necessary files. A 

Administration
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faculty strength of 35 needs as much administration staff, 

but with much less than half that strength, administration 

section has provided all necessary support with high 

efficiency in solving problems in each new situation, 

constantly arising as expected in an upcoming Institute. I 

should thank the Registrar for bearing the brunt of this 

responsibility. IISER Pune now has a well furnished guest 

house with 7 rooms which are almost always occupied.

During this year, lISER library has undergone a sea of 

transformation, not only with doubling of books, which is 

reaching 10,000 in number, but also providing on-line 

access to at least 150 premier journals on the intranet. Bar-

coding and fully automated circulation and cataloguing 

are being introduced. I should acknowledge Dr. G. 

Ambika for handling the major responsibility in 

organising IISER library and Dr. M.S. Santhanam and Dr. 

Sudarshan Ananth for their technical expertise and 

constant interest in revamping our website and initiating 

the Intranet. The next semester will see the 

implementation of Students’ Academic Management 

system (SAM) on intranet for web-based management of 

course registration, evaluation and other academic 

programmes. An energetic System Administrator who has 

recently joined is streamlining all web-based activities. In 

my opinion, IISER library should be developed on the 

model of Bibliotheca of Alexandria, as the main 

storehouse of information, knowledge and wisdom, and 

as an icon of IISER Pune.

One of the important steps at IISER Pune during 2008-

2009 has been the appointment of architect for campus 

construction. M/s CRN Associates from Chennai were 

selected after standard competition procedure and the 

proposed campus plan has already attracted attention for 

its creative design and green architecture. A faculty 

committee interacted with the architect team for more 

than 2 months to optimize the internals for functional 

utility and the master plan is under process for approval by 

local authorities. It is envisaged that the actual 

construction of campus would begin by June-July 2009 

and the first few buildings should be ready for occupation 

in the beginning of 2011. Meanwhile, the students’ hostel 

of 250 capacity being constructed by CPWD on IISER 

campus is making good progress and will be ready for 

occupation by August 2009.

Library and Information Management 

IISER Campus and student hostel

Future Challenges

IISER Pune should now address several future 

organizational, functional and academic challenges. The 

meshing of UG students in the research activities, creation 

of advanced interdisciplinary courses, initiating the 5-

year integrated PhD stream, building advanced research 

facilities in tune with the present and future faculty needs 

and integration with global science challenges through 

high quality research contributions in forefront areas of 

science and attracting eminent national and international 

scholars for collaboration are the academic challenges. 

As the number of students continues to grow, creation of 

proportionate academic infrastructure with right 

ambience and accommodation needs and campus 

development constitute functional challenges. We also 

need to establish external linkages with other academic 

institutes and industries to facilitate appropriate student 

careers. Accelerating our campus construction to move at 

the earliest is one of the top priorities as it gives expression 

and means to fulfill all expected academic aspirations of 

IISER Pune. This is possible only with the physical, 

creative and emotional involvement of everyone at IISER 

Pune – students, faculty and the staff to the final purpose 

and meeting the chosen targets always ahead of 

schedules.

I wish to place on record our deep sense of gratitude to the 

Chairman and Members of the Board of Governors, for 

their constant advice and support in all IISER initiatives. I 

also thank all selection committee members for their 

immense contributions and outside contributory faculty 

for critical academic needs. IISER Pune also thanks Mr. R. 

P. Agrawal, Secretary MHRD, Mr. S. K. Ray, SFAO, MHRD 

for their acumen in administrative and financial advices 

and understanding, timely support to the special needs of 

a newly established institute and other officers of MHRD 

without whose assistance in various matters, IISER Pune 

would not have shaped up to take a small step towards 

growth within this short period.

I would end by quoting Dr. Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan who 

said, “Education should give us not only intellectual 

stimulation, but a purpose to live and …any satisfactory 

system of education should insist on both knowledge and 

wisdom, `¥ÉÉlÉÇ ÌuÉ¥ÉÉlÉÇ xÉÇÌWûiÉÇ'.” In this spirit, I dream to see 

IISER Pune create new knowledge while imparting known 

knowledge, to educate a new generation of students fully 

equipped to rationally analyse and creatively use that 

knowledge for the betterment of society.

- Krishna N. Ganesh
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Hi,

Here's my ‘first’ audition for the editorial.

Nothing can be more depressing than to 
watch a hero crumble and fall and eat grass while 
you stare helplessly in terror and confusion. 
Nothing more pickling like seeing a hero embrace 
the naivety of childhood and cry over a lost toy. 
Nothing deflating like a hero bursting out emotional 
and broken for failing the expectations of the 
whistling crowd. Nothing deafening like listening to 
the silent speech of unutterable excuses for missing 
the mark.  

To find a hero fallible and prone to unforced 
errors is the worst of nightmares. And harder still it 
is to disengage and wake up as you see the hero 
giving it the best and still getting the red card. You 
suddenly grow up, uprooted by the winds of 
tumultuous times. You want to defend the hero by 
befouling the rest. You want to clear up the field of all 
the debris and let the hero have it easy. Sometimes 
though it seems comforting and you find your 
confidence blooming as you start to think that it's 
time to usher in a flawless age, with the discovery of 
a new and revised edition of the next hero who 
overfills the shoes the former hero left behind. But it 
is indeed most painful to not have a hero at all and 
doubt that you might have to be the hero that the 
world is missing, fill in and stumble uncomfortably 
in footwear that's two sizes bigger than yours and 
play a game that's not yours to begin with.

To not have a slightest hope that someone will 
be there to catch the Earth when you lift it off your 
weary shoulders and give it a free kick and let it 
tumble... You wish to save the penalty for a hero 
grazing near deadly pastures and hope that you 
made all the difference (of your life) by just that 
small side kick of a move. You hope that you could 
shift the burden of your responsibilities to broader 
and sturdier shoulders; to a person who sticks to 
the goals and keeps it.

You want to stay away from the confining 
corners and not be on the offensive offside, wasting 
a concerted team effort. You wish that there are 
enough idols left in the world for you to resign into 
your idyllic island and remain idle with your ideals. 
You want to be the referee who waves flags 
maintaining the peace and hope to be capricious 
like the flight of the unknowing ball.

Everybody can be a staged hero for a short while and 
be the cause of an uproar of explosions; a clapping like 
thunder. And even take the central spotlight for a few 
fleeting moments. Even one who has been pushed to the 
wings of the stage seems outstanding to a cordoned section 
of the audience. Even if one is pancaked under the stampede 
of the heroes getting the spikes in the face, as long as you are 
on the stage and people are watching you and cheering you 
on, you are that fly-feast of a hero.

But the question is when you become that hero, do 
you happen to be a hero for yourself or a hero for the world. 
Or do you remain a hero only on the field? Most people draw 
the line at being a hero for fifty odd people within hundred 
odd yards. And that's where things go wrong. Insufficient 
heroes who are portraits of a partitioned world staying 
within the chalk lines and floodlights. To be that hero for 
humanity: that is a challenge that brings out the hero in 
yourself.

The world bravely gives birth to heroes and watches 
them rise and fall while lulling the rest of the world to 
slumber. But while the heroes team up with the world, the 
world teems with villains.

Bernoulli had it right when he said: the slower 
you flow the greater you are under pressure. Just 
keep enough pressure to bounce to the right height 
and stay aloft. As long as you are in the right 
stadium, you are destined for the goal.

Rub in with the blades of grass, and scuttle off 
outside the boxes. Rise to pluck a few feathers from 
the birds and alight on the roof. Give the rolling 
eyeballs a tackle in their orbits as you spent the day 
in passing. Your unpredictable bladder dances can 
make the hearts skip a beat and give the bleachers a 
rest. 

You might not be made of gold and shall taste 
of leather and mud, but you know you will always 
have the ball. And the world will follow, catching up 
with you and pushing you ahead.

Cheers,

Sisir

P.S.: But if you're 'out of time' and the final whistle's 
blown, leave the ground in peace... whether you won or 
lost, for you've played your game. 

And oblige the fans who crave for your autograph, they 
need you...

Editorial ...
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At the end of the dashing day, when that comma is tucked in comfortably to sleep and the colon switches off its tail 
lights, always make it a period to be thankful to those whom you can quote without question.

Running through the huge traffic jam of words, honking at jagged lines that cut the lanes, gasping at that choke of an 
exhaust, and pausing with relish at the band of carefully crafted words orchestrating in tandem, the pedestrian words 
that shall matter here in this small intersection are those of red-light gratitude. 

We raise a toast to all who helped us brew this delectable magic potion, this elixir of life at IISER :  The visionary of this 
feast who chose the serene picnic spot and laid out the tables, Prof K. N. Ganesh; the host of the stirring evening who 
gave us a killer recipe, sparkling utensils and crystal goblets, and enchanted the hungry guests and kept them waiting, 
Dr. G. Ambika; for connectivity and fanfare Dr. Jayakannan, Dr. Girish and Koushik Mondal.

For a well cooked meal, we thank - Madhusudhan the sharpshooter for all the still life (which made us drop our forks), 
Sumeet the bard for tuning the harp of Hindi, Jagruti for lighting the bonfire with warrior like majesty in Marathi, 
Ankita for her cauldron of artistic tapestry, Sachit, Noaman, Pooja, Sameer, Ankur for keeping the squirrels out and 
guarding the sandwich hamper. 

A tiring day spent weeding out the infidel herbs, grinding away at the stones to get that tangy sparkling taste, and 
shielding up your defenses for good fortune, at the end of it all we thank the warm crowd at IISER who complete the 
banquet of KALPA and spice it up.

Hope we weren't too many cooks that spoilt the broth...

Come and have a bite...

There, there... you got a bit of gravy on your chin... 
here's a napkin...

Psst! There's just no secret ingredient, but it still is 
special if you believe in it.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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Auspicious moments !!!

Bhoomi Pooja

The construction of our new Hostel in our land started with Bhoomi Puja on 22 Aug 2008 4.30 PM. 

Dr Sivaram, Director, NCL was present on the occasion.

The NMR Research Center of IISER Pune was inaugurated by Prof C. N. R. Rao, Linus Pauling Research Professor, 
rdJNCASR, Bangalore on 23  December 2008

Bruker 500 MHz NMR spectrometer
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Congratulations!!!  Congratulations!!!  Congratulations!!!  Congratulations!!!

Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar Award, 2008 to Prof 
Shashidhara
 

Dr. Sudarshan Ananth

Dr Sutirth Dey

Dr V. G. Anand

Dr. A. A. Natu

The prestigious Shanti Swarup Bhatnagar prize for the 
year 2008 in Biological Sciences has been awarded to 
Prof. L S Shashidhara for his outstanding contributions to 
the understanding of appendage development in animals. 
He is Professor and Coordinator of our Biology program.

 heads the Partner Group of the Max-Planck-Institut für 
Gravitationsphysik hosted by IISER Pune. Partner groups are headed by scientists 
with proven research records. The Partner group will be jointly funded by the Max 
Planck Society and the Department of Science & Technology (DST), Government of 
India. In this capacity, he will receive research support for 5 years. Dr Ananth has also 
been selected for the award of the prestigious Ramanujan Fellowship by the DST.

 is awarded the guest fellowship of Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin 
2008-2009. This year, he is the youngest recipient of this fellowship, the only one 
from India and one of two from Asia. He will be working at the Wissenschaftskolleg in 
Berlin from mid-March to mid-June.

 was selected as Young Associate of the Indian Academy of 
Sciences. 
He has also been chosen to serve on the International Advisory Board of a new 
Journal "Macroheterocycles".

 was felicitated with the Aadarsh Shikshak Puraskar, 
a  prestigious award installed by Pune Vidyarthi Griha (PVG ) and 
its alumni, for his services rendered to the field of science 
education. 
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CNR Rao Education Foundation Awards for academic excellence in Sem I & II, 2007-08

Academic Excellence prizes for Fall Semester 2007

Sisir C Anand, Sem III                           

Academic Excellence prizes for Spring Semester 2008

C B Ajit, Sem IV

Lakshmi Priya M E, Sem IV

Surojit Sural, Sem I                         Mohammed Zuhair M M, Sem I                    Surojit Sural, Sem II

C. B. Ajit, Sem III

More Sushant Nivasrao, Sem IV

Mohammed Zuhair M. M., Sem II

Academic 

Excelle
nce
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The Technology and Entrepreneurship Club (TEC) of National Chemical Laboratory 
(NCL) Pune organized NCL-TEC’s Technology Idea Competition, during  December 
2008. Madhur Mangalam (Batch 2007) won the Spirit of Invention Award which 
consisted of a merit certificate from NCL Research foundation and a cash prize of Rs. 
5000 for his project on Remote Controlled Auto-cleaning Chalkboard (rotoBOARD+) 
which is an electromechanical board that facilitates automation in the normal black 
board teaching, including multiple writing surfaces, remote control access, auto-
cleaning and many other features.

Surojit Sural (Batch 2007) has been selected as a 10 week intern in a summer 
internship programme NIGINTERN-2009, in the National Institute of Genetics, 
Sokendai, Japan. His host laboratory is the division of Cytogenetics (Prof. Takeheko 
Kobayashi’s group)

Gaurav Sawant (Batch 2008) has been selected by the DST for participation in the 
Lindau (Germany) Meeting with Nobel Laureates in Chemistry, in June 2009. 

Thirteen students of Batch 2008 were selected for   KVPY scholarship in Jan 2009. 
They are Ashwin T A N, Bhargava T, Kaustubh Sudhir Deshpande, Krithika Mohan, 
Madhusudan Raghunathan, Md. Noaman, Nishant Singh, Ramya Balaji, Iti Kapoor, Ravi Shankar P, Kumbhare Rohan 
Surendra,  P Sruthi and Shreyas Supekar.

As part of Science Day celebrations at IISER, a poster 
contest was organized on the theme 

 on Feb 28, 2009. The prize winning posters 
are 

 Darshan Joshi & Shadab Alam - 
“ASTROSAT- Indian Multi-wavelength Astronomy 
satellite”

 Harita Rao - “Green Chemistry - Proline 
based asymmetric synthesis”

 shared by, Madhuresh Sumit - “Towards 
Functional Materials; Emergence of an Interdisciplinary 
Science” and MM Mohammed Zuhair & P. Venkata 
Reghu Tej - “Primality Tests”

 for an Experiment - 
Gaurav Sawant, Piyush Agrawal & Abhinaw Kumar - 
“Chemical Oscillations”.

In addition during 2008-09, Discussion club of IISER 
organized a Hindi  Extempore compet i t ion 

 on 18-Sep-2009 at Raman 
Hall. 

 Kumar Saurav (Topic: Aaj ke yug mein 
     Gandhigiri) 

 Nishant Singh (Topic: Andhvishwas aur dainik 
   Rashiphal)

 Parivesh Priye (Topic: Kabutar aur mobile). 

‘National Science 
Scenario’

(Ashubhashan Pratiyogita)

First prize :

Second prize :

Third prize

Director’s Consolation prize

I Prize :

II Prize :

III Prize :

IISER Pune Drama Society, AKS, organised a creative 
advertisement contest  called  
8 Teams participated in the event, out of which 5 teams 
were in Ab Becho and 3 in Sab Becho category.

The winner in Ab Becho category is the team consisting 
of :

Mohit Raghuwanshi, Piyush Agrawal, Abhinaw Kumar 
and Sandeep Suman 

The best performance in Sab Becho category was 
adjudged to be by Madhur Mangalam 

Kalaa, the Arts Club held a 
 

The winners are

 The Dark Knight - Hemant Katiyar

 Deewaar - Sameer Parihar

 Rang de Basanti - Anuj Bisht, Karan kapoor,  
      Sandeep Gupta, and

    Rang de Basanti - Madhur Mangalam

‘Bech Sakho To Becho’.

Movie Poster Making 
Competition

1.

2.

3. a.

b.

Our Hearty Congratulations to all !!!

More Sushant Nivasrao has been selected as one of the 15 Rajiv 

Gandhi Talent Research Fellow (JNCASR) based on his project  

'Study of Coarsening in Non-equilibrium Systems'. He did the project 

during summer 2008 under Dr. Subir K. Das, Theoretical Sciences 

Unit, JNCASR, Bangalore.
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The ides of March brought out the spirit of the parade in early Rome. And so did we at IISER on March 15, 2008. The 
Annual Day at IISER was a day when we did a reality check on our standing, and patted ourselves on the back for our 
small steps towards growth and recharged ourselves for a grueling year ahead, ready to face bravely the challenges 
and surprises it would bring.

Annual Day 2008

Director's welcome note : The Year's Progress                              Prof Yash Pal releasing KALPA 2008

Prof K. N. Ganesh in his welcome note compressed a year's worth of painstaking progress into slide show minutes. Dr. 

Sivaram expressed hope that IISER's younger blood would fuel NCL and keep ageing science on its toes, and foresaw 

the symbiosis leading to groundbreaking collaborations. From amongst the students Surojit and Anuradha recounted 

their adventures as they merged with the IISER crowd and found their perch. Dr.  R. G. Bhat, Dr. Mayurika Lahiri and Dr. 

Sudarshan Ananth shared their happiness at being involved with the successes and failures at IISER and envisioned 

happy years of tenure and looked forward to the interdisciplinary warfare at the cafeteria. Sisir proposed a toast to the 

ideas that save the world and urged everyone to rediscover their box of crayons that lay imprisoned in their vestiges of 

childhood. Prof Yash Pal finally freed KALPA from its long slumber.

Prof Yash Pal envisions IISER as a university                              Audience interacts with Prof. Yash Pal

Prof Yash Pal, came on to the podium welcomed by roaring carefree claps, and turned this back on the audience, 

probing the science behind how the clap works and then went on to discuss the geophysical premise behind earth being 

a unique habitat for life. He then motivated the growth of independent Indian science towards developing indigenous 

instrumentation and technology, and reiterated its significance today as we heavily rely on importing science and hence 

living off only the canopy of science without cultivating it from the grassroot levels. Academic scholars and budding 

artists were ceremonially felicitated alike with cash/book vouchers. 
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Administrative and engineering staff were lauded for 

their devotion towards keeping IISER from keeling in 

rough seas. The Registrar wound up the celebrations 

with a vote of thanks, saluting the spirit of IISER. 

Bedartha and Aksha compered with lively grace.

- Sisir

Distinguished members of the audience                         Prof. Ganesh presenting a memento to Prof. Yash Pal

Prof. Yash Pal appreciating the campus development staff

IISER Pune celebrated its 
second annual cultural fest, 
Karavaan-08 on 16/03/08. It 
was the first one to go by the 
name ‘Karavaan’ – one year 
later, we were to celebrate 
Karavaan-09. We increased 
the wing-span of Karavaan 
as well, with IISER Kolkata 
agreeing to come and be a part of the event. (Later, we 
went one step ahead and had IISER Bhopal in addition 
to IISER Kolkata, take the stage for Karavaan-09.)

On the day of the event, what the diverse and all-age 
audience saw in an almost packed Chandrasekhar 
Auditorium, IUCAA, was that which the performers had 
tried to master over weeks of intense preparations, for 
them. With a compering team of a journalist who 
surprised the host of the show unawares, we started our 
journey, showcasing our skills at performances, all very 
different, but complementing the ones which we do 
practice in our science routine. Group songs (from Hindi 
movies and albums) backed by guitars and a 

s y n t h e s i z e r ,  a n d  
occasionally the beats of a 
congo, did not just come 
once or twice but four times, 
to entrance the audience, 
with their haunting, soulful 
melodies. As if that weren’t 
enough to exhibit the wide 
spectrum of talent we have, 

we had two solos too, a Western Classical piece on 
piano and a metal song from a foreign band, 
accompanied by vocals and a guitar. But the highlight of 
the show was definitely a pop song, rendered 
wonderfully well by the vocalist and efficiently backed by 
the synthesizer.
 
Dance performances kept coming at regular intervals – 
a number of students coming together to do a devotional 
folk dance; a romantic, heart-touching dance 
performance by two; a Bollywood fusion sequence; and 
a salsa pair. Besides that, we had another western 
dance, this time on a mix of a few English songs. IISER 
Kolkata also chipped in with their own Bollywood fusion 

Karavaan '08
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dance piece; and the mystic dance sequences within 
their drama performance also need to be mentioned. 
Speaking of drama, we had in total four plays, spanning   
a wide variety of genres. Two 
comedies, one on two 
boarders who finally meet 
each other in what they each 
claim to be their own lodging, 
and the whims of their 
greedy landlady; and the 
other one transcending eras 
where a scientist with his 
s i d e k i c k ,  g o  o n  a n  
unexpected journey to 
witness the historical and mythological events of the 
past. There was also a romantic, heart-rending play 

based on a series of letters exchanged between two 
childhood friends, portraying how people change   with 
time. IISER Kolkata, on the other hand, through their 
play, showcased the inseparable companionship of 

angels and demons in the human history. 

The winning entry of a competition on presenting 
photographs shot and 
compiled together into a 
‘still’ video, which provided 
insights into the lighter side 
o f  I I S E R ,  w a s  a l s o  
projected. Karavaan-08 was 
also about team work by the 
back-stage staff, a big group 
of students working hard to 
make sure the food, the 
lights, the music, the props, 

the paper work, the hospitality, and that helping hand 
came, all the time. 

We could very well call it an inter-IISER cultural fest, and 
with Karavaan-09, we took one more step forward in 
making it one of the most dearly awaited events of the 
year, for each of the IISERs. 

- Sarthak Parikh
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Culturing Biology in the Lab

Working up Chemistry 

 

Wander down the eastern end of the third floor of the central tower and you might smell a peculiar sweetish yeasty 
odour; peep into one of the rooms and you will see a thousand odd tubes plugged with cotton amid a small army of 
microscopes. That’ll be the fly room of the biology lab, where the mysteries of life are investigated. Hey! But flies are not 
the only interesting creatures in this lab with over a dozen PhD scholars and project assistants. These researchers are 
here to study life and behold strange specimens like the Profs and undergrads.

 
Roam around  the 
various sections 
(without making too 
much noise) and 
you’ll pass through 
the research lab 
w i t h  e v e r y  
workbench stacked 
head h igh wi th  
battalions of bottles, 
equipment, boxes 
of  p ipet te  t ips,   
comps, instruments 

and snaking wires (yes, Bio labs do have lots of wires); the microscope room with well, microscopes (really cool ones); 
the Tissue Culture room which you can’t roam around in (sensitive to contamination); the instrumentation room packed 
with meters, hoods, centrifuges, fridges and microwaves (NO they are not for warming up your pastry) and the teaching 
lab home to more comps, meters, microscopes and other miscellany of equipment. The resident subjects of study are 
the cancer cell lines, chicken eggs and Drosophila. The teaching lab has housed at various times some fish, tadpoles 
and an assortment of various plants. 

The stuff in the lab that needs to be highlighted (that we like to brag 
about) are : The Apotome-computer interfaced - optical sectioning 
capable - fluorescence enabled - differential interference contrast 
microscope, the multimode plate reader, the fly station, lots of stereo 
dissection microscopes, tissue culture set up, vacuum concentrators, 
ultracentrifuges, the inverted microscope with micromanipulators and 
the cell counter. Also to be mentioned are the RTPCR, numerous deep 
freezes and the GelDoc set up. But the last and not the least, the ultra-
cold (near freezing) air-conditioning in the lab deserves special mention, 
as it was the first thing to pop up when the inhabitants of this lab were 
asked to tell us what they found ‘cool’ in there!

Seeing the labs, it’s hard to imagine most of this has all come up in less 
than a year, described laconically as, ‘in March ’07 we had a biology 
floor...’. Some of the stuff was moved from the Innovation Park campus 
but the lab has been in a state of continuous growth. Even as I write this 
there are crates outside the lab, as always. It never seems to reach 
carrying capacity... and something tells me we can expect to be 
impressed by the productivity.

And finally chemistry has moved to Sai Trinity from NCL Innovation Park in December-2008, the reason being 
insufficient space to carry out research activities. This problem was further aggravated due to the arrival of sophisticated 
equipments, which are crucial for the research and training and need to be installed for speedy progress.

- Sachit

Updates on the present IISER campus 
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It was decided then to acquire the three additional floors measuring 
15,000 sq.ft. in the West Wing of the Sai Trinity. The main idea was to 
have all the science labs in the same premises, essentially for the 
students- teacher interaction as the classes are held in the Sai Trinity 
Campus.  Once this decision was taken, our team started working for 
planning and execution of the work, which was completed by 
December-2008.

On the first floor we have our research lab, where forty students are 
pursuing their projects.  The lab is well equipped with modern gadgets.  
As the safety is our major concern, we have also installed eight 
ductless fume hoods for carrying out hazardous reactions. All the 
research students have been made familiar with the safety aspects of 

lab experiments and waste disposal. Besides, there is a practical 
hall for 40 undergraduate students, which is supplemented by a 
small instrumentation room. 

As modern Chemistry can’t be done without using ‘state of the art’ 
analytical and separation instruments, the entire second floor is 
devoted to such equipments.  Some of the major equipments that 
have been bought are MALDI-TOF, Mass Spectrometer, GC-MS, 
HPLC’s, Flash Chromatography, Fluorescence Spectrometer, ITC 
(Isothermal Calorimeter), DSC, Peptide Synthesizer and so on 
(soon this list will appear on our website).  A dedicated laser lab 
and high end computer cluster will also be housed on the floor.  
Adequate care has been taken for providing enough space for 
smooth operation and storage of spares etc.

The interdisciplinary nature of IISER is evident on the third floor, where 24 faculty members from all the disciplines will 
have offices.  A small administrative office and a committee room have been also provided for closer interactions and 
scientific deliberations.  There are also two tutorial rooms mainly for the courses of senior students.

Now are you tempted to enter the Chemistry premises? The only thing, do not enter from cafeteria side after sipping 
coffee, directly into the lab. We would rather much like you to use main entrance from the West Wing.

The library is now expanding at a very tremendous pace with 
about 10,000 books (including 2680 e-books) and access to 
150 international journals. It is getting digitalised and 
automated fully. A multifunctional reprographic facility has been 
set up for the use of students and faculty.

Since its inception, the computing facility at IISER is centrally powered by world’s leading manufacturer(s) which 
contributes almost entirely to the active components consisting of LAN Switching, IP telephony, perimeter security, 
wireless access, handheld, video and desk phones, intrusion detection and prevention system. It is a symbiosis of 
computing, network, graphics and visualization. To meet the ever-increasing demands of High Performance Computing 
(HPC) for scientific research among the students and faculty of the institute, IISER is expecting to procure a High 
Performance Computer within the next few months.

- A.A. Natu

Catching up on your reading

Computing Facilities
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General purpose numerical packages such as Matlab, Mathematica along with architecture-specific mathematical 
libraries and some special purpose packages like software for computational chemistry such as Gaussian with 
Gaussview, software for Biology research groups such as sigmaplot and systat, software for Physics research groups 
such as LabView, support the computational facility at IISER.

The network operates at 10/100/1000 Mbps connectivity to the desktops and servers and also get connected to the 
network core at the same speed. To provide a high end-user performance, we have 10G capable inter-wing switch at the 
core, which operates at 128 Gbps switching back-plane, allows a 20Gbps inter-switch link and routes inter VLAN traffic 
seamlessly. 

As IISER is an upcoming Institute, there exist a huge possibility of creating a high-end heterogeneous environment to 
provide different flavors of high performance computing and high-end graphics visualization. In the forth-coming years, 
we need man-power, computing power and all around positive support to build a state-of-the-art computing centre at 
IISER.

This year we have added a third part to our Hall of Residence, HR3, consisting of three bungalows and one flat in a 
housing complex in Sus area. In addition we run a guest house in Bhavani Ajala, Sutarwadi (Ladies) and another in Sus 
road (Gents) for Research Scholars and Post docs. Our new well-furnished guest house in Sus-Baner link road, Pashan 
has seven rooms and an in-house catering.  

- Koushik Mondal

IISER Guest House

IISER Pune is developing its campus in the 98 acres of 
land near National Chemical Laboratory Pune. The 
Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD) has 
sanctioned Rs. 100 crore for campus construction. The 
campus consists of an academic block over 34,000 sq. 
mtr. and residential buildings over 83,000 sq. mtr. area. 
Other facilities like land development, roads, 
electrification, water supply and drainage, solar heating 
systems, rain water harvesting, solid waste 
management,  etc. are  also to be taken up. The site is 
rectangular in shape with its longer section parallel to the 
north south direction. 

M/s. C.R. Narayana Rao, Architects and Engineers of 
Chennai, are planning and designing for the 
development of campus. They have prepared a project 
based on the "green field concept" : 

lOrganization zone which comprises Main block, 
Lecture theater block, and Laboratory complex, 
Library and computer center has been planned 
closer to the main entry from the Baner road.

lResidential zone which comprises of hostel 
buildings and Faculty housing occupies the southern 
private part of the site with a separate entry from 
Pashan road.

lSupport zone which comprises of sports field, 
Swimming pool, and club house has been planned in 
close proximity to the residential zone.

lServices zone has been planned near the Baner 
road.

lNature zone which runs as green belt from north to 
south links all the zones and also acts as buffer 
between the organization and residential zones. 

Sprouting roots… the upcoming campus
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l

buildings.

Passive and active green building concepts is  planned 
and Orientation, landscaped courtyards, wind tunnel 
effects, storm water management system, energy 
efficient lighting fixtures, are considered in the 
designing.

The laboratory block has been planned as G+2 
structures with a central core and three radiating wings 
for four disciplines physics, chemistry, maths and 
biology. The internal atrium is an island of reflection 
having a kind of oasis of trees, water and flowers cut off 
from the wider world. Social interaction is the key 
element of the laboratory design. 

Laboratory has been planned to accommodate three 

Strong axis lines which connects the organization main spaces, the research laboratory, small teaching 
and seminar rooms and offices..The library and 
computer block has been clubbed together.

The IISER Pune is planning to implement the concept in 
to the reality soon and one of the hostel buildings is 
already under construction having (G+3) floors and 
construction is reached to the first floor level. The hostel 
will have 112 double bedded rooms, kitchen, and Dining 
hall having capacity of 210. Apart from above each floor 
will have TV room, indoor games facility, recreation 
room, laundry etc. Provision for power back up Diesel 
generator set and  Solar heating system is also planned. 
The hostel  building is likely to be completed with all 
respect up to Jan. 2010.

- A. K. Pandey

Already on the road… Securing our boundaries

Valuable inputs, active discussions!!
… our final campus

Up and up …..day by day
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“There the snow lay around my doorstep - great heaps of 
protons quietly precessing in the earth’s magnetic 
field…” : explained emotional Edward Purcell in his 
Nobel-lecture in 1952 about his feeling after the first 
successful observation of resonant electromagnetic 
absorption by nuclear spins in a kilogram of paraffin.

The hyperfine splittings of certain optical spectra were 
observed by Albert Michelson as long ago as in 1881.  
They remained unexplained for a long time.  In 1924 
Wolfgang Pauli proposed the existence of nuclear 
magnetic moments (spins), and explained the hyperfine 
splittings as due to the electron-nuclear interaction.  The 
first experimental verification was made in 1938 by 
Isidor Rabi using molecular beams.  Seven years later in 
1945, Felix Bloch and Edward Purcell independently 
observed the resonant induction in probe coils by the 
bulk nuclear magnetization of solids and liquids.  Since 
then the development of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
(NMR) spectroscopy has been staggering.  

NMR has a diverse list of applications such as 
characterization of chemical composition, determination 
of molecular structures and their dynamics, studying 
lattices in crystalline, amorphous or polymer materials, 
monitoring phase transitions, understanding protein 
folding, discovering designer drugs, sensing explosives 
and landmines, identification of oil fields, and the list 
goes on. NMR characterization is vital for chemical 
synthesis, understanding biomolecules, polymers, 
ceramics, liquid crystals, superconductors, zeolites, 
geology, micelles, grains, glasses, etc.

NMR imaging, which is popularly known as the Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a very powerful non-
invasive tool not only for medical diagnosis but also for 
material characterization. The recently emerging 
functional MRI (fMRI) can capture dynamic information 
in the image area and has important applications from 
Physics to Psychology. For example, fMRI is used to 
study neural activities in brain by monitoring dynamic 
distributions of blood flow in cognitive areas.

Apart from these applications, what fascinates most of 
us is that NMR provides a window into the deep 
concepts of the underlying quantum theory itself.  
Richard Ernst in his Nobel-lecture says “the world of the 
nuclear spins is a true paradise for theoretical and 
experimental physicists. It supplies, for example, the 
most simple test systems for demonstrating the basic 
concepts of quantum mechanics and quantum statistics, 
and numerous textbook-like examples have emerged”.  
With the help of resonant radio frequency 

electromagnetic pulses, we can achieve precise control 
over nuclear spin dynamics. By monitoring the spin 
dynamics we can gain experimental knowledge on spin-
field interactions, quantum coherence, spin-spin 
exchange interaction, dipole-dipole interaction, 
quadrupole interaction, hyperfine interaction, spin 
diffusion, chemical exchange, spin relaxation, 
geometric phase, quantum Zeno effect, quantum 
tunneling, quantum chaos and so on.  

One exciting addition to the above list is the possibility of 
studying quantum information using a nuclear spin 
system.  A system of N mutually coupled spin ½ nuclei 

Nprovide 2  level quantum system corresponding to N-
quantum bits (qubits).  Quantum computing has the 
potential to tackle certain complex problems that are 
intractable to ordinary computers.  Building a quantum 
computer, however, remains a daunting challenge.  A 
system encoding a non-trivial quantum information will 
be in such a delicate state that the information gets lost 
irreversibly in milli seconds due to the constant 
interference with the environment. Fortunately, as in 
most of the other NMR applications, the strength of NMR 
qubits lies in the weakness of nuclear interactions with 
the external world.  As a result, the NMR qubits can 
encode and retain the coherent information for hundreds 
of milliseconds, which is sufficiently long to perform 
hundreds of unitary operations corresponding to various 
logic gates.  Presently NMR is the most successful test-
bed for quantum information. Currently the electron-
nuclear spin-based architecture is one of the candidates 
for building a large scale Quantum Computer.

The NMR Research Center of IISER, Pune was 
inaugurated by C. N. R. Rao, Linus Pauling Research 

rdProfessor, JNCASR, Bangalore on 23  December 2008.  
The center currently has two state-of-the-art 
spectrometers. NMR techniques for liquids and solids 
differ both in terms of the hardware and in terms of spin 
control techniques.  The Bruker 500 MHz (this is the 
Larmor frequency of proton in a magnetic field of 
strength 11.75 Tesla / 1,17,500 Gauss) spectrometer 
has a capability to carryout experiments with liquid, 
liquid crystalline, as well as solid samples.  The sample 
quantity is generally a few milligrams.  The wide-bore 
superconducting magnet is so well shielded that the 
stray field outside the magnet container is less than 5 
Gauss.  The spatial inhomogeneity of the magnetic field 

9at the center is less than one part in 10 .  As a result, the 
spectrometer can provide a resolution better than 0.3 Hz 
out of 500 MHz.  The whole magnet weighing more than 
a ton floats on an air cushion to damp floor vibrations.  
The spectrometer is equipped with five independent 

Center for Resonance
-T. S. Mahesh
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activities, the center intends to train students and PhD 
scholars on both theoretical principles and experimental 
aspects of NMR.  It also looks forward to develop a close 
collaboration with the neighboring National Chemical 
Laboratory and other education and research institutes.  
The mission is clear and simple: science education and 
research.

1 13H spectrum of Chloroform liquid (left) and C spectrum 
of Glycine powder (right) spectra recorded in the Bruker 
500 MHz spectrometer. The frequency axes are with 

1respect to the carrier frequencies for H (500 MHz) and 
13 1C (125 MHz) resonances respectively. H spectrum 

13has a line width of 0.27 Hz.  The asterisks in the C 
spectrum correspond to the magic angle spinning 
sidebands.

1 13Two dimensional H / C correlation spectrum of 
cyclosporin recorded in the Bruker 500 MHz 
spectrometer.  The spectrum provides information 
about the sequential arrangement of amino acids in the 
cyclic peptide.

radio frequency channels with high power (up to 1 kW) 
amplifiers.  The solid samples can be spun inside the 
magnet at 15 kHz (9,00,000 rpm) to time average certain 
anisotropic inter nuclear / shielding interactions.  The 
sample temperature can be varied from -140 to +150 
degrees Celsius.  The spectrometer is also equipped 
with triple axis gradient amplifiers to enable pixel 
selection.  The JEOL 400 MHz (9.4 Tesla) spectrometer 
has an automatic sample changer.  It is useful for high 
throughput screening of a large number of liquid 
samples.  It has a standard-bore superconducting 
magnet with similar homogeneity and resolution as that 
of the Bruker magnet.  This spectrometer has three 
independent RF channels and a single axis gradient.  
Both of these spectrometers span most of the elements 
and their isotopes.  

The NMR Research Center aims to create an excellent 
environment for research in spin dynamics, quantum 
information processing, and for characterization of 
inorganic or organic compounds, biomolecules, 
polymers, nano materials etc.  Apart from the research 

IISER Hall of Residence 3 - Our HR3

On August 13, 2008 - day of registration at IISER for the 
new batch of students, we were asked to fill out forms 
and were given our hostel bed numbers. Brimming with 
curiosity, we were shuttled in batches to our hostel HR3 
(Hall of Residence!). And so we were all packed into 3 
bungalows and 1 flat in an apartment. Little did we know 
we would be living in the lap of luxury that our seniors 
were deprived of… All girls were packed into one 
bungalow (that’s 14 of us); three batches of 12 odd boys 
in 2 other bungalows and the flat. Apart from the doorbell 
which the watchmen use rather infrequently, life is 
almost peaceful in the hostel. Late into the night, 
everyone is tucked in bed and by the daylight; everyone 
is shipped to the institute. The ground floor of our hostel 
is home to 6 girls and the top floor is occupied by 8 girls. 
And it won’t be a wonder to see some of us balancing 
ourselves on the water-tank or on the roof as we enjoy 
our evening sunsets up on the terrace. The hostel is 

indeed a place where we share (foodstuffs from home), 
care (by fetching water for one another) and learn to live 
together. All we hope now is that this experience will be a 
bridge to our new life (in the new hostel) that we are all 
awaiting.

- Krithika
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A Hearty Welcome to the IISER Family

Prasad Subramanian, 
Assistant Professor

M.S. Santhanam, 
Assistant Professor

Girish Ratnaparkhi, 
Assistant Professor

Arijit Bhattacharya, 
Assistant Professor

Shouvik Datta, 
Assistant Professor

Anjan Banerjee, 
Assistant Professor

Anupam Kumar Singh, 
Assistant Professor

Arun Venkatnathan, 
Assistant Professor

Deepak Barua, 
Assistant Professor

Seergazhi Srivatsan, 
Assistant Professor

Apratim Chatterji, 
Assistant Professor

Pranay Goel,
 Assistant Professor

Narmada Khare, 
IISER Fellow

Harsh Chaturvedi,
 IISER Fellow
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Vinayak Vipat, 
Assistant Engineer 

(Electrical)

Santhosh Nevse, 
Assistant Registrar

Umeshreddy Kacherki, 
Deputy Librarian

Nilesh Gharge, 
Assistant Engineer

Nishikant Subhedar, 
Visiting Faculty

Farhat Habib, 
IISER Fellow

Atul Kumar Pandey, 
Project Engineer cum 

Estate Officer

Ramesh Mohite, 
Personal Assistant 

Shraddha Visal, 
Office Assistant 

(Multiskill)

Koushik Mondal, 
Scientific Officer 

(System Administrator)

Manoj Chaudhari, 
Personal Assistant

Mahesh Rote, 
Personal Assistant 

Manoj Mane, 
Technical Assistant 

(Electrical)

Vijaykumar Shinde, 
Technical Assistant 

(Civil)

Bharathi Nuthakki, 
Visiting Faculty
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The graduate program in basic sciences with pre-doctoral research leading to PhD is running in full swing since last 
year. We have at present 30 research scholars registered for research.

PhD Program @ IISER Pune

List of Research Scholars with their research areas

1. Amar Mohite - Enzyme Inhibitors, Organic Synthesis - Dr. R.G. Bhat

2. Ameya Mahajan - Understanding the molecular mechanism of macromolecules acting as long distance signals in 
phloem - Dr. Anjan K. Banerjee

3. Anupam Bandopadhyay - Unnatural Peptides for gp41 Inhibitors - Dr. Hosahudya N. Gopi

4. Anurag Sharma - Cytoskeleton remodelling during axonal outgrowth - Dr. Aurnab Ghose

5. Arthur Varghese - Study of Photovoltaic Cells - Dr. Shouvik Datta

6. Arun Babu K.P. - Study of Forbush decrease - Dr. Prasad Subramanian

7. A.V.R. Murthy - Microscopy - Dr. Shiva Prasad Patil

8. Deepak Jain - Peptide Nucleic Acid Chemistry - Prof. K.N. Ganesh

9. Jay Prakash Shukla - DNA damage and checkpoint protein interaction and signalling - Dr. Aurnab Ghose

10. Kanika Bansal - Electronic Properties of Photovoltaic Materials and Devices - Dr. Shouvik Datta

11. Madhusudan G Ingale - Theoretical Physics

12. Mahima Goel - Polymer Chemistry - Dr. Jaykannan M.

13. Maroti Pawar - Synthesis, Incorporation and Applications of Functionalised Nucleoside Probes - Dr. Srivatsan S.G.

14. Mithila Handu - Role of Sumoylation in Drosophila Innate Immune System - Dr. Girish Ratnaparkhi

15. Naveen Prasad - Evolutionary Aspect of Development of Flight Appendages in Insects - Prof. L.S. Shashidhara

16. Nitin Bansonde - Peptide Nucleic Acid Chemistry - Prof. K.N. Ganesh

17. Padmashri V Patil - Study of Nano Photovoltaic Cell - Dr. Shouvik Datta

18. Payal Arya - TopBP1 and its role in the ATR signaling pathway during DNA damage - Dr. Mayurika Lahiri

19. Prakash Sultane - Enzyme Inhibitors, Organic Synthesis - Dr. R.G. Bhat

20. Reshma Talreja - Investigating stability and life history traits in D. Melanogaster populations - Dr. Sutirth Dey

21. Sachitanand Mali - Peptide Chemistry - Dr. Hosahudya N. Gopi
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22. Sandip Jadhav - Peptide Chemistry - Dr. Hosahudya N. Gopi

23. Savita Singh - Characterisation and Identification of targets of UBX in Drosophila melanogaster - Prof. L.S. 
Shashidhara

24. Senthilkumar D - Gene Regulation in Drosophila Development - Dr. Girish Ratnaparkhi

25. Shekhar Shinde - Nano-conducting Polymer Chemsitry - Dr. Jaykannan M.

26. Shree Harsha TT - Evolutionary Aspect of Development of Flight Appendages in Insects - Prof. L.S. Shashidhara

27. Sneha Bhogale - Understanding the molecular mechanism of macromolecules acting as long distance signals in 
phloem - Dr. Anjan K. Banerjee

28. Soumya Singha Roy - Wavelet Transform & Fractional Fourier Transform for NMR data processing- Dr.T.S.Mahesh

29. V Resmi - Synchronisation of Chaotic Systems - Dr. G. Ambika

30. Vikram Shettigar - Gene Regulation in Drosophila - Dr. Girish Ratnaparkhi

Post doctoral fellows

1. Arkaja Kumar - Developmental Biology

2. Anuradha Mehla - Developmental Biology

Project Assistants 

1. Hardik Panjwani - Physics

2. Shekhar Shinde - Chemistry

3. Abhishek Kulkarni - Biology 

Papers / Posters presented in conferences / seminars

1. ‘Characterization of Neuronal Formin in Cytoskeletal remodeling at Axon Growth Cone’ - Anurag Sharma – 
NCBS/Micromanager sponsored Microscopy course - ‘Principles of Light Microscopy : A training course with focus 
on Asia’ - 1-7 March 2009

2. “Synchronization in systems coupled through environment” - V. Resmi and G. Ambika - Raman Memorial 
Conference, University of Pune, 26 & 27 February 2009

3. Fractional Fourier Transform For NMR Data Processing- Soumya Singha Roy & T S Mahesh - NMRS 2009 
(Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Socity) - IICT Hydearbad - 2-5 Feb, 2009 - selected as one of the best posters

Conferences / Workshops attended

4. V. Resmi- DST SERC school on Nonlinear Dynamics, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, 26 June - 16 July 2008

5. V. Resmi - International Conference on Nonlinear Dynamical Systems and Turbulence- IISc- IMI-Bangalore- July 
17-22,2008

6. Ameya Mahajan - Global Potato Conference, Delhi - 9-12 Dec 2008
th7. Abhisehk Sahasrabudhe and Anurag Sharma - 34  Mahabaleshwar Seminar on Modern Biology - 

‘Mechanosignalling in Cell and Developmental Biology’ - 14-18 Feb 2009

8. Reshma Talreja - Evolutionary Biology Workshop held at Abasaheb Garware College, Pune.-12-14 Feb 2009

9. Aniruddh Sastry - Genomics, Model Organisms and Diseases, NCBS Bangalore- 1-2 Oct 2008

10. Abhishek Sahasrabudhe, Anurag Sharma, Naveen Prasad, Vikram Shettigar, Ameya Mahajan, Mithila Handu, 
Shree Harsha TT, Savita Singh, Payal Arya & Aniruddh Sastry - XXXII Conference of Indian Society of Cell Biology 

th thand Symposium on Stem Cells and Pattern Formation- 4  – 6  Dec 2008.
th11. Abhishek Sahasrabudhe, Anurag Sharma, Mithila Handu, Aniruddh Sastry &Savita Singh - 4  Benny Shilo 

rd rdDevelopmental Biology course at NCBS-TIFR Bangalore - 23  Dec 2008 to 3  Jan 2009.

12. Amar Mohite, Anupam Bandyopadhyay, Mahima Goel, Prakash Sultane, Sandip Jadhav & Sachitanand Mali - 
INSA-KOSEF (Indo –Korean) symposium in organic chemistry, 12-13 Jan 2009, NCL, Pune

13. Amar Mohite ,Anupam Bandyopadhyay,Mahima Goel, Maroti Pawar, Nitin Bansode, Prakash Sultane, Sandip 
thJadhav, Sachitanand Mali & Deepak Jain -  RSC-CRSI Joint Symposium, 5  Feb 2009, NCL, Pune

14. Amar Mohite, Anupam Bandyopadhyay, Mahima Goel, Maroti Pawar, Nitin Bansode, Prakash Sultane, Sandip 
thJadhav, Sachitanand Mali & Deepak Jain - 11  CRSI National Symposium in Chemistry,6-8 Feb, NCL , Pune.
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Research Publications*

1. Mode-specific photoionization dynamics of a simple asymmetric target: OCS, Aloke Das, E. D. Poliakoff, R. R. 
Lucchese, and John D. Bozek, J. Chem. Phys. 130, 044302 (2009).

2. Mutifractal Analysis of Physiological Data- a non-subjective approach – G Ambika, K P Harikrishnan & R Misra - 
Complex Dynamics of Physiological Systems: from Heart to Brain-S K Dana et al (eds)-Springer 2008-p 21

3. Virus Immune Drug Dynamics - G Ambika & Neelesh Dahanukar - Nonlinear Dynamics-M Daniel & S 
Rajasekar(eds) - Narosa 2008-p 207

4. An algorithmic computation of Mutifractal Spectrum of time series - K P Harikrishnan, R Misra & G Ambika- 
Nonlinear Dynamics-M Daniel & S Rajasekar(eds)- Narosa 2008-p 235

5. Anticipatory synchronization with variable time delay and reset - G Ambika & R E Amritkar- Phys. Rev E-2009(in 
press) - arXiv:0810.5613v1 [nlin.CD]

6. Combined use of correlation dimension and entropy as discriminating measures for time series analysis -K P 
Harikrishnan, R Misra & G Ambika-Communications in Nonlinear Science & Numerical Simulation-14,3608 (2009)

7. Efficient use of Correlation entropy for analysing time series data - K P Harikrishnan, R Misra & G Ambika - 
Pramana (J Phys) 72, 325 (2009)

8. Conjugacy Classes of Centralizers in G2 - Anupam Kumar Singh - Journal of the Ramanujan Mathematical 
Society vol. 23 no. 4 (2008).

9. Self-assembly of sparsely distributed molecules: an efficient cluster algorithm - A. Bhattacharyay & A Trvisi - 
Chem Phys. Lett 458, 210 (2008)

10. Morphological changes of superconducting phases in a mixed state with a normal current: a multiple scale analysis 
-  A. Bhattacharyay - J Phys A: Math. Theor. 41,112001 (2008)

11. A simple model for dynamic phase transitions in cell spreading - A. Bhattacharyay- J Phys A : Math Theor. 
41,055101 (2008)

12. Laboratory evolution of population stability in Drosophila: constancy and persistence do not necessarily coevolve- 
Dey, S., Prasad, N.G., Shakarad, M., and Joshi, A. 2008. Journal of Animal Ecology 77 (4), 670-677.

13. 1,4-linked 1,2,3-Triazole des-peptidic analogues of PNA (TzNA): Synthesis of T-oligomers by “click” reaction on 
 solid phase and stabilization of derived triplexes with DNA, Gitali Deviand Krishna N Ganesh,  J. Org. Chem. 2009 

(in press)

14. Regulating receptor PTP activity- Ghose, A. and Van Vactor, D. in R. A. Bradshaw and E. A. Dennis (eds.). 
Handbook of Cell Signaling. Elsevier, Inc. (2008)  (in Press).

15. Fak56 functions downstream of integrin áPS3âí and suppresses MAPK activation in neuromuscular junction 
growth - Ghose,A .,  Tsai, P-I., et al. Neural Development, 3, 26(2008)  

16. Introducing metallocene into a triazole peptide conjugate reduces its off-rate and enhances its affinity and antiviral 
potency for HIV-1 gp120. Gopi, H., Cocklin, S., Pirrone, V., McFadden, K., Tuzer, F., Zentner, I.,  Ajith, S., Baxter, S., 
Jawanda, N., Krebs, F. C., Chaiken, I. M. J.  Mol. Recognit.  2009, 22(2), 169-174.

17. Structure-based rationale for interleukin 5 receptor antagonism. Ishino, T., Harrington, A. E., Gopi, H., Chaiken, I. 
Curr. Pharm. Des. 2008, 14(12), 1231-1239.

18. Structural determinants for affinity enhancement of a dual antagonist peptide entry inhibitor of human 
immunodeficiency virus type-1. Gopi, H., Umashankara, M., Pirrone, V., LaLonde, J., Madani, N., Tuzer, F., Baxter, 
S., Zentner, I., Cocklin, S., Jawanda, N., Miller, S. R., Schön, A., Klein, J. C., Freire, E., Krebs, F. C., Smith,  A. B., 
Sodroski, J, Chaiken,  I. J. Med. Chem. 2008, 51(9), 2638-2647

19. Divergent Nanostructures from Identical Ingredients: Unique Amphiphilic Micelle Template for Polyaniline 
Nanofibers, Tubes, Rods and Spheres. Anilkumar, P.; Jayakannan, M.  Macromolecules, 2008, 41, 7706- 7715.

20. Hydroxyl Functionalized Polyaniline Nano-spheres: Tracing Molecular Interactions at Nano-surface via Vitamin-C 
Sensing. Anilkumar, P.; Jayakannan, M.  Langmuir, 2008, 24, 9754-9762.

Academic activities of faculty during 2008-09

*some of the publications are based on work done by faculty prior to joining IISER
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21. Probing the p-stack Induced Molecular Aggregation in p-Conjugated Polymers, Oligomers and Their Blends of 
Poly(phenylenevinylene)s. Amrutha, S. R.; Jayakannan, M.   J. Phys. Chem. B.  2008. 112, 1119-1129.

22. Polyurethane-Oligophenylenevinylene Random Copolymers: p-Conjugated Pores, Vesicles and Nano-Spheres 
via Solvent Induced Self-organization. Deepa, P.; Jayakannan, M.  J. Polym. Sci. Polym. Chem. 2008, 46, 5897-
5915

23. Solvent Free and Non-isocyanate Melt Transurethane Reaction for Aliphatic Polyurethanes and Mechanistic 
Aspects. Deepa, P.; Jayakannan, M.  J. Polym. Sci. Polym. Chem. 2008, 46, 2445-2458. 

24. Renewable Resource based Poly(m-phenylenevinylene) and their Statistical Copolymers: Synthesis, 
Characterization and Probing of Molecular Aggregation and Forster Energy Transfer Processes. Anish, C. 
Amrutha, S. R. and Jayakanann, M.  J. Polym. Sci. Polym. Chem. 2008, 46, 3241-3256. 

25.  Nitric Oxide Decreases Motility and Increases Adhesion in Human Breast Cancer Cells. Lahiri, M. and Martin, JHJ.  
Oncology Reports, 21, 275-281(2009).

26. Spins as qubits: Quantum information processing by nuclear magnetic resonance, Dieter Suter and T. S. Mahesh-
J. Chem. Phys.128, 052206, (2008)

27. NMR implementation of adiabatic SAT algorithm using strongly modulated pulses, Avik Mitra, T. S. Mahesh, and 
Anil Kumar-J. Chem. Phys. 128,124110, (2008)

28. Gelation of Covalently Edge-modified Laponites in Aqueous Media: Rheology and NMR, S. Patil, R. Mathew, T. G. 
Ajithkumar, P. Rajamohanan, T. S. Mahesh, G. Kumaraswamy-J. Phys. Chem B, 112, 4536, (2008)

29. Polynomial Representation of Long knots- R Mishra & M Prabhakar- International Journal of Mathematical 
Analysis(in press).

30.  Synthesis of 2-amido, 2-amino, and 2-azido derivatives of the nitrogen analogue of the naturally occurring 
glycosidase inhibitor salacinol and their inhibitory activities against O-GlcNAcase and NagZ enzymes- Niloufar 
Choubdar, Ramakrishna G. Bhat, Keith A. Stubbs, Scott Yuzwa and B. Mario Pinto; Carbohydrate Research, 
2008, 343 1766–1777

31. Nanoscale organization of Hh is essential for long range signaling. Vyas, N., Goswami, D., Manonmani, A., 
Sharma, P., Ranganath, H.A., VijayRaghavan, K., Shashidhara, L.S., Sowdhamini, R. and Mayor, S.- Cell 133, 
1214-1227. (2008).

32. Cell cycle regulation by the pro-apoptotic gene Scotin.-Gupta, R.K., Tripathi, R., Naidu, B.J., Srinivas, U.K. and 
Shashidhara, L.S. - Cell Cycle 7, 2401-2408 (2008).

33. Human APC sequesters â-catenin even in the absence of GSK-3â in a Drosophila model. Ramesh Rao, P., 
Makhijani, K. and Shashidhara, L. S.- Oncogene 27, 2488-2493. (2008).

34.  Involvement of neuropeptide Y Y1 receptors in the nicotine triggered and withdrawal responses with reference to 
feeding behavior in rat. Nakhate, K.T. Dandekar, M.P., Kokare, D.M., and Subhedar, N.K.  European J. 
Pharmacology (2009). (in press).

35. GABA  receptors in nucleus accumbens shell mediate the hyperphagia and weight gain following haloperidol A

treatment in rats. Meena, H., Nakhate, K. T., Kokare, D.M., Subhedar N.K Life Sciences. (2008).  (in press).

36.  Cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript (CART) containing systems may play a major role in the 
manifestation of depression: social isolation and olfactory bulbectomy models reveal unifying principles. Dandekar, 
M.P., Singru, P.S., Kokare, D.M., R.M., Thim, L, Clausen, J.T., Subhedar, N.K.  Neuropsychopharmacology(2008). 
(in press).

37.  Transient up-regulation of cocaine- and amphetamine-regulated transcript peptide (CART) immunoreactivity 
following ethanol withdrawal in rat hypothalamus. Dandekar MP, Singru PS, Kokare DM, Subhedar, N.K. Brain 
Research 1240: 119-131(2008).. 

38.  Neurosecretory neurons of the nucleus preopticus (NPO) express salmon GnRH mRNA and show reproduction 
phase-related variation in the female Indian major carp, Cirrhinus mrigala (Ham.). Sakharkar, A.J., Mazumdar, M., 
Singru, P.S., Subhedar, N.K. Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology-Part A: Molecular and Integrative 
Physiology (in press: doi:10.1016/j.cbpa.2008.07.005) (2008)..

39.  Association of cocaine-and amphetamine-regulated transcript and neuropeptide Y in the forebrain and pituitary of 
the catfish, Clarias batrachus: A double immunofluorescent labeling study. Singru, P.S.  Mazumdar, M.,  
Barsagade, V.,  Lechan R.M., Thim,  L., Clausen, J.S., Subhedar, N.K.  J. Chem Neuroanat. 36: 239-250(2008)..
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40. Forbush decreases and turbulence levels at CME fronts-Subramanian, P., Antia, H. M., Dugad, S. R., Goswami, 
U. D., Gupta, S. K., Hayashi, Y., Ito, N., Kawakami, S., Kojima, H., Mohanty, P. K., Nayak, P. K., Nonaka, T., Oshima, 
A., Sivaprasad, K., Tanaka, H. and Tonwar, S. C., Astronomy and Astrophysics-2009(in press).

41. Driving Currents for Flux Rope Coronal Mass Ejections-Subramanian, P. and Vourlidas, A.,, Astrophysical 
Journal-2009-(in press).

42. The quintic interaction vertex in light-cone gravity, Sudarshan Ananth, Physics Letters B 664 (2008) 219.

Papers presented in conferences

G. Ambika

· Stochastic resonance in discrete systems- Stochastic Resonance 2008(SR2008)- Perugia, Italy  Aug 17-21,2008

· Bifurcation sequences in synchronized maps- Bedartha Goswami & G Ambika- International Conference on 
Nonlinear Dynamical Systems and Turbulence- IISc- IMI-Bangalore- July 17-22,2008

· Antiphase Synchronization in Environmentally Coupled Oscillators- G Ambika & Sheekha Verma- National 
Conference in Nonlinear Systems and Dynamics(NCNSD), Kolkata, March 5-7,2009

Anjan Banerji

· Moving a signal mRNA through Phloem superhighway IISER (India) - SOKENDAI (Japan) Lecture Workshop on 
th  th“Trends in Modern Biology” 24 to  25  October, 2008, 

· Long-distance trafficking of mobile RNAs in phloem, Dept of Microbiology and Cell Biology, Indian Institute of 
thScience, Bangalore, India, 5  November, 2008

· From light to dark, understanding molecular signals for potato tuberization, Potato Genomics and Biotechnology, 
thCentral Potato Research Institute (CPRI), Shimla, 14  November, 2008.

· Transport of RNAs/proteins in Phloem and their potential roles in long distance signaling. Dept of Zoology, 
thAhmadnagar College, Ahmadnagar, Maharashtra, IISER Pune Outreach programme, 10  January 2009,

th th· Molecular Biology of tuberization in Potato, Global Potato Conference in New Delhi, from 9  to 12  December. 
2008. 

Girish  Ratnaparkhi

· “Genomics, model organisms and Disease”, Oct 1-2,2008, at the National Centre for Biological Sciences, 
Bangalore.

· “International Symposium on Nuclear Architecture and Chromatin Dynamics”, Nov 26-28, 2008at the Centre for 
Cellular and Molecular Biology, Hyderabad.

· “XXXII All India Cell Biology Conference &. Symposium on Stem Cells and Pattern Formation”. Agharkar Research 
th thInstitute, Pune, India 4 -6 Dec, 2008.

Mayurika Lahiri

Lahiri, M and Freudenreich, C.H. Expanded CAG repeats activate the DNA damage checkpoint pathway. The 
Young Investigators’ Meeting, Poovar, Kerala, India-Feb2009

Prasad Subramanian

 “Constraints on turbulence in the solar corona: results from GMRT-NRH observations at 327 MHz” - ‘Low 
Frequency Radio Universe’, Dec 8-12 2008 , NCRA-TIFR, Pune

Invited lectures

Aloke Das

1. “Mode-specific photoelectron dynamics in polyatomic molecules using synchrotron radiation”, RRCAT (Raja 
Ramanna Centre for Advanced Technology) Indore on April 10, 2008.
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2. “Old electrons falling in new traps: Mode-specific photoionization dynamics in polyatomics”, Discussion meeting on 
Spectroscopy and Dynamics of Molecules and Clusters (SDMC 09) on February 20-22, 2009 at the Sana Beach 
Resort, Mandarmoni, West Bengal.

G. Ambika

1. Virus Immune Drug dynamics- C V Raman Memorial lecture- Rajiv Gandhi Centre for Biotechnology, Trivandrum - 
Nov 07, 2008.

2. Synchronisation with variable delay & reset- Pune-Goettingen Workshop- University of Pune, Feb 28, 2009.

Anupam Kumar Singh

             Real and Strongly Real Classes in Algebraic Groups-HRI-24 Dec 2008

Arun Venkatnathan

1.  “Modelling and simulation of polymer membrane nanostructure and molecular transport in fuel cells”, Inter-IISER 
Chemistry Meet held at IISER, Pune, December 22,23, 2008.

2. “A computer simulation of polymer membrane nanostructure and molecular transport in fuel cells”,Discussion 
meeting on theoretical chemistry, TCS-2009, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, Jan 18-22, 2009.

Aurnab Ghose

1. Building Nervous systems-Indian Academies- Workshop, 150 Yrs Since Darwin: Behavioral Adaptations & 
Evolution at Sophia College, Mumbai, India

2. Cell Biological Logic of axon guidance: Insights from a single receptor-Trends in Modern Biology, Indo-Japan 
Symposia at IISER Pune, India

3. ECM as instructive cues for axon guidance-Research seminar at BioQuant, University of Heidelberg, Germany

Anjan Banerjee

1. StBEL5 –a long distance signal for potato tuberization. “Research and development needs in transgenic farming 
era, December 11-31. 2008, University of Agricultural Sciences, Dharwad, Karnataka

2. RNA transport and long distance signaling– an insight from phloemics. Dept of Biotechnology, University of Pune, 
rdPune, on 23  November, 2008

K. N. Ganesh  

1. Collagen Analogs: Synthesis and Biophysical Studies on 4-Aminoproline Collagen, Recent Trends in Collagen, 
Central Leather Research Institute, Chennai, 24 January 2008

2. Discovery of novel HIV Tat –NFkB DNA interactions by SELEX. Institute of Life Sciences, Hyderabad, 29 January 
2008

3. Nano DNA: Templated assemblies of Gold/Silver nanoparticles on DNA towards function, International meeting of 
“Impact of Nucleic Acid Nanostructure on Function” (INSOF), NCBS, Bangalore, 13 February 2008.

4. Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, Pune, Presentation at Asian Science Forum, Hanyang 
University, Seoul, 29 Feb 2008.

5. Nanostructure of nucleic acids, BARC Symposium on Functional Materials, BARC, Mumbai, 6 March 2008.

6. Nano DNA: From Genetics to Generics, Rotary Club meeting, National Chemical Laboratory, Pune 22 March 2008

7. Nano DNA-Future Directions: From Genetics to Generics, Future Directions in Advanced Material Research, 
Shimla -18 April 2008

8. Nanobiology: From Genes and Gene products to Generic products. Indo Iran Joint Conference in Nanoscience, 
Teheran, Iran, 29 April 2008.

9. Challenges at the interface of chemistry and biology. RSC-WIS meeting, University of Pune, 5 September 2008

10. 4-Substituted proline collagen analogs as potential biomaterials: Design, synthesis and molecular properties. 
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International Symposium on Frontiers of Functional Materials, University of  Kolkata, Kolkata. 6 October 2009.

11. Electrostatic encapsulation of DNA with gold/silver nanoparticles and study of DNA-Ferrocene conjugates. 
Academy for Developing World (TWAS), Annual Meeting, Mexico, 13 November 2008.

12. Bionanotechnology, Bangalore Nano, Bangalore 12 December 2008

13. Science Career, CPYLS, NCL, Pune, 19 December 2008.

14. Bio-inspired Chemistry: From collagen analogs and peptide nucleic acids to DNA Nanotechnology and HIV, Inter 
IISER Chem, IISER Pune, 22 December 2008.

15. NMR solutions to seemingly trivial but tricky problems: Some interesting examples from our research, NMRS 2009, 
Indian Institute of Science and Technology, Hyderabad  3 February 2009

16. Discovering novel HIV Tat –NFkB DNA interactions by SELEX, Conference on Interface of Chemistry and Biology, 
NCBS-IISc, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, NCBS-17 February 2009

17. Nucleic acid based Based therapeutics, Poona College of Pharmacy, Pune, 23 February 2009

18. On becoming a successful researcher, Institute of Bioinformatics and Biotechnology, University of Pune,  Pune,  28 
February 2008.

Girish Ratnaparkhi

1. “Genomic Recycling by NF-kappaB proteins in Drosophila” Indo-Japan Trends in Modern Biology, IISER, Pune, 
India.

2. “The making of the Fly: The first few hours”-Ahmadnagar College, as part of the IISER-Outreach teaching Program. 

M. Jayakannan

1. Mutiple conducting polymers: Nanostructures from Identical chemical ingredients- International conference on 
Polymers: Micro to Nano Scale -  September 22-24, 2008, M. G. University, Kottayam.

2. Conducting Polymer Nano materials : Design strategies for molecular sensing-International conference on Smart 
materials, Structures and Systems during July 24-26, 2008, IISc Bangalore.

3. Conducting Plastics: Fundamentals and Applications- meeting for popularizing science on “Conducting plastics: 
fundamentals and Applications”, Pune University, September 5-6, 2008.

Mayurika Lahiri

1. The DNA Damage Surveillance Pathway in Human Pathologies.-National Symposia on Recent Trends in Modern 
Biology, Pune University, India.

2. Expanded CAG repeats activate the DNA damage checkpoint pathway. -Genomics, Model Organisms and 
Disease, NCBS, Bangalore, India.

3. The DNA Damage Surveillance Pathway in Human Pathologies. -Trends in Modern Biology, IISER, Pune, India.

A. A. Natu

1. Phytochemistry ( FMR Mumbai March 2008)

2. Industry-Academia interaction ( DY Patil University Pune, March 2008 )

3. Conceptualization in Chemistry (HBCSE Mumbai May 2008 )

4. High throughput Synthesis (Goa University, July 2008 )

5. Natural product processing ( Forensic Lab ,Delhi , September 2008 )

6. Interdisciplinary Biology ,(MS University Baroda, September 2008 )

7. Newer diagnostics ( Khalsa College Mumbai , October 2008)

8. IISERs ( Creative academy Pune, October 2008 )

9. Mass Spectroscopy for Biologists (Pune University and Fergusson college,  Pune - November 2008)
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10. Biotechnology ( SNDT University Pune, November 2008 )

Prasad Subramanian

1. “Forbush Decreases and CME turbulence” Second Indo-Chinese wokshop in Solar Physics, Kunming, China, Aug 
7-8 2008

2. “Driving Currents for CMEs” Magnetic Coupling between the Interior and the Atmosphere of the Sun: international 
meeting commemorating the centenary of the Evershed effect, Dec 2-5 2008, Indian Institute of Astrophysics, 
Bangalore

3. “Forbush Decreases observed with the GRAPES-3 telescope” - Winter School on Astroparticle Physics, Dec 21-29 
2008, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Ooty

4. “Physics of the Solar Corona” - Winter School on Radio Astronomy, Dec 15-23 2008, NCRA-TIFR and IUCAA, 
Pune

5. Short video clip on “Space Weather and the Solar-Terrestrial connection” produced by the Homi Bhabha Centre for 
Science Education, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, on the occasion of the International Year of Astronomy

Rama  Mishra

1. Projective Knots – Knots in Washington- Washington, USA- Feb 28, 2009

2. From Polynomial Knots to projective Knots- univ of Rochester- March 3, 2009

3. Projective Knots- Conference on low dimensional topology and geometry at NEHU, Shillong, July 2008: 

4. Polynomial Knots- Seminar on Analysis, Differential Equations at MS University, Baroda, Jan 2009

5. Khovanov topology- IISc Bangalore: Feb 2008

6. A categorization of Jones Polynomial- IIT Guwahati: April 2008

Ramakrishna G. Bhat
st “Synthesis of Novel Glycosidase Inhibitors” -1 Inter IISER Chemistry meet held at IISER Pune on Dec 22-23,   2008

M. S. Santhanam

1. “Chaotic ratchet : dynamics of particle in finite well” International Conference on Cold Atoms - IISER Kolkatta - Dec 
12-16, 2008.

2. Quantum Chaos and 1/f noise- Pune-Goetingen Workshop- University of Pune, Feb 28, 2009

L. S. Shashidhara

1. “Drosophila homologue of ataxin-2 binding protein-1 functions as a context-specific cofactor of Ci/Gli, the key 
mediator of Hedgehog signaling”. International Symposium on ‘Model Organisms and Stem Cells in Development, 
Regeneration and Disease.’ NCBS, Bangalore. February 23-25, 2008.

2.  “Wing to haltere transformation in Drosophila: prepared and executed by a Hox protein”. Institute of genetics, 
thMainz, Germany. 13  June 2008. 

3. “On the evolution of insect wings”. International Entomology Congress. 6 - 12 July 2008, Durban, South Africa.

4. “Ataxin-2 Binding Protein 1 is a context-specific cofactor of Cubitus-interruptus in Drosophila”. Institut de 
thRecherches “Signalisation, Biologie du Développement et Cancer” Nice, France. 15  October 2008. 

th5. “Model organisms in Drug discovery”. Advinus, Pune. 14  November 2008. 
th6. “Basic Biology to Biotechnology” Maharashtra Biotechnology Day. University of Pune. 14  November 2008. 

7. “Making of a fly wing: an evolutionary perspective”. Platinum Jubilee Celebrations of Indian National Science 
thAcademy, New Delhi 10  January 2009.

th8. “Making of a fly wing: an evolutionary perspective”. University of Pune, Dept of Zoology. 24  January 2009. 

9. “Science & technology and peace: Understanding human evolution”. International Seminar on the Centenary of 
thHind Swaraj. 12-14  February 2009. 
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10. “Making of a flight appendage: an evolutionary perspective”. Indian Agricultural Research Institute (IARI). New 
 Delhi 20February 2009. 

 11. “Making of a flight appendage: an evolutionary perspective”. Young Investigator meeting. Trivandrum 24-28
February 2009. 

N. Subhedar

1. ‘Synapses and Neurotransmitters’ at the Department of Biochemistry of the University of Baroda, Baroda, on 
September 27, 2008 – IISER outreach programme 

2. ‘Synapses and Neurotransmitters’ at the Department of Zoology, Ahmadnagar College, Ahmadnagar, on 
November 10, 2008 – IISER outreach programme

3. ‘Neuroanatomical basis of circadian rhythms’ at the DST sponsored School in Chronology, Department of Zoology, 
University of Lucknow, Lucknow on November 19, 2008.

4. ‘The fine art of immunocytochemistry’ at the Central India Institute of Medical Sciences, Nagpur on December 8, 
2008.

Sudarshan Ananth

1. Perturbative relations between gauge theory and gravity, Theoretical Physics Colloquium, Tata Institute of 
Fundamental Research, May 2008

2. Gravity as the square of Yang-Mills, “New Trends in Field Theories” Conference at the Banaras Hindu University, 
Nov 2008

3. The forces of Nature, School of Physical Sciences Seminar, Jawaharlal Nehru University, Nov 2008

4. The forces of Nature, Physics Seminar, Chennai Mathematical Institute, Chennai, Nov 2008

Sutirth Dey

1. An overview of Biology & How populations stabilize- IISER Lecture Series at MS University, Baroda:  27-Sep-2008.

2. Stability through mortality - Drosophila meeting at the University of Mysore: 29-March-2008.

3. Space matters: Metapopulation dynamics of Drosophila melanogaster- Trends in Modern Biology conference 
(IISER-Sokendai), IISER-Pune : 24-Oct-2008. 

Participation in workshops/conferences/seminars

G. Ambika

1. International Conference on Nonlinear Dynamical Systems and Turbulence- IISc- IMI-Bangalore- July 17-22,2008

2. Women in Science- A career in Science- 5 April, CUSAT, Cochin

3. Workshop on Grading system- Higher Education Council, Kerala-April 2008

Aurnab Ghose

1. “Model Organisms and Stem Cells in Development, Regeneration and Disease” meeting at Bangalore, India

2. “Genomics, model organisms and disease” at Bangalore, India

3. XXXII All India Cell Biology Conference and Symposia on “Stem cells and Pattern formation” at Pune, India

Arun Venkatnathan
th11  CRSI National Symposium at NCL, Pune, Feb 6-8, 2009

Ramakrishna G. Bhat

1. 4th INSA-KOSEF (Indo-Korean) Symposium in Organic Chemistry (Held at National Chemical Laboratory, Pune, 
Jan, 2009)  
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2. CRSI-11 and RSC symposium in chemistry (held at National Chemical Laboratory,   Pune, Feb 5-8, 2009) Member-
Organizing Committee

Shivprasad Patil

Nanosikkim III - Mechanics and friction at the nanoscale at Pelling in Sikkim India. Nov 10-14, 2008 

Organization

L. S. Shashidhara

A session on “Evo-devo of insect wings” at International Entomology Congress. 6 - 12 July 2008, Durban, South Africa
thOrganizing committee meeting of Indo-US Frontiers of Science Symposium. Washington DC, USA, 26  July 2008.

Lecture workshop on “Behavioral Adaptations and Evolution” at Sophia College, Mumbai, 29-30 August 2008.
rdLecture workshop on “Evolution” at Vivekananda College, Shimoga, 3  January 2009

National Frontiers of Science Symposium of the Indian National Science Academy, New Delhi 21-22 January 2009. 

Memberships and affiliations

K. N. Ganesh

1. JC Bose Fellow, National Chemical Laboratory, Pune 411008

2. Honorary Professor, Jawaharlal Nehru Centre for Advanced Scientific Research, Jakkur, Bangalore

3. Member, Board of Governors

· Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay, Mumbai

· Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, Kolkata

· Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, Mohali

· Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, Bhopal

· Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, Thiruvananthapuram

4. Member, Nanoscience Advisory Group, Department of Science and Technology, New Delhi

5. Member, Research Council, Indian Institute of Chemical Biology, Kolkata

6. Member, Indian Advisory Council, Lady Tata Memorial Trust, Mumbai

7. Reviewer, ERC grants (Materials and Synthesis), European Commission, Zurich

8. Titular Member, International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry.

9. Member, Editoial Board, Chemistry, a Asian Journal, Wiley-VCH, Germany

10. Member, board of studies, Biotechnology, University of Pune, Pune

A. A. Natu

1. Hon Advisor to German Academic Exchange Service  Bonn 

2. Member , Scientific Advisory committee , ICMR Institute of Herbal Medicines

3. Member of senate SVNIT University Surat

4. Member , Board of studies DY Patil University Pune

5. Convener , Burro of Indian standards Delhi

6. Fellow of  Maharashtra Acdemy of Scinces 

7. Board of Directors , Bakul Pharma ltd.

8. Member of three DSIR monitoring committees 
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L. S. Shashidhara

1. Member, Taskforce on Seribiotechnology, DBT, New Delhi.

2. Member, Expert Committee on BOYSCAT, DST, New Delhi.

3. Member, Faculty Selection Committee, IISER-Kolkata.

4. Member, Faculty Selection Committee, IISER-Trivandrum.

5. Member, Faculty Selection Committee, Dept of Zoology. University of Pune

6. Member, Platinum Jubilee Advisory Committee, Indian Academy of Science, Bangalore.

7. Member, Selection Committee (Animal Sciences). Indian National Science Academy, New Delhi. 

8. Chair, Organizing Committee: National Frontiers of Science Symposium.

9. Chair, Organizing Committee: Indo-US Frontiers of Science Symposium.

Mayurika Lahiri

1. Member of Indian Society of Cell Biology [Life]

2. Member of Indian Association for Cancer Research [Life]

International visits

G. Ambika

1. Noise in Physical Systems Lab, University of Perugia, Italy-  International Confrence, Stochastic resonance 2009- 
August 2008

2. University of Maryland for discussions - May 2008 

Aurnab Ghose

1. Research seminar at BioQuant ,University of Heidelberg, Germany-Dec2008

K. N. Ganesh

1. Asian Research Network (ARN) at Seoul, South Korea in March 2008.

2. Academy for Developing World (TWAS), Annual Meeting, Mexico, 13 November 2008.

3. Indo Iran Joint Conference in Nanoscience, Teheran, Iran, 29 April 2008

Rama Mishra

1. Visit for discussions- Mt Holyoke College, MA, USA- May 2008 & Boise State University- June 2008

2. Lecture and discussions,University of Washington, Rochester-Feb 2009

L. S. Shashidhara

1. Institute of Genetics and Department of Neurobiology, University of Mainz, Germany for collaborative work - June 
2008

2. Durban, South Africa-as invited speaker and organizer of a session at the International Entomology Congress - 
July 2008

3. US National Academy of Science, Washington DC, USA-as Chair of the organizing committee on Indo-US 
Frontiers of Science Symposia - July 2008

4. Institute of Developmental Biology and Cancer, Nice, France for collaborative work- October 2008 

Prasad Subramanian

1. Second Indo-Chinese workshop on Solar Physics, Kunming, China Aug 7-8, 2008
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IISER aims at promoting research at a young age and combining UG teaching with research in the frontier areas. This is 
practised by encouraging the students to take projects during the winter and summer vacation in IISER itself or in other 
Institutes of the country. Several of our students have been selected by Indian Academy of Sciences for the Summer 
Program and in the VSP of many other Institutes like JNCASR, Bangalore and NBHM, TIFR etc. They also participate in 
research level conferences, seminars, workshops, summer and winter schools etc. The detailed list for the year 2008-
09 is given below. 

Moreover the research component is integrated into the course work by introducing a 3- credit course as Lab training / 
Theory project from Semester V onwards. The students who opt for this can work in the lab or in a theory project under 
one faculty in one semester at the end of which, he/she will be assessed, graded and credited for the work done 
throughout the semester. In the next semester, they could work with the same faculty or with another faculty. This novel 
feature introduced in IISER Pune is well received by students and is expected to give them sufficient training to start on a 
project right at the beginning of the final year.

lBedartha Goswami presented a poster on Bifurcation sequences in synchronized maps at International 
Conference on Nonlinear Dynamical Systems and Turbulence - IISc-IMI-Bangalore - July 17-22,2008

lShadab Alam & Mohammed Zuhair M.M. presented a poster with the interactive session on Generating fractals 
from regular n-gons at National Conference on Nonlinear Systems & Dynamics (NCNSD 2009), Saha Institute of 
Nuclear Physics, Kolkata, March 5-7, 2009

Exposure to research at the UG level

Sr. NAME    TOPIC OF PROJECT / SEMINAR INSTITUTE DURATION

1 Sushant N More Coarsening in Non-Equilibrium Systems JNCASR, Bangalore Summer ‘08
(Rajiv Gandhi Science Talent Research Fellowship)

2 Sisir C. Anand Evolution of Eusociality in Insect Colonies JNCASR, Bangalore Summer ‘08

3 C B Ajit Many Body Physics with Ultracold Gases, Harishchandra Research 

Summer School in Biophysics Institute, Allahabad Summer ‘08

4 Lakshmi Priya M E MTTS – 2008 (Level1) RIE, Mysore Summer ‘08

VSRP – 2008 TIFR, Mumbai

5 Nitin Singh Chouhan Aggression in Flies IISER, Pune Aug’08-Jan’08

6 Harita Rao Application of Propargyl oxychloride in CLICK CHEM IISc, Bangalore Summer ‘08

7 Bedartha Goswami DST SERC School in NLD IISc,Bangalore Summer ‘08

NCNSD PRL, Ahmedabad Jan’ 08

8 Ruchi Gupta YSFP – 2008 Physics Department,

IISc, Bangalore Summer ‘08

9 Prakhar Arora Game Theoritical Model & Urban Bio-diversity of  ATREE, Bangalore Summer ‘08
Bangalore

10 Sheetal Kumar Jain Decoupling in liquid state NMR IISER, Pune Summer ‘08

11 Lokeshwar Bandhu Development Biology NCBS, Bangalore Summer ‘08

12 Ankur Gupta Frequency Locking in Laser Lab IISc, Bangalore Summer ‘08

13 Varun Rishi Superconductors JNCASR, Bangalore Summer ‘08
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14 Madhuresh Sumit Summer School in Biophysics Harishchandra Reasearch 
Institute, Allahabad Summer ‘08

Fluorescence Study in Protein- DNA interaction CDFD, Hyderabad

Synthesis & Spectroscopy of Gold and Silver NIUS Camp, HBCSE – 

Nanoparticles TIFR, Mumbai Apr,Oct,Dec ‘08

15 Ashutosh Priyadarshi Peptide Synthesis IISER, Pune Summer ‘08

16 Shishir Chourey Peptide Synthesis and Peptidomimetics IISER, Pune Summer ‘08

17 Vivek Anand Financial Mathematics, IAS Summer Research Department of Mathematics,
Fellowship IISc,Bangalore Summer ‘08

18 Mohammad Zuhair M M DST SERC School in NLD IISc,Bangalore Summer ‘08

International Conference on NLD 

Winter project on Analytic Number Theory NIAS, Bangalore

NCNSD SINP, Kolkata Mar2009

19 Shadab Alam DST SERC School in NLD IISc,Bangalore Summer ‘08

International Conference on NLD 

Radio Astronomy Winter School NCRA,Pune Dec,’08

NCNSD SINP, Kolkata Mar 2009

20 Akshaa Vatwani DST SERC School in NLD IISc,Bangalore Summer ‘08

International Conference on NLD 

Project on Electronic Structure NCL,Pune May,’08

21 Darshan Joshi Summer School on Astronomy/Astrophysics IUCAA,Pune Summer ‘08

Radio Astronomy Winter School NCRA,Pune Dec,’08

2- Day Workshop on “Frontiers in Astronomy” Fergusson College, Pune Feb,’09

22 Behlool Sabir Summer School on Astronomy/Astrophysics IUCAA,Pune Summer ‘08

2- Day Workshop on “Frontiers in Astronomy” Fergusson College, Pune Feb,’08

23 P. Vivekanada Reddy Poster Presentation AMI,New Delhi Nov,’08

24 Ajinkya Deogade Poster Presentation AMI,New Delhi Nov,’08

25 Mohit Ranghuwanshi Modification to Newton’s Rings Calculations using Plano NIUS Camp, HBCSE – 
-  convex Lens TIFR,Mumbai Summer ‘08

26 Neelesh Soni Workshop on Nanoscience & Technology NCL,Pune March,’08

Paper Presentation at the Evolutionary Biology Abhasaheb Garware
Workshop  College, Pune Feb,’09

27 Surojit Sural Cloning and Characterisation of a Novel Cardio-vascular Vascular Biology Lab,
Gene, SRFP JNCASR, Bangalore Summer ‘08

28 Piyush Agrawal Project on Molecular Modelling Pune University Summer,’08

29 Abhinaw Kumar Project on Hartree-Fock Theory : Calculation & NCL,Pune Summer ‘08
Interpretation for Small Molecules

30 Kunal Sinha IAS SRFP 2008 CES,IISc,Bangalore Summer ‘08

Sr. NAME    TOPIC OF PROJECT / SEMINAR INSTITUTE DURATION
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31 Abhijeet Awadhiya Project on Neurobiology IISER,Pune Summer ‘08

Project on Complex Analysis University  of Hyderabad

“On the fabrication of novel and robust technology for IIT Kanpur Dec,’08
water  purification using Cryogel Matrix”

32 Guhan Venkat Attended NBHM Nurture Programme IMSc,Chennai Summer ‘08

33 Danveer Singh “Optimize the size of the cushion material based on DRDO Reasearch Laboratory,
Compression Load Test” ADRDE, Agra Summer ‘08

34 M Dinesh Kumar Project on Aerosols : Its Characteristics and Effect on Andhra University, June & Dec,‘08
Climate Andhra Pradesh

35 Anuradha Bhukel Project on Aerosol and its impact on the Earth’s Department of Earth and Summer ‘08
Radiation Forcing Atmospheric Sciences, 

NPL, Delhi

36 Srija Bhagavatula Adaptive Mutations CCMB, Hyderabad Summer ‘08

37 Anup Savale Mathematical Logic : Using Prolog as a language tool IIT, Guwahati Summer ‘08

38 J. Madhuri Study of optical parameters of Gold nano rods and NCL,Pune Summer,’08
Bio- conjugated gold nano-particles

39 Vivek Krishna Cryptography : Provable Security IIT Madras Dec,’08

40 Kaustubh Deshpande Winter Camp :NIUS Chemistry HBCSE, Mumbai Dec,’08

41 Tushar Sanjay Shrotriya Radio Astronomy Winter School NCRA,Pune Dec,’08

42 Harshawardhan Ostwal Winter Camp :NIUS Chemistry HBCSE, Mumbai Dec,’08

43 Siddharth Iyengar Evolutionary Biology Worskshop Abhasheb Garware College, Feb,’08
Pune

44 Roshni Bano Evolutionary Biology Worskshop Abhasheb Garware College, Feb,’08
Pune

45 Sachit Evolutionary Biology Worskshop Abhasheb Garware College, Feb,’08
Pune

46 Jagruti Pattadkal Evolutionary Biology Worskshop Abhasheb Garware College, Feb,’08
Pune

47 Swetha P Bhagwat Workshop on “Trends in Astronomy” Fergusson College, Pune Feb,’08

48 P Sruthi Workshop on “Trends in Astronomy” Fergusson College, Pune Feb,’08

Sr. NAME    TOPIC OF PROJECT / SEMINAR INSTITUTE DURATION
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An hour and a half with Shashi

“I genuinely felt happy. Happy for myself, my family 
members and my students”, was his immediate response 
when we met him soon after the great news. (IISER’s very 
own Prof. L. S. Shashidhara about receiving the CSIR 
Bhatnagar Prize 2008 in Biological Sciences). Later we sat 
with him for almost an hour and a half, and it was a pleasure 
to get to know him and his views. Here are the highlights -

 Do you believe that scientific research has to be 
directed towards a purpose, towards a visible application?

 No, not at all. According to 
me, the purpose of all scientific 
research should be to develop a 
deep understanding of nature. If 
one works towards getting a direct 
application of your research, then 
you will not understand the 
phenomenon properly, and then 
the technology you develop may 
be flawed, or used wrongly. 
Alexander Fleming himself wrote 
that the unscrupulous use of 
antibiotics may lead to the 
development of microbes that can 
resist them. So I strongly believe that research directed 
towards immediate application won’t serve to answer 
questions properly.

 There are a number of interesting names of 
mutations in the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster, which is 
a great source of entertainment for newcomers to the field. 
What is your favourite fruit fly mutant name?

 There are so many good ones. My favourite is 
Prospero. It is the name given to a gene which decides to 
form different types of cells in the nervous system. One can 
say that since it directs how the brain develops, something 
so important to the organism, it was given the name 
Prospero.

 You did a lot of work to make IISER what it is now, by 
supervising the setting up of the campus at Sai Trinity. How 
did this experience affect your outlook towards research 
and how an institute is run?

 Once you are part of building an organisation, at all 
levels, and discussing with the director and faculty on 
various policies, you start thinking of every small thing that 

S&S:

S&S:

S&S:

LSS:

LSS:

LSS:

you do in the larger perspective of how useful it is for the 
institute. That kind of understanding does not come by just 
doing your own work in one corner of the institute. Many 
times, small steps that we take may have a larger impact on 
everyone. That understanding comes from being involved 
in things like this.

 What would you say is your main motivation for doing 
your current job as a coordinator at IISER?

 Understanding nature in general, biology in particular, 
and specifically some aspects of how we evolve, how we 
develop. Right now, my interest is always to see that 
knowledge is available to all. For that to happen, one has to 
facilitate others to learn. In that process, others might learn 
much more than me, but I’m fine with that. If I have to do 
research myself, and my contribution to science is say 1.0 
arbitrary units. If I cultivate the spirit of research in others 
and the net contribution goes up to 1.2 units, I would rather 
do the second one, ultimately we can get better science 
done. Someone needs to do the facilitating.

 You have a long experience with people in research 
and science. What, in your opinion is 
the most important qualities that must 
be possessed by a student, a teacher 
or a researcher?

 Actually it’s very simple. They 
should get excited about everything, 
show a deep interest in everything. 
Students shouldn’t have a bias that 
they have to do this or that in 
particular. Whatever it is, they should 
have real excitement to get quality 
work done, and to understand the 
intricacies whatever they see. 

Teachers should be excited in their subject. If they are not 
excited they will become very stereotypic, very boring. 
When I’m teaching genetics or developmental biology, it is 
what I practise every day, so I’m always excited. Every day I 
learn something new, either in the lab or by talking to my 
peers and friends. So next year when I teach the same 
course, I will be improvising a lot based on what I have seen 
over the past year. We want our faculty to be excited about 
what they are teaching.

All human beings, irrespective of which profession they are 
in, must have the same qualities – integrity, deep interest, 
devotion, focus, concentration etc. You could be a labourer, 
a clerk in a bank, a philosopher or a scientist, the qualities 
wouldn’t change much. But why am I interested in science, 
why not in literature or drama? There is really no 
explanation for why our brain works the way it does. Ideally 
everybody has to excel, that should be their aim, their goal. 
If that is to happen, these qualities are required. I don’t think 
scientists are different from any other profession in this 
regard.

 Tea, coffee, or milk?

S&S:

S&S:

S&S:
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 Coffee – South Indian Filter Coffee.

 Do you believe that there is a higher mission, or 
purpose to your life?

 I don’t. If you look at what your life means from a 
materialistic point of view, everything is meaningless. The 
origin of the universe, of life, what happens next, molecules 
colliding here and there, all of it tells you that your life is 
essentially meaningless. Although your brain is a derivation 
of this process, its emergent properties make us to think of 
a purpose for life. So that way, being a human being, I am 
inclined to have some kind of mission. Otherwise there is no 
motivation to do anything. So now repeat the question.

 Well, rephrasing the question - Being a human being, 
what are your motivations in life?

 My main motivation is that directly or indirectly, I 
should influence more people to think logically and 
scientifically, I believe a lot of conflicts and problems in 
society can be solved by people thinking and working 
rationally.

 What do you do to unwind on a weekend? Do you go 
to any specific place to relax?

 There are so many things that one wishes to do, but 
only a few of them end up happening. My wife and I 
regularly go for long walks near our house, and we greatly 
enjoy trekking up the Tekdi. Apart from that I relax by 
listening to music. More often, talking to my daughter and 
other family members is also very relaxing.

 How has your career and your life influenced your 
children’s choices ?

 I have always encouraged my daughter to be 
independent. And she is very independent, not influenced 
by what I say and what I do. But I can still see bits of my 
influence in her. One definite influence I can point at is that 
she is definitely interested in science. While she has deep 
interest in drama and literature, and spends so much time 
reading novels and short stories, she is clear in her mind 
that she wants to do science.

 What kind of music do you like to listen to?

LSS: Both Hindustani and Carnatic Classical Music. Since I 
grew up in Dharwad, I’m more inclined to Hindustani Music.

 What is your attitude towards mistakes?

 I’m actually OK with mistakes, because I think that 

S&S:

S&S:

S&S:

S&S:

S&S:

S&S:

unless you make mistakes, you won’t learn enough. 
Whatever experiment you do, or decision you take, if by 
some chance it turns out to be right, then you won’t know 
why it went alright, or how things work. However, if there 
was a mistake, then you start looking at what went wrong, 
and in the process you learn more. I get annoyed if people 
repeatedly make the same mistake. If it’s a different 
mistake every time, I have no problem with it.

 A slightly offhand question; when did you last change 
your hairstyle?

 I never changed it. My mother, when I was 3 years old, 
started combing my hair like this, and I picked it up in the 
same style, and it has never changed.

 What sports do you follow, or play?

 Like all Indians, I follow a bit of cricket. I can’t name all 
11 players on the Indian team, but I know 2 or 3. I don’t play 
any games. Last time I played cricket was some 20 years 
ago.

 What kind of books do you like to read?

 It’s come down a lot in the last 5-6 years, but I 
generally like to read classics. My all time favourite for light 
reading is Sherlock Holmes, and in classics Dostoevsky’s 
Crime and Punishment. In Kannada, my mother tongue, I 
most admire Mankuthimmana kagga - a collection of 
poems by D.V. Gundappa.

 One last question. If you were to meet a genie, and 
you were given one wish, what would you ask for?

 I really can’t think of anything. I’m blank. I can’t 
imagine a genie coming in front of me… I have everything 
that I want. The thing is if you have the ability and put in the 
right effort, you will obviously get whatever you want. 
Asking for more means that you are asking for something 
that you anyway don’t deserve. People speak of leading a 
happy life and a comfortable life, and they say that this is 
generally difficult as a scientist. But now the salaries are so 
good, and I’ve also managed to earn money through my 
own work and research. So I’m quite happy with whatever I 
have.

 Thank you sir, it was great speaking to you. And 
congratulations again.

S&S:

S&S:

S&S:

S&S:

S&S:
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LSS:

LSS:

LSS:

- As told to Siddharth B.I. and Sachit
Inputs from Harshavardhan Ostwal

From Hindustan Times 18th January 2009
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Once a week, IISER Pune gathers for colloquia - when a distinguished speaker talks on his/her field of research or 
interest. The talks are very interesting, and share a broader 
perspective of the world. Many attend the colloquia, and take part in 
the interactive sessions over tea and coffee. 

The first colloquium (20 Aug 2008) of the new academic year was 
given by  former vice-chancellor of Pune 
University, on “ New skill development: Animation/video gaming 
based product design”. He showed how animation contributes to the 
pure sciences, arts, and entertainment. He stressed on the 
challenges of making a decent animation film; a huge amount of 
information, innovation, creativity and hard work goes into making a 
good 15 minute clip. 

Colloquia do not just mean serious scientific talk. Many of us got the 
opportunity to learn 
something quite 

unique from  (JNCASR, Bangalore) who shared 
his passion about an icon of Urdu poetry - “Sheikh Mohammed Iqbal - 
His Life, Poetry and Thought” (27 Aug 2008). His recitation of the Urdu 
verses took the audience to a spiritual plane, and kept them 
mesmerised for the entire hour.  

 “Is there a final theory?” (3 Sep 2008), 
is a question asked by many including 

 (Chennai 
Mathematical Institute). He told of how 
new ideas have constantly replaced 
the old and how the approach to 
p h y s i c s  h a s  c h a n g e d  o v e r  
generations. He showed how the modern physics is based on simple fundamentals. He 
emphasized on the approach towards unification that has been followed for past few 
decades, and what the main challenges are today.

‘The remains of stellar explosions 
recorded over the last millennium” (10 
Sep 2008 ) represented a beautiful 
colloquium, presented by 

 (Cavendish Laboratory, Cambridge University, UK). At the 
onset, he showed us astronomical events recorded in ancient 
Chinese scriptures and medieval European records and correlated 
these records to the present day high-resolution observations of 
supernova remnants. The colloquium ended with informal interaction 
session with the students.

 (Department of Mathematics, City University of 
New York), is quite well-known at IISER, Pune (17 Sep 2008). For his 
second colloquium, he spoke on “Plimpton 322- An excursion into the 
history of mathematics”.  Showing us scans of the Plimpton 322, a 
Babylonian clay tablet, he explained how they recorded Pythagorean 
triplets, reflecting their prowess and revealing the beauty in the mathematics 
of the ancients. He also showed how mathematical wisdom flowed around 
the ancient world, and in particular, the contribution from Indian scholars.

The next colloquium appealed to interdisciplinary scientists - “An invitation to 
biological physical chemistry” (24 Sep 2008), which was given by 

 (Department of Chemistry, IISc, Bangalore).  Earlier in the day, 
he gave a beautiful lecture on the concepts of nano motors, molecular rollers, 

Dr. Ashok Kolaskar,

Dr. Amitabh Joshi

Dr. G. Rajasekaran

Dr. David 
Green

Dr. Kishore Marathe

Dr. K. L. 
Sebastian
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rockers and other fascinating moving chemical structures with beautiful properties. T
Mathematica he showed us how physical chemistry helps in understanding various biological processes at the 
molecular level like the coiling of a long strand of DNA into a small compact virus capsid.

The LHC has been the hot topic rife with speculations in the media (and for particle physicists, of course !). 
 (Senior Professor, Department of High Energy Physics, TIFR, Mumbai) (15 Oct 2008), explained about the idea 

behind the gigantic instrument, its operation (in detail, the design of the CMS detector), and the questions it tackles. and 
the large scale congregation of international scientists and engineers who came together to make it functional.  Beyond 
giving essential experimental data, LHC will also give to the world data-transfer technology much superior to the World 
Wide Web (WWW), called the GRID.   

 (Founder President, FLAME, Ahmedabad), spoke on “Young Generation’s Heroes and Villains” (22 
Oct 2008). Dr. Parikh needed no blackboard or slide-show to tell us what she wanted to as she was a great story-teller. 
She narrated how today’s generation has mixed role models, often 
confusing heroes and villains. She peppered the audience with 
thought-provoking questions on the choices the youth take. Interest 
and Interaction: the two words that sum the 1 hour session. (And the 
photographer was too engrossed that he forgot to take a snap!)

 (Director, PUGMARKS Ecologix), presented 
elegantly “Discover Nature, Discover Yourself” (5 Nov 2008). He told 
us that nature is an exciting place if one knows what to see and how 
exactly one should see it. People discover hidden courage and learn 
to understand themselves when in contact with nature. During all this, 
he dropped tidbits about various animals, and mimicked the voices of 
many of them and showed us amazing snaps of pristine nature that 
completed the ambience of the colloquium.

The next colloquium “Science for Profit-making and Social good”, 
attracted many to the talk given by  (National 
Institute of Immunology, New Delhi). “What defines Science?” (12 Nov 
2008) he asked and in the process explained how different scientific 
disciplines think differently. His answer was that we do science 
because we are afraid about what may happen to us tomorrow and 
are curious about it. He went on to how and why patent laws are 
formed. In today’s world, where patent laws have slowed down 
science, he introduced the idea of “Copyleft” and “Commons”. He 
ended the talk by reciting  a Sanskrit sloka from “Meghdoota”.

The first colloquium of 2009 was given by  (IIT-
Madras, Chennai) on “Can we hear the shape of a drum?” (7 Jan 
2009). Explaining that if one knew the shape of a drum, then one can 

know its normal modes of vibration, he asked if by listening to the sound of a drum if we 
could predict a unique shape. He explained various attempts to solve the problem, and 
the development made in these attempts. So, the answer was: For a few cases: Yes, For 
a few cases : No and rest of the cases : Can’t Say. 

 (HRI, Allahabad), 
gave the next colloquium on “Search 
for a unified theory” (12 Jan 2009). 
Even though the title was quite 
serious, the subject couldn’t have 
been presented any better. Starting 
with how physics developed, he 
explained the concept that when 
physicists discovered a phenomenon 
which got them to resolve better into the atom, they started searching 
for the basic constituents of the atom itself. He then proceeded to 
open a window to the basic idea behind string theory and M-theory.

hrough scientific simulations on 
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The next colloquium “Emerging concepts in drug discovery” (21 Jan 2009), 
was presented by  (Senior Director, Advinus 
Therapeutics, Pune). He emphasized on how it was very essential for a 
drug to clear all the phases of its testing as well as show no harmful long 
term effects. He stressed on the point that it took a total of about 20 years for 
a drug to be released in the market, after all phases and patents are cleared. 

In his talk ‘Game Theory 
and Metabolic Syndrome’ 
(28 Jan 2009), 

 b r o u g h t  a n  
evolutionary ecologist’s perspective to the age old problem of 
diabetes. He suggested that diabetes and the metabolic syndrome 
should be viewed as a result of the huge changes in lifestyle over the 
course of human evolution. He finally said diabetes should not be 
fought with drugs but behavioural changes.

 (NCRA, Pune), gave a rather interesting 
colloquium on “Exploring Biodiversity and its conservation in 

Arunachal Pradesh- 
I n d i a ’ s  w i l d e s t  
frontier” (4 Feb 
2009). Talking about Eaglenest Wildlife Sanctuary in Arunachal 
Pradesh, he gave an idea about the state of the area and the people 
living there. He highlighted the conservation efforts that have been 
made by volunteers at Eaglenest, and how a little help could make a 
huge difference. He ended the talk by inviting interested students to 
come and work with him in Eaglenest.

 (HRI, Allahabad) thrilled all the math 
b u f f s  w i t h  h i s  
colloquium on “The 
theorem of  the 
century: Serre’s 

modularity conjecture and beyond” (11 Feb 2009). He started off 
illustrating Fermat’s Last Theorem, and went on to highlight the efforts 
to solve it over the course of history. He very simply explained how 
Andrew Wiles and R. Taylor managed to complete the proof in 1995, 
and then left everyone with a problem for the new century to solve – 
Serre’s Modularity Conjecture, which has just been solved recently by 
an Indian mathematician Chandrashekhar Khare.

Now it was the turn of music lovers to rejoice,
(Centre for the Study of Culture and Society, Bangalore) presented a 
Colloquium on “Jahaji Music: Culture and Politics from India to the 

Caribbean”(18 Feb 2009). She told the tale of her first trip to the 
Caribbean, as a social scientist trying to understand their music -
Calypso, and see the influence of the immigrant Indian population on 
their hybrid culture and the hardships they face in seeking social 
acceptance. She even showed parts of a film on the Caribbean which 
clearly showed how important dance and music are for a society to 
express itself. 

Dr. P Venkata Palle
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Academic Events 2008-2009

Trends in Modern Biology

The NCL-IISER Nobel Lectures

th th‘Trends in Modern Biology’ was the first international workshop hosted on the 24  and 25  of October by IISER Pune. It 
was a joint Indo-Japanese workshop covering the frontiers in biology. The workshop was organised jointly by IISER 
Pune and Sokendai (The Graduate University for Advanced Studies, Japan). It was aimed at giving the participants a 
front seat view of the cutting edge of research, across the vast field of the biological sciences. 

A total of 19 speakers and 100 students attended the workshop – 8 delegates from Japan, 5 from IISER Pune, and 6 
from various labs in India and gave a succinct presentation on their current research and cleared questions from the 
young audience. The compact schedule ensured that a healthy mixture of all aspects of science which made the two 
days extremely useful for the largely undergraduate audience.. Some of the topics covered were – Mapping Melancholy 
in Motherless Mice (Rats actually), Sexual Plasticity in Medaka, Sperm Differentiation in Drosophila, Mathematical 
modelling of the Cytoskeleton, Metapopulation Dynamics in Drosophila, Epigenetics and miRNA, mRNA as signals in 
plants. 

The Japanese delegates greatly appreciated the politeness and hospitality they were being shown, and the audience 
too learnt a lot from the Japanese. Scientific and cultural exchange proceeded at a remarkable pace. All in all, it was an 
amazing learning experience to be part of such an event. We look forward to more such workshops in IISER                                                         

 

The time was October 2008 and the members of scientific community world over were eagerly awaiting the 

- Siddharth
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announcement of the most coveted prize in science, 
The Nobel Prize. In and around our own IISER 
Campus, the excitement was palpable. Our institute 
faculty took care to keep us updated to the latest 
announcements by the Nobel foundation. 

Finally, by mid-November, it was all over. What 
ensued in this one month were discussions and 
debates, among the students and the faculty alike, 
about the topics which had fetched the prize for the 
winners, the importance of their work and so on. 
Thus, it was a matter of great relief and happiness 
when we heard that a series of talks on the works of 
the Nobel Laureates had been organized jointly by 
IISER and NCL, Pune (We, being from the newest 
batch of IISER-P were not aware that that these were 
a regular feature every year). Of course, not to be 
forgotten was the great deal of confusion that 
followed when a lot of people actually thought that the 
Nobel Laureates themselves were coming to deliver 
lectures! It was enthusiastic bunch of students (sadly, 
consisting of mostly first years, the others busy 
working towards seeking their own) from IISER-P, 

thwho reached the NCL Auditorium at 4 pm on the 19  
November, 2008 for the talks. The welcome remarks 
were given by the NCL director, Dr. Sivaram and the 
IISER director, Dr. K. N. Ganesh. It was particularly 
hilarious, when Dr. Ganesh, in the middle of his 
speech mentioned how in one of his talks in one of 
the previous Nobel Evenings, he put up a slide saying 
“How to Win a Nobel Prize”. The next slide said, “I 
don’t know.” And the one after that said, “Even if I did, 
I wouldn’t tell you.”

The first serious talk was on the Chemistry Nobel, ‘for the discovery and development of the Green Fluorescent Protein”. 
We were ‘educated’ about the wonders of the GFP, by both a biologist, Dr. Aurnab Ghose (from IISER-P) and a chemist, 
Dr. P. Venkat (from NCL, Pune). Next in line was the ‘Medicine and Physiology’ Nobel, this year given jointly to two 
different teams for their discovery of the HPVs (human papilloma viruses) and the HIV. These discoveries have, 
undoubtedly, been invaluable in terms of their importance to human healthcare. It was very interesting, though, to hear 
about the details of the physiological mechanisms of infection by these pathogens from Dr. Debasis Mitra from NCCS, 
Pune.

Our own Prof. Ramachandran (affectionately referred to as ‘RR’) told us about the Physics Nobel, which incidentally 
went to one of his PhD thesis reviewers and two others. The works were on “the discovery of the mechanism of 
spontaneous broken symmetry in subatomic physics” and “ the discovery of the origin of the broken symmetry which 
predicts the existence of at least three families of quarks in nature”. The programme closed with a talk on the Economics 
Nobel, by Prof. Pradeep Apte from Fergusson College, Pune.

   

The vision of our Director, Prof. K. N. Ganesh, to bring all five IISERs 
together on a single platform culminated in the form of first Inter-IISER 

nd rdChemistry Meet. IISER Pune organized a two day meet on 22  and 23  of 
December 2008 with the main objective of bringing all faculty members in 
chemistry and allied disciplines together to establish professional 
contacts, exchange their scientific ideas and to share their teaching 
experiences. Thirty faculty members associated with chemistry research 
and teaching attended the meeting and presented their research work. 

- Roshni Bano
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Prof. Sushanta Dattagupta, Director, IISER Kolkata, was the lone 
non-chemist and gave a black board lecture on thermodynamics. 

The Inter-IISER Chemistry Meet also hosted a two hour meeting to 
discuss and share the teaching experiences, merits and demerits of 
current chemistry curricula and also how to improve current 
chemistry syllabi. Innovative ways of teaching chemistry to motivate 
young people to study chemistry and also increased and enhanced 
uses of modern technologies in teaching and research were also 
discussed.

A highlight of the two day Inter-IISER Chemistry meet was Prof. C. N. 
R. Rao’s plenary talk on “Novel Chemistry with Nanomaterials”.

The following faculty presented their research work at this first Inter IISER 
Chemistry Meet : Prof. K. N. Ganesh (IISER-P), Prof. Sathyamurthy 
(IISER-M), Dr. Aloke Das (IISER-P), Dr. Sanjib Bagchi (IISER-K), Dr. 
Subhajit Bandyopadhyay (IISER-K), Dr. Partha Hazra (IISER-P), Prof. E. 

D. Jemmis (IISER-T), Dr. 
Amlan K. Roy (IISER-K), Dr. 
Arun Venkatnathan (IISER-
P), Dr. Ayan Datta (IISER-T), 
Dr. C. Malla Reddy (IISER-K), 
Dr. Balaram Mukhopadhyay 
(IISER-K), Dr. Ramakrishna 
G. Bhat (IISER-P), Dr. Sanjay 
Mandal  ( I ISER-M),  Dr.  
Hosahudya N. Gopi (IISER-P), Dr. Srivatsan S. G. (IISER-P), Dr. Bharathi 
Nuthakki (IISER-P), Dr. Sanjio S. Zade (IISER-K), Dr. M. Jayakannan 
(IISER-P), Dr. Raja Shunmugam (IISER-K), Dr. Debasish Haldar (IISER-
K), Prof. Vinod K. Singh (IISER-B), Dr. Swadhin K. Mandal (IISER-K), Dr. 
V. G. Anand (IISER-P), Dr. Sanjay Singh (IISER-M), Prof. Ramesh Kapoor 

(IISER-M), Prof. Sushanta Dattagupta (IISER-K), Dr. K. George Thomas (IISER-T). It is expected that such inter IISER 
meet in other disciplines such as biology, mathematics and physics will also be conducted as and when possible.

 

thThe 11  CRSI National Symposium in Chemistry was organized jointly by NCL, Pune, IISER, Pune and University of 
th thPune from 6  to 8  February 2009 on the theme ‘Functional Materials’. Scientists from laboratories and institutes in India 

gave lectures, while more than 200 posters were  presented by participants. 

The opening ceremony was chaired by Dr. S Sivaram. Presidential address was delivered by Prof. V. Krishnan 
(Chemical Biology Group, JNCASR) on Nitroporphyrins and photo excited electron transfer reactions. Prof. C. N. R. 
Rao gave an intoxicating keynote lecture on ‘Graphene: The New Nanocarbon’ and synthesis of single and bilayers of 
graphene sheets.

Dr. A. K. Shukla from CEERI, Karakudi talked on fuel celss which merges the combustion engine and the battery. Prof. 
Henry Schaefer from University of Georgia talked about Gallium nitride oligomers and nanorods used for hydrogen 
storage towards renewable energy sources.  Topics in other medal lectures: peptidomimetic synthesis, 

- H N Gopi
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photoresponsive soft matter, molecular designing, hydrogen storage, biology and chemistry of cholesterol, molecular 
optical materials, functional nanoparticle crystals, modelling through density functional theory, computer simulations of 
ionic liquids, functional carbon nanostructures, nano-materials for solar energy and optoelectronics and optical 
properties of core-shell quantum dots. People also discussed about how to popularise chemistry among common 

rdpeople. IISER Pune took part in the symposium quite enthusiastically. All the chemistry research scholars and 3  year 
Masters students attended the symposium. Dr. R. G. Bhat, Dr. Aloke Das and Dr. M. Jayakannan from our institute 
worked actively as the member of the local organising committee. 

 

Fresh from a colloquium on ‘Viewing Raman through his effects’ by Prof N. Kumar, RRI, Bangalore, the students of the 

Science Club organized a gala of scientific activities. Starting with a short video of Raman’s life and science at absolute 
zero, students found a surplus of activities to be done, with further screenings at almost zero attendance. The second 
wing of IISER took flight with a bustling book fair with about 8000 tomes showcased by local vendors. Almost everyone 
ended up choosing a book to add to the library stock. Posters were launched into deep space and chromed to a greener 
science as students probed the current scenarios in science of prime interest to the nation. The labs periodically glowed 
with chaotic spirits and hoisted the spectrum of science giving it a platonic symmetry. As the afternoon matured, 
students were given to interacting with real world scientists tackling challenging problems. Dr. Vidya Gupta, NCL spoke 
about revolutions in biotechnology towards eradicating food scarcity and enriching nutritive foods. Dr. Srianand 
Raghunathan, IUCAA, discussed cosmological time-scales and telescoped on how he went, back in time. Dr. Sourav 

Pal, NCL, travelled with frequent flyer miles around the integrating world of science as a physical chemist and hinted at 
everything a scientist needs. Dr. Sukumar Devotta, Ex-Director NEERI refined the ugly environmental hazards and 
pollution bottlenecks that needed plumbing. Prof. Ravi Kulkarni, spaced out time and geometry with Bertrand’s Paradox 
and calibrated ambiguous probabilities with the right measure.

- Madhuresh Sumit
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Darwin Day

Workshop on Algebraic Groups

Human beings gathered together, gave speeches, recollected 
history, listened intently, noted tidbits, nodded pensively, sat 
patiently and waited for delicious cupcakes and tea. The topic: How 
this edifice of civilization came about? They tried to trace their 
origins and credited their modern ancestor who took the first steps 
on Darwin Day (Feb 12, 2009). Prof Amitabh Joshi, JNCASR, 
Bangalore pointed out anisogamy as the keystone of evolution as 
we know it. Prof K. N. Ganesh took us through Darwin’s abode and 
his adventures abroad, Prof L. S. Shashidhara left a lasting 
impression on why man should not be the last species around. Sisir 
approximated the evolution of an ultimate theory, Ajay hovered 
about how Darwin changed the game of life, Surojit pointed how 
Darwin eventually reached at evolution.

IISER Pune organised a meeting on the 
“Classification of Algebraic Groups” from 9 
March to 12 March 2009. Apart from some 
introductory lectures by experts on the 
subject of Algebraic Groups, the discussion 
was primarily focused on the “Classification 
Problem over arbitrary Field”. It is a 
programme guided by the fundamental paper 
of Borel and Tits (both masters of the subject) 
which outlines the classification. This problem 
is still not completely solved and there is a lot 
to be understood. Algebraic groups and Lie 
groups are very fundamental to the 
foundation of sciences notably in Physics 
apart from being a celebrated topic in 
Mathematics. 

The leading mathematicians of the country, 
who are active researchers in the subject, 

participated in this meeting. In view of India hosting next ICM in 2010 this meeting will go a long way to prepare people to 
actively participate in ICM and make full use of the opportunity that all leading mathematicians of the world will be 
present there.

- Sisir

- Anupam Kumar Singh
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Seminars at IISER during 2008-09

No. Name & Affiliation Title of the seminar Date 

1.  
Subhendu Rakshit, Univ. of Dortmund, 
Germany 

Ice fishing for neutrinos 29 Feb, 2008 

2.  Prasad Purohit, SUNY, Buffalo 
A Random walk through moving domains of gating 
mechanism in a ligand-gated ion channel 

29 Feb, 2008 

3.  
Umesh Kadhane, Dept. of Physics & 
Astronomy, Univ. of Aarhus, Denmark 

Photo-absorption and mass spectroscopy of stored 
ions 

Mar 7, 2008 

4.  
Ronald D. Vale, Univ. of California, San 
Francisco 

Molecular Motors and Cytoskeleton Dynamics Mar 12, 2008 

5.  Rama Mishra, IISER Pune Polynomial Knots Mar 19, 2008 

6.  Govindan Rangarajan, IISc Chaos, Synchronization and Extinction of Species Mar 26, 2008 

7.  Upendra Kulkarni, CMI Primes and Codes Apr 9, 2008 

8.  
Arun Venkatnathan, Directorate Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory Richland, 
Washington, USA 

A Computer Simulation of Polymer Electrolytes, 
Membrane Nanostructure & Molecular Transport in 
Fuel Cells 

Apr 2, 2008 

9.  
Mohan Agashe, Former Director Film and 
Televison Institute, Pune 

What we really need in life: Art or Science Apr 10, 2008 

10.  Sitabhra Sinha, IMSc, Chennai Physics goes to the movies Apr 17, 2008 

11.  Jaya N Iyer, IMSc, Chennai Vector bundles in Algebraic Geometry Apr 23, 2008 

12.  
Ramanathan Vaidhyanathan, Dept. of 
Chemistry, Univ. of Calgary 

Proton conducting metal organic frameworks Apr 24, 2008 

13.  
Sudhir Husale, Rowland Institute at 
Harvard, Harvard Univ. 

Biological applications of single molecule techniques: 
optical tweezers and AFM 

May 5, 2008 

14.  
Pranay Goel, US National Institutes of 
Health (NIDDK) 

Modern developments in understanding glucose 
sensing in pancreatic islets 

May 16, 2008 

15.  
Parahallad Pradhan, MINT, Univ. of 
Alabama Tuscallosa, USA 

Basic Devices in spin electronics May 20, 2008 

16.  
Punit Parmananda, Facultad de Ciencias, 
UAEM, Morelos, Mexico 

Chaotic Synchronization in Chemistry June 4, 2008 

17.  

Aditi R Simha, Polymers and Complex 
Fluids Group, School of Physics and 
Astronomy, Univ. of Leeds United 
Kingdom. 

Statistical Mechanics for a class of boundary-driven 
steady states 

July 2, 2008 

18.  
Sanjay Swain, Post doc, SLAC, Stanford, 
CA 

Matter antimatter Asymmetry, CP violation and 
beyond 

July 24, 2008 

19.  Sumathi Rao , Professor of Physics, HRI Novel phenomena in mesoscopic physics July 28, 2008 

20.  M. Teresa Cuberes, Laboratory of 
NanoTech., Univ. of Castilla-La Mancha, 

Nanoscale Mapping Of Mechanical Properties Using 
Ultrasonic Force Microscopies 

Aug 19, 2008 
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1.  
Stephane Noselli , Director, Institute of 
Developmental Biology and Cancer, Nice, 
France. 

How to break Left-right symmetry in animals? Aug 19, 2008 

2.  
Santanu Dey, Institut fur Mathematikund 
Informatik, Ernst-Moritz-Arndt Univ. 
Greifswald, Germany 

Characteristic Functions of Liftings Aug 21, 2008 

3.  
Manoj K. Mishra, Dept. of Chemistry, 
Indian Institute of Tech. Bombay 

Vibrational excitation resulting from electron capture 
in LUMO of N2, H2 and CO molecules – a treatment 
using the Time Dependent Wave Packet approach 

Aug 25, 2008 

4.  Debjani Bagchi, ESPCI, Paris 
Fluctuations in equilibrium and out of equilibrium 
systems 

Aug 25, 2008 

5.  Arjun Guha, Univ. of California, San 
Francisco 

One surprise after another: Studies on the 
development and function of the Drosophila air sacs 

Aug 27, 2008 

6.  
Ashis Biswas, Dept. of Pathobiology, 
Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Cleveland, 
OH, USA 

The Other Side of Maillard Reaction Aug 28, 2008 

7.  
Harsh Chaturvedi, Dept of Physics and 
Optical Sc. Univ. of North Carolina at 
Charlotte 

Molecular interactions: Single Walled Carbon 
Nanotubes and Ruthenium Metallodendrimers 

Aug 29, 2008 

8.  
Ajit Joglekar, Brookhaven National 
Laboratory, Upton, NY 

High-Throughput Structure Determination and 
Characterization of New Protein Families 

Sep 8, 2008 

9.  Saikrishnan Kayarat, Clare Hall 
Laboratories, Cancer Research, UK 

Towards Understanding the Mechanism of the 
Molecular Machine RecBCD 

Sep 9, 2008 

10.  
K.L. Sebastian, Amrut Mody Chair, 
Divison of Chemical Sciences, Indian 
Institute of Science 

Molecular Rollers, Wheels and Rattle - using 
fluxionality 

Sep 24, 2008 

11.  
Sarika Jalan, Max Planck Institute for the 
physics of Complex Systems, Dresden, 
Germany. 

Coherence at different levels: Synchronization, 
Symbolic synchronization and all that! 

Oct 3, 2008 

12.  Juan Botas of Baylor College of Medicine, 
Texas, USA 

Drosophila models of human neurodegenerative 
diseases 

Oct 6 , 2008 

13.  Lourderaj, Texas Tech Univ., USA Chemical simulation of reactions - theoretical studies Oct 14, 2008 

14.  Harinath Chakrapani, NCI, USA 
Nitric oxide releasing drugs - 
Cancer treatment 

Oct 14, 2008 

15.  Sreeraj Srivatsan, Univ. San Diego, CA, 
USA 

Fluorescent probes - synthesis and biological 
applications  

Oct 14, 2008 

16.  Partha P Datta, Wadsworth Center, Albany, 
New York, USA 

Exploring Macromolecular Structural Dynamics 
through Cryo-Electron  Microscopy: The Ribosome as 
an Example 

Nov 3, 2008 

17.  Eka Sambandan, Phosphor Scientist, 
Authentix Inc., USA 

Hydrogen Cell: The Role of Chemists Nov 4, 2008 

18.  Sanjay Sane, Insect Flight Lab, National 
Center for Biological Sciences, Bangalore 

Aerodynamics and sensory control of insect flight Nov 10, 2008 

19.  Jayendra N. Bandyopadhyay, Dept. of 
Physics, NUS 

Quantum Signatures of Chaos: Entanglement and 1/f 
noise 

Nov 14, 2008 
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1.  Ranjith Padinhateeri, Curie Institute, Paris, 
France 

Dynamics of nucleosome assembly and disassembly Nov 17, 2008 

2.  Prashant Gade, Centre for Modelling and 
Simulations, Univ. of Pune 

Persistence in spatially extended dynamical systems Nov 21, 2008 

3.  Prof. Shiny Varghese , Univ. of California, 
San Diego 

Regenerative medicine- Stem cell biology meets 
materials science and Engg. 

Nov 25, 2008 

4.  
Pinaki Sengupta, Los Alamos National 
Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM  
 

Bose Einstein condensation of magnons in quantum 
magnets 

Dec 8, 2008 

5.  Abdur Rahman, MGCB, Univ. of Chicago 
Novel Role of A Dynamin-Related Protein in the 
Nuclear remodeling of Tetrahymena 

Dec 10, 2008 

6.  Parthasarathy Sampathkumar, Eli Lilly and 
Co., San Diego, CA, USA 

Tale of two drug targets: Mycobacterium tuberculosis 
and Trypanosoma brucei Peroxin 5 (PEX5) 

Dec 12, 2008 

7.  
Vishwanath R. Lingappa, M.D., Ph.D. 
Professor Emeritus, UCSF & Chief Tech. 
Officer and Co-CEO Prosetta 
Bioconformatics, Inc. San Francisco, CA  

Host Catalyzed Capsid Assembly: From Novel 
Paradigm to a New Generation of Anti-Viral Drugs  
 

Dec 15, 2008 

8.  Basant K Patel, PhD, Dept. of Biological 
Sciences,  Univ. of Illinois  Chicago 

Prions: the “protein-only” infectious agents and 
conduits of protein conformation-based genetic 
inheritance 

Dec 15, 2008 

9.  
Archana Pai, Max Planck Institute fur 
Gravitationsphysik, Albert Einstein Institute 
D-14476 Potsdam, Germany 

Fishing gravitational wave chirps with a multi-
detector network 

Dec 18, 2008 

10.  

Prakash R. Somani, Dept. of Quantum 
Engg., Nagoya Univ., Nagoya 464 – 8603, 
Japan. & Dept. of Electronics and 
Information Engg., Chubu Univ., Aichi-
Ken, 487-0025, Japan. 

Carbon NanoTech. for Future Electronics…Aiming 
towards Carbon Valley 

Dec 18, 2008 

11.  Partha Prathim Mandal, MIT 

Super Resolution, Photobleachingless Imaging and 
Advanced Image Reconstruction Techniques in 
Biophysics and Bioimaging 

Dec 18, 2008 

12.  
S Shankaranarayanan, Institute of 
Cosmology and Gravitation,  Univ. of 
Portsmouth, Mercantile House, Hampshire 
Terrace, Portsmouth, PO1 2EG, UK 

Spinor driven inflation Dec 19, 2008 

13.  Shantha Bhushan, (formerly) IIT Bombay Knot theory in understanding proteins Dec 22, 2008 

14.  Shriram S Abhayankar, Dept. of 
Mathematics, Purdue Univ. 

Glimpses of Algebraic Geometry Jan 2, 2009 

15.  Saurav Banerjee 
Regulation of synaptic plasticity by a brain specific 
microRNA" 

Jan 7, 2009 

16.  Mahesh Nerurkar, Rutgers Univ. Thinking Dynamically Jan 8, 2009 

17.  
Amita Sehgal, Howard Hughes Medical 
Institute, Dept of Neuroscience, School of 
Medicine, Univ. of Pennsylvania 

Genes that drive sleep-wake cycles Jan 8, 2009 

18.  N. G. Deshpandek Dept. of Physics Univ. 
of Oregon, Singapore 

Physics at the LHC Jan 9, 2009 

19.  Chaitanya Athalek,  EMBL, Heidelberg 
Modeling and Experimental Testing of Sub and Multi-
Cellular Pattern Formation 

Jan 12, 2009 
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1.  
Megha Budruk, School of Community 
Resources & Development, 
 Arizona State Univ. 

Natural Resource Management: A Social and 
ecological perspective 

Jan 12, 2009 

2.  Soumen Basak, Signaling Systems 
Laboratory, Univ. of California, San Diego 

Crosstalk between Inflammatory and Developmental 
Signaling via the NF-kappaB System" 

Jan 13, 2009 

3.  Farhat A. Habib, The Ohio State Univ., 
Columbus, OH 

Large scale genotype-phenotype correlation using 
phylogenetic trees 

Jan 23, 2009 

4.  Aparna Baskaran, Physics Dept., Syracuse 
Univ., Syracuse NY 

Self-propelled particles: From Microdynamics to 
Hydrodynamics 

Jan 28, 2009 

5.  Joby Joseph (Faculty candidate, Biology) 
from NIH, USA 

Spontaneous activity in the antennal lobe, cause and 
effects 

Jan 29, 2009 

6.  
C. V. Dharmadhikari, Centre for Advanced 
Studies In Materials Science And Solid 
State Physics, Univ. of Pune 

Scanning probe microscopy of complex materials Jan 30, 2009 

7.  Monideepa Roy, Brigham and Women's 
Hospital, Harvard Medical School, USA 

Regulation of Notch signaling in T-cell mediated 
acute lymphoblastic leukemia (T-ALL). 

Feb 5, 2009 

8.  Nandkumar K. Khaire, Laboratory of 
Cancer Biology, Univ. of Oxford 

Regulation of Retinoblastoma protein activity by 
lysine methylation 

Feb 6, 2009 

9.  Alejandro Lara, Instituto de Geofisica 
UNAM, Mexico 

Dynamics of coronal mass ejections Feb 6, 2009 

10.  Amit Singh, UAB Dept. of Microbiology, 
Birmingham 

Mycobacterium tuberculosis redox sensing 
mechanisms: Linking environmental cues and 
virulence pathways 

Feb 10, 2009 

11.  Prasenjit Mal, Dept. of Chemistry, 
 Univ. of Cambridge, UK 

Subcomponent Self-assembly Approach: An Iron 
Cage in Water 

Feb 12, 2009 

12.  
Arindam Kundagram, Dept. of Polymer 
Science and Engg., Univ. of Massachusetts, 
Amherst, USA 

Physics of charged polymers as soft materials: how 
are they different from simple salts 
 

Feb 13, 2009 

13.  Rajesh Mishra, Dortmund Univ. of Tech., 
Germany 

Amyloid Proteins and Diseases Feb 14, 2009 

14.  Prabhat Sahu, Universitat Wurzburg, 
Institut fur Organische Chemie, Wurzburg 

QM/MM investigation for the SARS COV Main 
Protease 

Feb 14, 2009 

15.  Suhas Pandit, ISI / IISc Bangalore 
Algebraic and geometric intersection numbers in free 
groups 

Feb 16, 2009 

16.  Rishikesh Vaidya, BITS - Pilani Issues in particle physics phenomenology Feb 19, 2009 

17.  Nilotpal Ghosh, IGCAR, Kalpakom 
Andreev Reflection in Nano Junctions 
And Physical Property Measurements of Single 
Crystals 

Feb 20, 2009 

18.  Pavan Kumar, Rockefeller Univ. 
Structural and functional characterization of small 
RNAs 

Feb 23, 2009 
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A delegation from UK, headed by Bill 
Rammell MP, Minister of State for Lifelong 
Learning, Further and Higher Education 
along with a team of UK Educationalists, 
visited IISER on 28 May 2008. Prof 
Caroline Gipps, Vice-Chancellor, University 
of Wolverhampton, Ms Karen Price OBE 
CEO, e-skills UK, Pro Mary A Ritter MA, 
DPhil, FRCPath, FCGI, FRSA, Pro-Rector 
for Postgraduate and International Affairs, 
Imperial College London, and Ms Win 
Harris, Director, Joint International Unit 
were the dignitaries in the delegation.

George Whitesides from Harvard University, USA visited us in June 2008 and interacted with students and faculty on 
topics ranging from importance of research topics to secrets of becoming a successful scientist. 

This was followed by the visit of British deputy High 
Commissioner in Oct 2008 which resulted in an 
understanding for selected Institutions in UK to work in 
partnership with IISER, Pune. 

In February, a delegation of German Rectors led by 
Margaret Wintermantel visited to discuss about curricula 
and studies at IISER and possible collaborations in future.

 International Relationships and Visitors
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This year, IISER Pune has signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding with Asian Research network (ARN) which 
will provide opportunities to students and faculty to access 
research facilities set by ARN at Hanyang University, Seoul. 

We also signed Memorandum of Understanding with 
International centre for Material Nanoarchitectonics 
(MANA), National institute for material Science (NIMS), 
Tsukuba, Japan. This will lead to exchange of researchers 
and joint research programs.

With Mr. Ulrich Podewils, Director, DAAD , New Delhi

A team of Physicists from Göttingen visited IISER on 27 Feb 2009. Prof. Dr.Philipp Gegenwart , Prof. Dr.Hans 
Christian Hofsäss, and Prof. Dr. Rainer G. Ulbrich from Physikalisches Institut , Göttingen ,Prof. Dr. Reiner Kree, 
Prof. Dr.Thomas Pruschke and Prof. Dr. Kurt Schönhammer ,Institut für Theoretische Physik , Göttingen were in the 
team. They were accompanied by Dr. Ramesh AHUJA, Director Indian Affairs and Göttingen-India Liaison Office, 
Göttingen

Visit of the Korean Chemists delegation (KOSEF) 
on Jan 12, 2009 :
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MoU between ARN and IISER, Pune

MoU between NIMS, Japan and IISER, Pune
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Glimpses of 2008-09

thProf C. N. R. Rao honoured by all IISERs on his 75  birthday

Prof Ganesh at the Academy for Developing 

World (TWAS) Annual Meeting, Mexico

To the right: In front of the largest step pyramid in the world, Mexico

Our faculty at the workshop '150 years since Darwin' at Sophia College, Mumbai
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Dr. Ambika attending 'Noise in Physical Systems' 
exhibition during  the conference 

'Stochastic Resonance 2008' Perugia, Italy
Field Trip to Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope, 

NCRA, Narayangaon

Independence Day Celebrations

Dr. A. A. Natu, along with Dr. D. K. Maity from Bhabha Atomic 

Research Centre, Mumbai and Mrs. Swapna Narvekar from 
thHomi Bhabha Centre, led the Indian contingent to the 40  

International Chemistry Olympiad held in Budapest, Hungary 
th ndbetween 12  and 22  July, 2008. 
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Above : Trends in Modern Biology
Left : Inter IISER Chemistry Meet

Absorbing Hours 
in Raman Hall

Our redesigned website and Intranet 
launched on Republic Day
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Science or arts - we are ready to contest…

Sleepless Nights - Pre-Karavaan

Marching On To Karavaan Relaxing On The Lawns - Post-Karavaan
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Who Beats Whom…? -

Evening Cricket In The Cafeteria

Sorting and Solving - Bills, Invoices… ?

Onam celebrations in Ajala Guest House stSaraswati PUJA in HR1 (on Jan 31 )
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IYA Activities At IISER         
-Darshan Joshi

If I ask you, “How far can you see through your naked 
eyes?” I am sure you are wise enough to answer that we 
can see up to infinity; Rather, we can see an object 
situated at any distance, provided the photons (light 
particles) emerging (produced or reflected) from it are 
received (and resolved) by our eyes (visible spectrum). 
Well, then if that is the case, why do astronomers use a 

‡‘telescope’  to view distant stars, clusters, or galaxies 
etc.? The reason is simple: through a telescope you can 
see a magnified view of very distant objects i.e. distant 
objects appear to be closer. This facilitates the 
astronomers to study the finer details of the objects. Due 
to this amazing property, telescope has become an 
inseparable part of astronomy since its invention by a 
Dutch optician ‘Hans Lippershey’.

I guess many of you are stunned by the above 
statement! What about Galileo ?? I am sure, somewhere 
in the corner of your mind, Galileo Galilei is knocking 
persistently. But I did not mention him as the inventor of 
telescope! However, this does not diminish Galileo’s 
importance, since his real genius lies in the fact that he 
was the first to use the telescope for astronomical 
observations! From then on, the curtain of the cosmic 
theater unraveled slowly, and we could see many 
cosmic characters, their expressions and we started 
understanding their roles.

stNow, in the 21  century, when there is an emerging 
international race to build bigger and better telescopes, 
it’s indeed the time to peep 400 years into the past, at a 
time when the first telescopic sky observation was made 
by Galileo (in 1609, to be 
precise). This was the time when 
he first observed the craters on 
the moon, the beautiful phases 
of Venus, the spectacular rings 
of Saturn, discovered the four 
moons of Jupiter, and the sun 
spots and so on. Today, after 
400 years, in order to celebrate 
and honor the revolutionary idea 
due to Galileo, the UN has 
declared the year 2009 as the 
‘International Year of Astronomy’ 
(IYA).  IYA is a joint initiative of 
‘International Astronomical 
Union (IAU)’ and ‘UNESCO’ to globally spread 
awareness about astronomy and induce a feeling of 
wonder and curiosity in people, by giving them 
opportunities to make telescopic observations. To 
achieve the objectives of IYA, ‘national nodes’ in various 

countries are organizing several activities throughout 
the year. In India, IUCAA (Inter University Centre for 
Astronomy and Astrophysics, Pune) is the national node 
for IYA-2009.

Being a science institute, IISER has also taken an 
initiative to celebrate IYA through joint efforts of Dr. G. 
Ambika and its Science Club. The main aim of the 
initiative is to provide an opportunity of sky observation 
through telescopes to as many people as possible. In 
this vein, IISER is purchasing a 6-inch Newtonian 
telescope with Dobsonian mount. 

To start with, a sky observation session for IISER 
students is planned. Later in the year, many public sky 
observation programs have been planned especially 
during some important astronomical events. This year 
nature has rewarded us with many spectacular events 
like the visit of comet Lulin (which was closest to earth on 

th nd24  February), the total solar eclipse (22  July), Venus 
appearing as an evening as well as a morning star and a 
lot more. Special efforts are being made to organize a 
camp for total solar eclipse observation from the totality 
belt. Students shall visit ‘Lonar crater’ which is world’s 
oldest impact crater. It has an average diameter of about 
1.8 km and a depth of about 150 m. It is a spectacular 
site to be visited and a treasure for astrophysical, 
geological and geophysical studies.

To provide an opportunity to IISER students to make 
astronomical observations at different wavelengths, 

Science Club volunteers are 
planning to setup a dipole 
a n t e n n a  f o r  J u p i t e r  
obse rva t i on  a t  20MHz  
frequency.  Also, to create an 
awareness about astronomy 
among other students and to 
bring together interested 
students, an inter college 
Astronomy meet has been 
planned during the latter half 
of this year. There is a great 
enthus iasm among the 
students to participate and 
volunteer for many of the 
activities organized by IUCAA, 

the national node for IYA. During this year long festivities 
we hope we succeed in spreading the joy of astronomy 
and help people find their place in the Universe, albeit 
using a torch light given by Galileo.

‡ Here and throughout the write up, by telescope I mean only the optical telescope. We will not discuss about telescopes at other 
wavelengths here.
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The  activities of  IYA at IISER  was inaugurated by  an 
inspiring talk by Prof. T. Padmanabhan, (Distinguished 
Scientist and Dean, Core Academic program, IUCAA, 

thPune) on 20  February. Students later caught up with 
Prof Thanu Padmanabhan and asked him to share his 
edge on his spirit towards astronomy, physics and life in 
general.

That’s funny, I’ve always thought of myself as a 
physicist, not as a cosmologist! I am interested in every 
area of physics and have worked on a few of them. My 
PhD was on Quantum gravity. Currently I’m interested in 
black hole entropy and some aspects of condensed 
matter theory. I first came in touch with cosmology at 
TIFR while my wife was working on dark matter physics.  
Cosmology is probably just a passing but exciting phase 
and also the ‘in’ thing to do.

At school, I was fond of astronomy and used to identify 
all constellations. Now I don’t find the time. This year 
being the international year of astronomy, I’ve made a 
telescope and hope to pursue it. In good skies unlike 
Pune and Mumbai, I like spotting the Milky Way, Orion 
with Sirius and Andromeda.

Big Bang exists in the theory only because we don’t have 
the right theory. If you sit at the surface of a collapsing 
star and decide to commit suicide, you should be able to 
predict what should happen to you beforehand using the 
laws of physics. Einstein’s theory doesn’t allow you to do 
that. The theory fails. It’ll kindle progress as long as there 
is a problem. Black hole singularity and big bang 
singularity are two major open problems. Even in “well-
established” areas, there are deep and open questions: 
the very successful standard model of particle physics 
still doesn’t explain why a muon is heavier than an 
electron. If you think properly, at any point of time, and 
every moment you’ll have interesting questions to ask 
and answer.

The perfection one sees in theology is that of a dead 
plant. Science is vibrant and is like a growing plant and 
it’ll shed its leaves and you cannot cry over the leaves it 
has shed because new leaves will come up and it’s a 
process of growth. I find the creative/artistic expression 
of human thought (from cave painting to gauge theory) 
very amusing, and it is not clear to me why dogs don’t do 
that, while humans do. I don’t believe human progress 

How/when did you realise you would be/could be a 
cosmologist?

When did you start stargazing? What are the three 
most fascinating things out there?

When will we reach a cosmological dead end ?

In the ‘history of ideas’ what stands out ? Will 
science ever reach the perfection sought in 
theology ?

can be measured in simplistic terms.

It depends on what level of scientist you are talking 
about. A senior scientist is expected to be concerned 
about issues like science policy, scientific ethics, and 
moral responsibility towards the society and possibly 
about leaving a legacy. But you don’t expect a student 
who just finished PhD to contribute to policy making in 
science.

Pre-PhD students should have a very strong motivation 
and fascination for what they are doing. If you like rock 
music, don’t try to do physics. There will always be a 
hidden peer pressure saying physics is somehow 
“superior” to rock music. But one should never look at it 
like that. You should do what you like to do as long as you 
don’t create trouble for others. You should sit and think 
through what you really derive happiness from and 
chase that dream.

The other thing about students that is very underrated is 
good, old-fashioned, hard work. I think most graduate 
students do not put in as many hours of physics as I do. 
Even today, I clock around 9 hrs a day on the average in 
physics. There’s no substitute for putting in more 
number of hours or focusing on what you are doing. The 
usual feeling is that a productive scientist is very smart. 
Though it is true, smartness is not enough; it boils down 
to nitty-gritty hard work. The classic example is Einstein 
whom people think is a super-brain; but he needed to 
compute the perihelion precession of Mercury and if you 
look at his calculations, you’ll find that he was really 
meticulous and had an eye for detail. If you are a prodigy, 
you have to work harder than the average ones. If your 
talent pool limits you, then there’s no point in working 
harder. But a gifted individual needs to certainly work 
harder to reach a higher level and realize his or her 
potential. Today, creativity is over-hyped and hard work 
is underrated.

If you have fascination and motivation, and an ability to 
put in hard work and an infinite amount of time, anyone 
can become an Einstein. Usually the problem is with this 
availability of infinite amount of time! 

Given infinite time.

I’m a complete optimist. When science discovers new 
things, there are always good aspects and bad aspects. 
Radio waves were thought to be harmful. Mobiles might 
cause cancer. People might die in the process. But 
humanity is much more than a collection of individuals 
living during a small period of time, say a few hundred 
years. Over a large enough time scale, even if there 

The qualities in an ideal scientist you cherish ?

Can you teach anyone to be a scientist ?

Do you worry about the fragility of Earth ?
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Mimamsa '09, a noteworthy success,
in January.
Inter-college Science Challenge
for science colleges (Pune).

Mimamsa '09, organised
thby Science Club, under Dr. Dey (10  Jan) 

th thElimination round, (17 -18 ) 
4 teams compete in Finals.

Mimamsa '09, thought provoking questions, from
Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics, and Physics,
Not memory based.
Testing analytical reasoning, 
Scientific exposition, and alert audience skills
First intuitions in rapid round, and slow hypothetical 
thinking,
Visual neuronal activity, with hand-eye-brain 
coordination in buzzer round, and of course, team 
work.
Basic concepts, that’s all...

Mimamsa '09, for the audience,
purplexing puzzles,
all quiz questions open.

Mimamsa '09, about judges,
scientists from various branches,
and their helpful
remarks and suggestions.

Mimamsa '09

might be a phase lag, science will take care of the 
problems science creates

I’m perfectly happy filling my own shoes !

People usually say things like while going for a walk, 
taking a bath. Never happens for me. But in general, 
ideas come to prepared minds, after thinking for a long 
time, and after lots of goof ups and processing. There is 
no special moment.

Theoretical scientists need to know how to do 
experiments, as it instills common sense which can be 
sorely lacking at times. Good experiments are 
fascinating, so why miss out on the fun?  If you are 
creating your own experiments they are more enjoyable. 

Since you have interacted with Indian giants like 
Chandrasekhar and Narlikar, do you feel you have 
huge shoes to fill ?

When do you have your ‘spark’ moments ?

Do you think experimentation is needed for a 
physicist ? Do you still perform experiments ?

I used to do my share while at school but do not get 
enough time now.

It is a possibility. Certain space times exhibit 
temperature. Anything with temperature has a 
microscopic structure, needing discrete degrees of 
freedom.

I do physics the way fish swim. I don’t think fish swim with 
motive. I am not interested in end results and goals. I 
consider it common sense that when you are doing 
something, if you concentrate on doing it, you do it 
better. When you build a theory you try to understand 
something that you didn’t get earlier, you enjoy the 
moment which is like Martin Gardner’s ‘Aha effect’. You 
ask curious questions and you like to solve them, but it is 
never a goal driven process. You try to enjoy what to do. 
You may not enjoy everything you do and may have to do 
10% junk to have 90% fun.

Could space time be discrete ?

Should scientific research be teleological ? Should 
there be a sense of progress?

- Sarthak Parikh
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Mimamsa '09, for collaborations - 
instant ones for participants,
and long term for
Organisers - collect questions, sort, solve, argue, 
appreciate, test time, meet, mull, laud, learn, nights, 
number, reject, rearrange, guess, guard, decorate, 
delve, vote, verify, feast, finish. 

Mimamsa '09, about
speaking up,
listening patiently,
and clapping for all,
and for science. 

thScience Club, IISER Pune, under the guidance of young and versatile Dr. Sutirth Dey, hosted Mimamsa 2009, on 17  
thand 18  January, a novel inter-college Science Challenge. It wasn’t a factual quiz, but a contest where the participants’ 

basic foundations in the subjects of Science were shaken and put to test over a two day period, spanning more than ten 
hours.

Four teams [Abasaheb Garware College, Fergusson College, Institute of Bioinformatics and Biotechnology, Nowrosjee 
Wadia College], comprising four members each, qualified for the final event on the basis of an elimination round held a 

thweek before on 10  January.
The six unique and diverse rounds not only kept the enthusiastic participants on their toes, but also kept the judgement 
panel, consisting of twelve eminent scientists from various branches of science, deeply involved.

Of the many rounds, one also demanded the teams to present a half-hour talk on a scientific topic of their choice 
followed by a question - answer session. They were given one week to prepare their talks. The participants found the 
comments by the judges very helpful.

The audience too racked their brains over the questions which the teams were asked, and were accordingly rewarded. 
Not just that, there were separate “audience questions” as well.

The event was received well by everybody, especially the participants, as could be seen from their feedback.

Prof. K. N. Ganesh, Director IISER Pune, handed out the awards at the end, promising gulab jamuns next year, to add a 
new flavour to Mimamsa 2010.

This year,  Institute of Bioinformatics and Biotechnology were runners-up, while Fergusson College emerged winners.

Mimamsa in action

Warheads & Soldiers 
after crossfire
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2 months of preparation, 2 weeks of intense practise, 6 
hours to set up, and 6 hours to perform. One year later, 
Karavaan is back, bigger and better. The 8th of February 
2009 was an amazing day, an amazing journey.

Two weeks before the final day, IISER Pune came alive 
at night. Every night, a bus-load of students would get off 
at IISER after dinner, and the halls would resonate with 
music, dance, drama and laughter until well past 
midnight. With no one who could complain about 
excessive noise, and every room free for our use, we let 
our enthusiasm and energy run free. It was a weary band 
of performers who reached their hostels late at night, 
every night, with only enough energy to flop onto their 
beds and fall asleep. Two days before the show, we were 
joined by the participants from IISER Bhopal and IISER 
Kolkata. They added their energy into the rehearsal 
sessions, and it was a great experience to get to know 
our contemporaries.

The 8th of February dawned, and students began 
trickling into IISER. Buses began shuttling between 

Karavaan '09

IISER and the DRDO Auditorium, as performers, props 
and instruments started filling the auditorium. The 
backstage was controlled chaos, with people running all 
around, only pausing to move aside for a desk to shoot 

past into the green room. Outside, the huge Karavaan 
poster was being put up by adventurous students, while 
others struggled to get the audio and video running. By 
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After a short break (when confusion again reigned 
backstage),everyone returned to their seats, and were 
presented with a mesmerising half hour of music from 
IISER Pune. In the next hour IISER Pune staged an 
intense yet comedic play “Ghadiyaal”, and also tried to 
explore the dilemma of a liberal father in a funny sketch. 
IISER Kolkata then staged an original and rather 
unconventional play. Combining a non-linear narrative 
with dance and music, it kept the audience thinking till 
the end. The show ended with a pair of foot-thumping 

dances from IISER Pune.

Karavaan 2009 was a roaring success. We didn’t know 
what to expect, but the experience was everything we 
wanted. After closing up at the auditorium, a tired bunch 

of performers joined the rest of IISER and the invitees for 
dinner at the NCL Guest House. It was a great end to an 
absolutely wonderful day.

 - Siddharth

lunch time, we had reached a semblance of organisation 
and readiness, and waited for the audience to arrive. 
The last hour before the show passed very slow for 
some, really fast for others, but the wait finally came to 
an end.

The show began with an electrifying dance, followed by 
the first of IISER Pune’s sketches (one of four short 
plays). An energetic and eloquent compéring team from 
IISER Pune guided the audience through the show. The 
first half of the show saw a hearty music performance 

and a down to earth play from the students of IISER 
Bhopal. From Pune came a hilarious comedy of 
disastrous blind dates, a sketch in a psychiatrist’s office, 
a solo song, and an atom-smashing fusion dance. After 
another sketch, the audience left the hall at gunpoint(the 
“gun” being pointed from on stage..), for snacks waiting 
outside.
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The IISER Premier League brought 20-20 cricket to 
IISER Pune. Between 26th January and 19th February 
2009 the students couldn’t get enough of it. The 
cricketers of IISER were divided into 5 teams – Titans, 
Samurais, Spartans, Mavericks and PhD. After 10 
intense matches, it all came down to the finals between 
the Titans and the Samurais. After a thrilling match, the 
Titans emerged the victors of the inaugural IISER 
Premier League.

The winning 11 - 
Parivesh, Shreyas,  Srivatsan, Ajit(C) , Abhijeet, Ankur, 
Susheel(WK), Behlool, Prashant, Nishant, , Vasumitra, 
Anup 
Substitutes : Dr. V. G. Anand, Darshan Joshi, Manoj 
Sahu, Anup Ingole.

Umpire – Rajesh; Scorer – Gaurav Arya;

The various awards went to –
Man of the Match (Final) : Behlool; 
Man of the Series – Lokeshwar Bandhu;
Best Batsman – Lokeshwar Bandhu; 
Best Bowler – Parivesh; 

The students of IISER would like to acknowledge Dr. 
Shivaprasad Patil for helping organise the league, and 
thank NCL for the use of their cricket ground.

Raman Hall is one of the two lecture halls that is well-
known for its daily versatility in engaging morning 
lectures, club meetings, laptop surfing and even movie-
watching. And yet, once again Raman Hall was dressed 
in different attire and got itself all ready for music in thy 

- Siddharth

Steadying Your Rhythm On Your Feet

On a Turn of Pitch and Toss thname on 5  September, 2008. The usual wooden 
benches were removed by a rather huge army of 
dedicated students and mats were spread out for the 
listeners to sway along and enjoy the music. A dais was 
made for  the Honourable s inger and the 
accompaniment crew.

We welcomed to IISER, one of the greatest living 
musicians of our country, 

, an expert in Dhrupad style of Hindustani 
Classical Music. The songs were sung to the beat of a 
double-headed barrel drum, the pakhawaj. It was played 
by Sri Parveen Aliya, whose synchrony with the singer 
was stupendous. The songs and the instruments 
complemented each other so beautifully, yet preserved 

the individual integrity of each performer . At the crux of 
the performance were the tanpura players Sri Pallav and 
Sri Manjul who set the standard pitch. It all began with 
his throat-clearing, as the singer claimed to have a sore 
one. And he went on to elaborate ragas, showcasing his 
mastery over rhythm along with a fair amount of 
tradition. The songs began with the alap,an improvised 
section without the accompaniment of the drum. The 
alap in dhrupad has no words, instead it uses a set of 
syllables in a recurrent, set pattern: a re ne na, te te re ne 
na, ri re re ne na, te ne toom ne. The last set of syllables 
is used in cadences to reach the end of a long phrase. 
Alap comprised the greater part of the performance.  
From a slow tempo he gradually developed the melody 
or the raga. The control over the song that the singer 
possessed was just brilliant. A typical Dhrupad song is 
subdivided into alap, jor, jhalla (nomtom). Jor comprises 
song delivery in a steady rhythm. In jhalla, which means 
‘speeding up’ the syllables are sung at a very rapid pace 
incorporating some techniques like gamaka and the like.

True to the name ‘Dhrupad’ derived from Dhruva(the 
steadfast evening star) and Pada (poetry), the concert 
served its purpose by inducing feelings of peace 
contemplation.

Ustad Rahim Fahimuddin 
Khan Dagar

- Krithika 
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On the 13th of December 2008, at the Vigyan Bhavan, a 
great new opportunity was born for students of Science 
in India. The Ministry of Science and Technology 
announced the Launch of INSPIRE – Innovation in 
Science Pursuit for Inspired Research – a new 
programme designed to recognise and foster talented 
science students. As IISER is at the forefront of Science 
Education in India, it is intimately linked to the INSPIRE 
programme. So the director and four students from 
IISER Pune were invited to attend the launch of the 
INSPIRE programme in Delhi. I was very excited to hear 
that I was one of the students selected to attend the 
launch function, and though at the time I knew nothing 
much about what it was, I updated my knowledge by the 
time I got to Delhi.

It was a chilly winter morning when I reached the 
headquarters of the Indian National Science Academy, 
sometime before lunch. Already there were people 
standing in threes and fours around the building. After 
some time the small groups of people started coalescing 
and interacting with each other. From IISER Pune there 
were Ajit, Lakshmi Priya, Apeksha and myself. Waiting 
with us for transport to Vigyan Bhavan were similar 
delegations from IISER Trivandrum, Bhopal and 
Kolkata, and from NISER Bhubhaneshwar. We waited 
for about half an hour, and then realised that the bus we 
were waiting for had been outside the main gate all the 
while! We hastily loaded in, and went to the venue. There 
we waited for another hour, before being allowed inside. 
Every few minutes one of the directors (of one of the 
IISERs) would go and heartily greet an old friend, 

another prominent scientist and so on. The atmosphere 
screamed - “Big Science Brains Around ”! Suffice to say, 
it was an extremely interesting hour of waiting.

The first two hours of the programme consisted of talks 
given by the secretaries of the Department of Science 
and Technology, on the future of the various fields of 
science. A great number of schoolchildren from around 
Delhi were also present at the auditorium. After the talks, 
there was a short interval, followed by the main function. 
The chief guest was the Prime Minister of India, Dr. 
Manmohan  Singh. First Shri Kapil Sibal spoke about 
INSPIRE, it’s goals, methods and the budget. Then 
booklets were released on the achievements of the DST 
in the past 4 years. Finally, the prime minister launched 
the INSPIRE programme. Then came the proud part for 
us all. Our director, Dr. K. N.Ganesh, along with Ajit, went 
up to collect the INSPIRE award from the Prime Minister, 
for IISER Pune. My hands went pretty sore after all that 
clapping. At the end of the programme, Dr. Manmohan 
Singh spoke to us all about how this is a much needed 
boost to science in India, and how important science and 
scientists are going to be for the future of the country. 
The programme ended with a vote of thanks.

I came away from that day further convinced that I had 
made a good decision in coming to IISER Pune. 
Science, and scientists, are going to have a lot to do for 
the country in the coming years.

- Siddharth 

IISER Pune, INSPIREd

Inauguration of the INSPIRE Programme at Delhi
C.B. Ajit, Lakshmi Priya M.E., Apeksha Tare and 

Siddharth B. Iyengar attended the program in Delhi 
along with Prof K. N. Ganesh.
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The classes are over. The labs closed for the day, 
least for undergrads. Our teachers snuggled up cosily in 
their offices, absorbed in serious work, prisoners of their 
urban resorts. But the students seem to be busier than 
ever. You can find them all over the place, scurrying 
around (like cave rats after the infamous Pied Piper of 
Hamlin, but obviously not perishing blindly in the 
overflowing river), taking hurried sips from a glass of milk 
or a cup of coffee, either running to catch a bus back 
home or to grab a book from the library before closing 
time. But then there are those for whom the day begins 
after the sundial shades six… because it’s clubbing time! 
And no, I do not mean what you think I mean. 

The clubs were started by the students with the purpose 
of providing expression to extraordinary amount of talent 
we have here. From making fires with flint stones to 
escaping the haunting shadows of Plato’s caves, small 
stones pile up to make pyramids. Fortunately for the first 
years, their coming to IISER coincided with the starting 
of a whole lot of new clubs. These clubs have made 
IISER's evenings come alive with fun and frolic and have 
provided many a memory for the clubbers to cherish. 
Here is a peek into club activities from March’08 to 
Feb’09, recounted by many students.   

Bitright is IISER Pune’s techno club, meant for those 
who believe that science and technology are the two 
sides of the same coin. While the curriculum at our 
institute covers the science side, we try to highlight the 
other side by having informal discussions and giving 
lectures to share our knowledge. Our main activity, the 
lectures, span from stuff in every computer cabinet, to 
futuristic Brain-Machine interfacing. The talks are aimed 
to be interesting, informative and relevant. An example 
is the talk on Linux, when it was installed in the computer 
lab or the intro to the computer equipments with a live 
disassembling of a CPU to help put in place the various 
man-eating acronyms and their relevance in helping one 
choose a computer. We also organised ‘Director’s 
Special’ - a movie-making event. In the future we wish to 
keep organising more activities and lectures on diverse 
topics, sharing the latest in technology.

What would you do with a blank sheet of paper ?

A member of the discussion club said “I’ll take the sheet 
and I’d tear it in two...”

Him, known for his bulldozing, I augured another wasted 
paper...

‘...I’d make a plane with one half...’ he crooned further, 

at 

BITRIGHT (Logged by: Girish & Sachit)

DISCUSSION CLUB (Inspired by : Roshni  & Sisir)

launching and ironing out my sunken and crumpled 
spirits...

‘...and then on the other half write a poem...,’

‘Idiot!’ I thought, ‘Sent the messenger empty handed, 
before, and without writing any message’.

‘... whose spirits will rise and fall with its flight..’

And through that I found myself on a plane unlike any 
other

And that was how discussion club started its activities 
this year - on a dreamy, almost wistful note. One of the 
first bona-fide “clubs” to be established in the institute, it 

stgot off to a solid start on 31  August, 2008 with a heavy 
dialogue on “IISERs: Will they end up like IITs?” All of us 
left this first meeting impressed by the individual, but 
convincing perspectives of the speakers and the way the 
discussion was moderated.

In the meetings that followed, we not only had 
discussions on topics ranging from serious (regionalism, 
India as a super-power) to abstract (the idea of selfless-
ness, science and art: How disconnected are they?), but 
also played some “slightly mad” games (in the words of 
one of the moderators) to lighten the mood. The 
meetings were generally enjoyable, but sometimes it 
was felt that more organisation/leadership was required. 

Towards the end of the first semester and the beginning 
of the second, the spirit of discussion seemed to be 
dying a slow death, as the meetings became fewer and 
further in between, in spite of the sincere attempts of 
some to start a revival of sorts. Now, we hope to begin 
afresh and bring this club back to life again as soon as 
possible, for no one and nothing else, but ourselves and 
our satisfaction; probably, starting with finding a riveting 
name that speaks to the youthful soul.
(And through the other clubs help posterise and sell our 
bitleft ideas…)

Aks, the drama club of IISER Pune has had a great time 
in its founding year. An enthusiastic bunch of students 
turned up for the first meeting of the club, and went away 
very impressed by the skills each person displayed at 
speaking and acting. At our next meeting, we began 
doing exercises like chanting Om at different volumes, 
testing out facial expressions and mirroring. These 
exercises, apart from being an extremely enjoyable 
pastime, also help one grow as an actor. Many more 
memorable meetings like this one happened throughout 
the semester.

AKS: THE DRAMA CLUB 
(Enacted By : Siddharth & Roshni)

Clubbing All The Way… Into The Making Of Prehistory
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On 10th November 2008, Aks organised a creative 
advertisement competition called “Bech Sako to Becho”. 
Contestants were asked to come up with short 
innovative ads propagandizing wacky topics. The 
competition was divided into two parts – ‘Ab Becho’ 
where the ads were aimed to sell products as wild as 
chewing gum to abet suicide or ultra-cold-to-the-core 
refrigerators as a utensil towards divorce; and ‘Sab 
Becho’ where the ads were for loony companies like the 
Federation for Dandruff Preservation and the Dog Tail 
Research Institute. The contest was a roaring success 
(though nobody really bought any of the stuff at the end 
of it), and laughter echoed through the corridors of IISER 
the whole evening.

Come mid-November, preparations began for Karavaan 
2009, and Aks geared up to give its best. Many meetings 
were spent deciding what we must present, and 
everyone marched off into the holidays with scripts in 
hand, and strong instructions to come back ready to get 
to work.

January began, and so did rehearsals for the various 
plays. ‘The Arrangement’, ‘Tarantino Variations’ and 
‘Miss You’ were first to get off the mark, with at least one 
of them being rehearsed every day. Later, work began 
on ‘Please take a Seat’, ‘Ghadiyaal’ and ‘What’s on the 
Menu…’ Those days are etched in our memories – 
hectic yet fun beyond imagination. The times we goofed 
up, the times we got it perfectly right, the times we were 
ready to throw a chair at the director if he found another 
error and the time spent trying to get everyone to actually 
come for a rehearsal. We would shout out dialogues until 
our throats were sore, and eventually started having 
conversations based purely on dialogues from the 
various plays. Yes, those were amazing times.

Having worked on the plays quite a bit, we went into 
Karavaan ’09 feeling pretty confident in ourselves. 
Months of painstaking practice did not go in vain, since 
our plays were appreciated by the audience and critics, 
alike. But above all, it was a feeling incomparable to 
anything to perform on stage, since for most of us, it was 
the first time. It was an experience, a journey that we will 
never forget, for all the lines we crossed.

AAROHA : THE MUSIC CLUB 
(Strummed by: P. Sruthi)

With just a guitar, a keyboard, a congo, a tabla and a few 
singers, the IISER Music Club was started in the autumn 
semester of this academic year. Beginning from scratch, 
it took us meticulous planning to organize ourselves. 
Yet, we were an enthusiastic bunch. Under the 
conscientious strategy of the coordinator (also, the 
‘official’ percussionist of the club), the guidance of the 
trained classical singers, the enthusiasm of a 
passionate guitarist and the excitement of a bunch of 
freshmen, the music club started its activities. 

One of the first things we had to do was to think of a 
name for our club. At first, it seemed very trivial. But it 
wasn’t all that easy to come up with a name, which 
conveyed the whole essence of our music club. 
Suggestions kept pouring in and finally, a name was 
chosen- Aaroha. ‘Aaroha’ literally means ‘ascending’ in 
the language of Indian Classical Music.

Practice started in full swing after that. Our goals were 
set. The first was to organize concerts regularly. And the 
second was to give a rocking performance for Karavaan 
– the Inter-IISER Cultural Fest. For a group of mostly 
amateur ‘musicians’, this was an uphill task, but we took 
it in the right spirit. We met during the weekends, 
discussed, played and sang, became aware of our 
faults, tried to correct them, exchanged suggestions, 
sometimes differed in opinions and made plans. We 
figured out, by trial and error, what worked and what 
didn’t. 

After a certain stage, it was felt that more musical 
instruments were required. Thanks to the efforts of our 
dedicated coordinator, supportive faculty and helpful 
administration, we finally got the instruments – drums, 
electric guitars, violin, acoustic guitars, etc. albeit after a 
long wait.

Now, Karavaan was fast approaching and the journey 
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towards our first on-stage performance kick-started. 
Those days saw us practicing rigorously to match the 
beat, to reach the higher note and to catch the right 
rhythm – in all, to give it all we had. Although we started 
out thinking of performing a few songs, when our first 
rehearsal in front of the ‘approving committee’ did not go 
all that well, we decided to go one step ahead and 
perform a musical drama. That got approved and now, 
we had only to wait for Karavaan to happen.

And then, the D-Day came. Aaroha’s performance was 
scheduled after the interval in the programme. In spite of 
minor flaws and unavoidable mishaps, the show went 
well. Standing on the stage, we were reminded of the 
various experiences we had, the mistakes we had 
made, the lessons we learnt from them and most 
importantly, the fun we had...

We received both bouquets and brickbats for our show. 
But that was just the beginning. We have still a long way 
to go before we can call ourselves real ‘musicians’. But 
now, Aaroha is prepared for any challenge. As the name 
suggests, we keep rising higher and higher… 

Kalaa was born in the autumn of 2008, and it has taken 
shape in the last few months, as a platform for all those in 
IISER Pune who have artistic ability of any form, be it 
computer-based design, sketching or painting. The year 
that went by was eventful, to say the least and saw us 
through many learning experiences.

A Movie Poster Making competition was organised and it 
received great response. In order to involve the whole 
IISER family, Kalaa took up the initiative to get students 
to design KARAVAAN- themed T-shirts, by organising a 
“Make Your Own Tee” competition.

Kalaa has also been assisting the publicity of the other 
events that have been happening in and around IISER 
Pune. We designed the poster for Mimamsa 2009, the 
inter-college science challenge, organised by the 
Science Club, IISER Pune. We also designed the poster 
for Karavaan 2009, the inter-IISER cultural fest.

Like in the past, we hope to keep going this way, infusing 
colour into life at IISER.

KALAA : THE ART CLUB 
(Painted by: Sameer Parihar)

SCIENCE CLUB (Fudged by Sarthak Parikh)

A bunch of enthusiastic spirits would be gathering every 
Tuesday in Raman Hall; and besides quite a few 
regulars, it would include a pack of new faces, some of 
who would join the league of regulars from then on, 
some who would persist being part of the revered 
“infrequent listeners” band. 

For the uninitiated, Science club is a student 
organization started in mid-November, 2007. It is the 
brain child of people who want to view science from their 
peer’s perspective. We, at science club would like to 
learn some basic science beyond what we are taught in 
regular lectures. In order to do so a student gives a talk 
every Tuesday at 6:00 p.m. on some topic chosen in 
advance. We also conduct group discussions, discuss 
elementary scientific papers, go on field trips and so on. 

Starting from just the student talks, the Science Club 
took many more first-steps in its path to adulthood. 
These included large-scale field trips to IUCAA Girawali 
Observatory (IGO) and Giant Meterwave Radio 
Telescope (GMRT) for IISER Pune faculty and students, 
in November 2008; hosting the first inter-college 
competition in IISER – Mimamsa-09; starting with the 
year-long activities to celebrate International Year of 
Astronomy (IYA) 2009; organising an overwhelming 

thScience Day on 28  February 2009; besides more than 
twenty student talks; all of this since the last edition of 
Kalpa came out, one year back.

With the newest batch of IISER too chipping in, the 
Science Club enjoyed gaining more muscle and brain 
power this year. 

On the technology front too, the Science Club came out 
stronger this year. We got our own email id 
(scienceclub@iiserpune.ac.in), and our own web page 
www.iiserpune.ac.in/Activities/science_club/index.htm 
plus a 500GB hard disk for better archiving and storage 
of Science Club related data. 

Starting with healthy discussions in the weekly science 
club talks by the students, where the audience strength 
too gained quite a bit quantitatively and qualitatively, and 
all the way to sleepless nights and sweating sessions 
during Mimamsa-09 or the Science Day, the Science 
Club got richer and better with experience. 
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Through the eyes of a ...

IISERMEN...

JUNIOR

nd- Sarthak Parikh, 2  Year student

rd- Ajay Subramanium, 3  Year Student

I’ve heard many a name for calling out to people who study in IISER, but not even one of 
them is the one. The most common among them are IISERite [eye-sir-ite] and IISERian 
[eye-sir-ee-un].

With debates related to the pronunciation of IISER effectively over (although not 
conclusively – with some still preferring I-I-S-E-R [eye-eye-ess-ee-are] and a select few 
going as far as I-C-R [eye-seee-aarrr]), we can now move on and discuss this new problem.

Before I begin, I would like to tell you how I pronounce IISER. From experience, I have found it 
convenient to say IISER [eye-sir] when talking with people already familiar with our 
college, and dealing with the rest by calling out every letter [eye-eye-ess-ee-are] followed 

by “Indian Institute of Science Education and Research”, to save them the trouble of asking what it really means. Since 
its birth three years ago, IISER has definitely gained some name. Now it makes sense to label our college students with 
a particular name, rather than calling out “from IISER” every time. Obviously the label must reflect the fact that the 
student studies in IISER, immediately..

One other variant of IISERian is IISEeRian [eye-see-ree-un]. I don’t think anybody will fancy it. Although it may look like 
the last derives from I-C-R, the truth is, it doesn’t. Or maybe it does, because the author heard students from IISER 
Bhopal call that tag out during Karavaan-’09, but could not investigate its word origins.
One meek suggestion which I have is IISERmen [eye-sir-men] (and I should probably state in the beginning itself I am not 
being a sexist). IISERmen derives from freshman, a term used in the American colleges, for first-year students, both 
boys and girls (sophomore – second year student, junior – penultimate year student, and senior – final year student).

But then maybe we are just “from IISER” only... 

So I’m supposed to condense the last three years of my life into a single page? It’s a tough ask. I mean, how do you put all 
of it down in words? There’s been so much happening here. Right from the inauguration, that wet day in the August of 
2006 when Dr Mashelkar and Dr. N. Kumar told us we were going to be guinea pigs. All the way till Karavaan-09 in 

February this year, it’s been quite a ride.

I could talk about how IISER’s been a tremendous learning experience. 
Starting from our classes in the NCL Innovation Park. It’s quite 
amazing when I think of what we did with that place. 80-seat Lecture 
hall + library + computer facility + THREE labs + Faculty and admin 
offices. All in a space of around 10000 sq. ft. And at one point we had 
both the 2006 and 2007 batches being taught there. Talk about 
shrink-fit! Of course, that first ever lecture in IISER by Milind Watve on 
the 17th of August 2006 has been mentioned many times, and I can’t 

Through the eyes of a ...

On The Lighter Side ...On The Lighter Side ...
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do any justice to the occasion in this article. But the sheer variety of people who’ve spoken to us in the last three years, 
is quite incredible. Just take a look at the list of colloquia in Kalpa ’07 and ’08. Those lists merely scratch the surface.

Although, to be honest, it hasn’t all been a walk in the park. It did take me time to get used to life outside of my home. The 
course load has been ever so slightly on the “That’s it! I can’t take it anymore!” side from time to time. And the fact that 
our campus has taken so long to materialize is mildly irritating. In fact, the skit which IISER Bhopal put up during 
Karavaan this year was uncomfortably close to reality for a lot of us, especially the students of my batch!

Even so, I think we’ve all managed to create zones for ourselves within this nebulous-but-crystallizing entity that is 
IISER Pune. We’ve found places to hang out, even within the more-spacious-than-Innovation-Park-but-still-cramped Sai 
Trinity campus. We’ve developed outlets for healthy interaction among students.  All the student activity clubs are 
certainly paying dividends. Check out their web pages to see the targets they’ve set for themselves. These guys are 
good. And let’s not forget IISER’s biggest draw: a level of exposure to scientific research that isn’t seen anywhere else in 
India. To sum up, my three years in IISER seem like a roller-coaster ride. Scary at times? Sure. But I wouldn’t miss a 
chance to ride it once again! 

Life has never been as eventful and exciting as in the past two years at 
IISER. The students of our batch have always been in such a 
comfortable position - we have seniors to talk to when we are in a 
dilemma and juniors to advice when we wish to share our expertise. 
Indeed, the most interesting part of this endeavor is that we have 
been a part of this institute, evolving day by day for the better. From 
the small 900 NCL Innovation Park (more popularly “the computer play 
station”), we are now in a place where we don’t even get a chance to 
greet everyone in the same day, even though we work in the same 
building.

Our courses in our first year were handled by various faculty, some of who being 
highly inspiring, sparked our curiosity and enthusiasm in subjects we had never been 
taught before. In the new building, Biology and Chemistry labs were set up and we are 
really proud to have such world class equipment and facilities here. In the first and 
second year we were organizing several events in the college such as concerts and 
competitions. We even went to represent our institute in the annual fests of other 
colleges in Pune and also in other cities. Every nightfall beckons us back to HR-2, our 
boys’ hostel.  Located in a residential area, we enjoy staying here, it’s like home. We 
have a common room which has a TV and it brings us all together during the IPL 
season as well as the NBA league. One of the most memorable events in HR-2 are 
the birthday celebrations in the night which we cannot forget for quite a while. All-in-
all, we look forward to better things here, as we grow year by year with IISER.

SOPHOMORE

nd- Surojit Sural, 2  Year Student

nd- Manoj Sahu, 2  Year Student
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FRESHMAN
st- Pooja Naik, 1  Year Student

th
13  August 2008 : Over 50 wide-eyed 18-year olds walked in – idealistic, eager yet apprehensive. We came from all over 
the country, almost each one of us away from home for the very first time. We eyed the seniors with distrust; they 
looked too mature and experienced. We stared awestruck at the gleaming instruments in the labs. We ooh-ed and aah-
ed over the magnificent collection of books in the library. And we were more than surprised when informed that our 
hostel was, in fact, a posh bungalow in a residential area. Yes, we had taken a tentative step into a new world : the world 
of science, the world of college, the world of IISER..

Bonding took place almost instantly; after all, we were in the same 
boat ! Long conversations in which we exchanged our views, opinions 
and experiences ... as we slowly got to know each other, it made us 
realize that below a unique exterior, we had astonishing similarities.

Classes began – we took a while to get used to the methods of 
teaching; the school-to-college transition wasn’t very smooth. But we 
started interacting with our faculty, and since the batch strength 
was quite manageable, we could ask questions and debate on 
(academically) controversial matters regularly. We were pleasantly 
surprised by the fresh and original way of teaching classical 

mechanics. Learning chemistry was a joy, since we were shown videos and demos of how reactions REALLY took place. We 
also enjoyed the colloquia, meeting famous scientists who spoke enthusiastically about their specific fields of interest. 

Initially, the idea of studying mathematics as well as biology seemed rather daunting. The math students didn’t think 
they would be able to pick up biology, while the bio students weren’t hugely thrilled by the prospect of doing 
mathematics. All-in-all, it was a new experiment for us ... but so far, so good.

However, it’s not like we study 24/7 – far from it! All work and no play 
makes Jack a dull boy ... or Jill a dull girl ... but we’re a merry bunch. We 
try out new restaurants, joints or ‘dhabas’ every Saturday night (when 
our mess is closed), in search for food which least resembles the mess 
food. We stroll out after dinner, conduct lengthy discussions on 
anything and everything, and laugh over the dumbest PJs. At times, 
some of us are seen perched up on the red-tiled roofs of HR-3 at night, 
having silly conversations to real heart-to-hearts (avoiding the 
guards’ keen sight – what if they report to the wardens?). After all ... 
instant chaos reigns the moment we discover yet another ‘surprise 
check’ by our lovable, over-protective warden!

And then, of course, Karavaan ’09. It took us on an exhilarating journey of fun and exhausting practice ... we used to 
stay at Sai till midnight (to practice) and were then royally escorted back by the Sumo (the institute vehicle). We 
survived the 3 pre-Karavaan weeks as adrenaline junkies ... and loved it.

Although we are the newcomers, our lives are already woven intricately into the ones here; we’re already a part of the 
rdIISER family. We’re happily settled ... and immensely proud of the fact that we’re the 3  batch of IISER-P, and we are the 

ones who will help create its history.
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Gliding down with pride to its crude nest atop a 20  metre 
lamp post, the Kite (which I eventually figured out) gave 
its chilling, shrill call ‘whree-
whree'. Next, it perched and tore 
open its prey, probably a rat. 
Suddenly, it swooped down and 
was out of my sight.

Well, that's how it all began, my 
foray into bird-watching. Last 
year, around this time when most 
people were preparing for that 
endless list of examinations, one 
could see me out on the balcony 
with a pair of binoculars. 
Binoculars, one of the most 
fascinating optical devices, are 
perfect to reveal the even more 
fascinating world of birds. 

Hey, but there is a lot more to appreciate about them than 
just watch them fly !!! All you need to do is to pick up a 
pair of binoculars, a handy book on birds and most 
importantly, observe. And voila, you are already a good 
beginner!!

Through those binoculars you could see... The White-
Bellied Blue Flycatchers flying over and around our Sai 
Trinity Building back in October. They are restless 
creatures, but one can identify them when they are flying 
low, which is quite often the case.

Here are some easier ones to spot. It is simple to know 
when an Asian Koel is around, generally hidden in the 
dense foliage of large trees. The black coloured male's 
call begins with a gentle ‘koo-koo', goes on a rapid 
crescendo and then abruptly cuts it out. The female does 
a harsh ‘kek-kek' and is brown with white spots.

Catch the solitary Black Drongo, sitting on an electric pole 
or a fence. It has a shiny black coat and a distinct forked 

tail. And how can one miss the iridescent small Bee-eaters 
sitting in a long queue on electric wires ? A few, if then, 

would dash for a bee only visible 
to them and then would be back 
on the wire, relishing their catch. 
Most are active in the evening.

I am sure, everyone has seen the 
ubiquitous Red-Vented Bulbul, 
heard its mellow call while flitting 
from branch to branch. Ever 
heard the incessant ‘tuk-tuk' of 
the ‘coppersmith' on a hot 
afternoon ? That's actually the 
Green Barbet. Try spotting one!! 
(It's tough, I warn you !!)

This next one, we all would have 
heard sometime and might have 

been noticeably irritated. Its call is like a shrieking 
banshee, not pleasant at all!! It goes around in circles till it 
tires and decides to settle down finally. When it alights, it 
calls out ‘Did you do it' !!! - This is the Red Wattled 
Lapwing.

Around March, there will be plenty of Sunbirds around, 
the males displaying their dazzling metallic coat with 
chirpy singing.  Oh, I could go on and on, but not until 
you go and get yourself a pair of binoculars and peer 
through them. And then of course, HAPPY BIRD-
WATCHING !!!!!

Through the binoculars of an amateur
- Ramya Balaji
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Imagine you have a blank paper on your desk
Your gaze falls on it as you turn to your left
You are stretching to ease your muscles
Your feet hit a bottle of paints
You are bending over to pick it up
As you see the dried paint of long ago
And a palette of mixed colours...

You think of painting, and as you think...

You go out to the open terrace with a canvas
Look up to the mosaic of blue and smile
You shake yourself and start with a flourish
Paint the clouds like cluttered cotton
A dash of white, blue and golden
Look out for the sun, its rays
Strokes of yellow, orange and red
Ouch, you flinch a little
Almost burnt a finger, the heat!
You decide to move to cooler quarters
A Dreaming Tree with branches 
Roots extending right through
A sudden tug, something's stuck!
You climb up the tree and Lo! A KITE!
A bright green diamond with a red bow
With the white string tailing away
And there's a nest at arm's length
Two hundred twigs sewn up together
Jumping down the tree, you dust yourself
And wait for the bird to come
Stay quiet, and just look around
Be alert, it startles one, usually!
Ah, there it is, swooping down
Settling on the nest, newly made
Smooth strokes of mauve and maroon
Spots of silver, dazzles you

Scanning the fuller frame
And now that birdie has come here
Gently pull out a feather 
And sign your initials at the corner
Of the paper, with panache!

The stretch was over, rather quickly
Rubbing your eyes, you look over,
On the table, the blank paper
Not there anymore,
Shrugging, you go to the sill
And curiously enough, you frown, amusedly
"A feather with an inky stalk! Humph!”

- Krithika Mohan

C o l o u r s
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A little girl thought these when going to sleep
Her thought on this world, profound and deep
She thought of all the distrust in this world 
And about the paths, twisted in entangled curls.

She thought of terror in those inhuman deeds 
That we humans do, to fulfill our greedy needs
How common enough, this faith betrayed
In this game of life, with its hassling ways.

Thinking of this, she felt feeble and weak
Helpless and tired of this world so bleak 
Her eyelids drooped in a sighing weight
Of fear, of misery of this painful fate.

To a land she went, a land as she wished
Where all her pains, now seemed diminished
The sky above bright with soft rosy light
Jewelled by colorful specks of birds in flight.

The morning sky that now hung above
Felt like a sheltering roof from the world of woe
Her heart felt safe for a cause unknown
With a gleaming light her face now shone.

Her tender lips now arched to a smile
For she saw happiness abound for miles and miles
No terror she sensed, no fears beheld
An incredible ecstasy was all it held.

Love and joy were the comrades she found
Feelings of freedom and bliss unbound
No less was it to the heaven in her dreams 
As true it was, it was a land in dreams.

Will Her Dream Come True ?

For, when she woke, her dreams betrayed
To the same old world, on the bed she laid
Those alluring illusions her dreams had played
Looked unworkable, now distant and faded.

Her vision now rested on the unbound sky
Unlike her dreams, this was dark and wry 
Chills of dread now flowed through her
Lonely now left, hazed out, in a blur.

The swirling tendrils of mist that rose
Windows to hope, they all did close
Her candid eyes now drowned in her tears
Her unripe soul now crammed with fears.

The pains in this world seemed to rip her apart 
The blight too much to restrain in her heart
Tired of bearing the hurtful pain
And the agonies of this world, insane.

Broken and shattered, drowned in dismay
In this world so huge, unable to find her way..

      - Swetha Bhagwat

Charm of your grace in the curl of my fingers,

                Forces all eyes to focus on you.

Magic in having you glides me through life

               Blooming all paths with bliss alike.

Soft and small touches can warm you up but

              Caressing pats often put you to sleep.

Sharing my secrets and keeping an eye

              Day in and day out you are with me 

Setting me close to my kids and my kin 

               Bridging my gaps to friends across.

Behold … my Beloved !!!

- G. Ambika

All through the night you lie on my side

              Keeping a vigil that secures my sleep

Waking me up in the morning for sure 

              Softly with music that kicks my day off.

My views of the world lie frozen in you

              Myself, so lively when seen on your face

Be with me forever, my cute beloved!

                But for you, I would be nuts in a day.
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Ant-pollination syndrome 
Plants grown in hot and dry habitats where ants are 
abundant have nectaries that are accessible to flightless 
worker ants(Hickman 1974). These plants are almost 
exclusively pollinated by ants. The Australian orchid 
Leporella fimbriata is pollinated by pseudocopulation: 
winged bull dog ant males of genus Myrmecia mistake 
flowers for virgin queens and attempt to mate with them, 
picking up pollen in the process (Peakall et al. 1987). 
We sometimes may think that ants may cheat the plant, 
but antibiotics and other chemicals secreted by the ants’ 
poison glands help in controlling bacterial growth in the 
plant’s reproductive organs. These chemicals also trigger 
their growth and development.

Prune and weed 
Some specialized ants dwelling in plants protect their host 
not only from herbivores but also from other plants that 
crowd in too closely. Pseudomyrmex ferruginea workers 
attack and destroy any other plants that sprout around the 
trunk of the acacia in which they live, and they cut back 
vines and foliage of neighboring trees that touch the 
acacia crown(Janzen 1967).

The question arises as to whether it is more beneficial to 
depend on mutualism or on one’s own defense 
mechanisms. In order to maintain their own defenses, 
plants have to invest a lot of energy. Trading and 
compromising with ants uses less energy. Some plants do 
run their own defenses. In both cases, the energy is 
invested to obtain a positive net yield of energy at end.

The long and beautiful coevolution of ants and plants and 
their current mutualism is a fascinating topic, and we can 
see in them many parallels with human activities and 
history.

Ants are everywhere but we hardly notice them. We never 
bother about what they are doing or how they live. 
Though they cycle huge amounts of energy and are 
dominant in insect society, they receive only a passing 
mention in textbooks of ecology. They are not only 
tireless workers but are also farmers, warriors, diplomats, 
weavers, excellent communicators and much more. The 
huge worlds of insects and plants have joined hands 
during their different courses of evolution and have 
resulted in the myriad of ant-plant interactions.

Coevolution
During the Cretaceous period when angiosperms 
(flowering plants) were diversifying and spreading 
around the world, the primitive specomyrmine ants were 
on the scene. An intricate co evolution between these two 
taxa began. In order to spread, angiosperms had to 
depend on insects for pollination. In turn greater number 
of insect species subsisted on nectar and pollen. But 
problems started when insects began feeding on the 
foliage and wood of angiosperms. Now plants evolved 
different structures - thick cuticles, dense spines, hairs 
and secondary defense mechanisms. Into this lively 
theater of evolution, enter the ants. As time passed they 
seized new roles as pollinators and seed dispersers and 
plants became a dwelling place for ants.

Some plants provide thorny cages to protect the first set of 
eggs laid by the queen ant during the early stage of colony 
development. Research shows that these mutualistic ants 
have larger colony size (nearly 4000 ants within three 
years of first egg laid by queen) than their other 
counterparts. 

Ant gardens         
The most complex mutualism between ants and plants 
has been seen in ant gardens. These are aggregates of 
epiphytes assembled by ant colonies. The gardens are 
round masses of soil, detritus, and chewed vegetable 
fibers assembled on the branches of bushes and trees, 
ranging in size from golf balls to soccer balls. Within these 
are grown a variety of herbaceous plants. The ants bring 
the seeds of epiphytes into their carton nest. As the plants 
grow their roots become part of the framework of the 
nest. The ants feed on the food pulp, elaiosomes (food 
bodies of the seed) and the secretion of the extra-floral 
nectaries. 

Myrmecochory         
Ants do not eat all seeds stored in their granaries neither 
do they carry all the seeds they harvest back to their nest. 
The result is that harvesting ants are major seed dispersal 
agents in many parts of the world, especially effective in 
deserts and grasslands. Such plants produce attractive 
seed appendages and chemicals that induce ants to 
transport the seeds without harming the embryo or 
endosperm.   

A balance of mutualism – “Ant plant symbioses”
- Kunal Sinha
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Looking out through my prison cage,                 
With chains binding the mortals;                
Thoughts carrying the spirit high
to the infinite ,unbound eternal I fly;           

Flying in the infinite free sky,                          
Looking down on palaces and shanties,             
Village huts and urban mansions alike,                

All indistinguishable from each other, 
All in one plane mixed with each other.                                                 

With whacking of wings,                           
Gaining of altitude,                              

Borders being vague,                                            
And discriminations blurred                       

Women and Men, Black and White,                   
Some blind with faith and some with none at all

All looking one, 
All bound by the same chain;                          

Hands cuffed and Minds bound,                     
Hearts dead and the urge of freedom unfound;   
Tears rolling down                                
seeing them bound,                                

All prisoners of time,                            
Elated or sad;                                    
Some cry And some cherish,                                 
Some fight                                        
But all submit;      
                             

With a generation down the quicksand of time,  
Sentenced and confined to their cells for life,   
With chains of gold and handcuffs of desire, 
Trading freedom for life at prison,               
 
As days went fast and years flew faster,            
Minds were caged and so were dreams,              
Aspirations confined and freedom undesired,     

As memories faded, 
Suffering turned to desires,                         

Vibrant struggle to silent meek acceptance        
Willful action to stagnant stale trance,          

Wheels of time moved faster                       
And urges died natural death; 

No more tears  
No cries of independence,

No more dreams 
And no struggle for freedom, 

Considering 
bondage to be precious, 
Chains, a necessary possession, 

Life, to be loved, 
Death, to be feared, 

Certainty of prison to die for, 
Uncertainty of freedom not to think of, 

Mortal, counted breaths to fight for, 
Immorality, unbound, not to even try for; 

Thinking, a vice, 
Inaction, a virtue, 

Lordships of cages revered, 
Slavery of the self venerated, 

Living and dying, 
Smiling and Crying;
 All in cages and All in chains; 

With the windows still open, 
And thoughts still flying high, 
       Watching down on them, 
as thoughts traversed, unbound, 

I smirk at the prisoners, 
As I was like them; thousands of years back; 

I struggled and suffered 
Wretched and tortured, 

Wounded and Killed 
I still tried, 

Once and twice 
And thousand times, 
Defeated and Dusted 

     I Struggled But never surrendered, 
Kept looking at the sky through the cages, 

Finally, the moment 

Walls ceased 
Leaving body uncaged 

Spirit on eternal jouney 
  Leaving chains behind 

Looking back at the walls, 
With bars binding the mortals; 

Mind carrying the spirit high 
Towards the unbound eternal I fly; 

Leaving the body in chains, 
         Spirit flying high, 
No cage of body 
And no bondage of life, 

No chains of gold 
And no handcuffs of desire. 

No masters 
And no slaves, 
Me being the world 
And world becoming me . 
Thoughts carrying the spirit high 
to the infinite ,unbound eternal I fly. 

Sounds of Silence

- Harsh Chaturvedi
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The blinds were not drawn aside. At least, not yet. It 
was a few hours past early morning and she did not yet 
want to let the sunlight stream in through her drawing 
room. She was sitting with a cup of coffee on a bench of 
wood. Taking her eyes off the intricate patterns on the 
teakwood, she looked up to face the blinds. They were 
made of alternate bands of white and gray. Two gray 
parallel folds followed by five off-white folds. They 
were connected by beaded chains in off-white. She 
looked at it for a long time. She preferred it to be pastel 
orange with white. That'd be more like it! The ceiling 
fan in the room gently disturbed them and they were 
making waves. The sunlight trying to get in through the 
crevices, cast a shadow of the sill above the blinds. And 
it almost looked like the shadow was broken and 
moving. Broken, because of the folds in the blinds and 
moving because of the disturbance. A quick look at the 
ceiling showed a wavy reflection of the motion of the 
blinds. Blinds… she wondered, she thought about how 
the name came. She wondered about the invention, 
about its elegance and about its truth. Blinds unless 
drawn aside make you blind to the world, shut you 
temporarily from what's outside, whatever may it be. 
Like we aren't blind already. Blinded by blinding lights 
or blinded by blunders – blind it is! She knew it! She 
knew the limitations everyone has. The fact that 
everyone is going through life like it is a movie, 
compressing each magnificent moment to a second, the 
mini-moments lost within the nuances of the movie. 
Well, who cares about nuances? The large picture! So, 
what role do you think so-and-so is going to play in our 

lives? And how useful is it going to be in the long run? 
And the like...

It was actually hitting her now that we hardly ever see 
things as they are. We see them as we are. Our thoughts 
and emotions further cloud our perception, she 
thought. When we look ahead, we don't see a mosaic 
of blue, white and colourless space, but sky and clouds. 
She could rant on the whole day, but what did it matter? 
She sipped the coffee slowly till she could see some 
remnants of undissolved coffee powder in her cup. 
Had her coffee been a tad too bitter this morning? No, it 
was rather too sweet; too creamy and had way too 
much milk. She put the mug down on the bench. 
Ceramic on wood. She took a stride ahead and decided 
it was time for the universal energy to make a grand 
entry. She held the side chains and started pulling it 
slowly. It was almost like a solemn, sacred moment. 
She never knew what it felt like to hoist flags of your 
own country in front of a gathering. She always wished 
she knew. And now, nor did she need the gathering 
and she didn't even have to look up that far. She 
chuckled. Of course, she did not even have to 
straighten up and freeze out of respect. Now, she knew 
how it felt, how magnificent it felt to draw the blinds. 
She was glad it was not a normal curtain that'd part on 
both sides simultaneously. The sun's rays streamed in 
through the glass and she could now see the world, 
vertical black n white gridlines. And, then, she went on 
to wonder ‘what if the world were all black 'n' white ?'

Blinds 
- Krithika Mohan

How did you come in without my knowledge ?
The sight of you always keeps me on the edge.

I keep telling you, my room's too small for a third,
But you never seem to listen, and you act so weird....

You arrived with no luggage, I was glad about that,
But your presence is enough to make me go mad.

You disturb me every night with relentless chatter
You live in this room, as though no one else matters.

Haven't you ever once considered my feelings,
When without a conscience , you spoiled my 
belongings ? 

Please tell me why are you so inconsiderate,
Not an iota of care for your own concerned 
roommate ?

You wreck my room, when I leave you alone, 
My food half eaten, my assignments all torn.

I know it was you who nibbled away my cheese; 
You ransacked my room, then hid away with ease.

I know you wish to stay, but the time is up for you,
I know my room's cool, but it can hold only two.

- Swati Venkat

My Second Roommate
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With a heart filled with grief

And a soul mourning ceaselessly, 

With no one in this world

To share the burdens of my heavy mind, 

With a woe-begone countenance

And tearful eyes, 

I turn to the shadows in the dark

For comfort and solace.

To pour out my miseries

Of the past and the morrow, 

To confess my guilt and delinquency

As I regret those past deeds, 

To elucidate my helplessness

In this ruthless, rapacious world, 

I turn to the shadows in the dark

Eagerly seeking a solution...and emancipation.

Silently they devour

My fatigue and exhaustion.

Sighing noiselessly

As they take away my weighty anxieties.

Slowly they creep

Into the bowels of blackness, 

And come back with solutions

That render the day ahead bright.

- P. Sruthi

Shadows of Solace
I Can Never Comprehend

I can never realize

What it takes

To survive in each day's fight

To earn your way through life

To spend endless nights

Stricken with hunger and fright

For I live in luxury and delight.

I can never empathize

With those subject to exploit

And with those who can

Never seek to vent the rage burning inside

For I know not

The harsh cruelties of life

For I live in peace.

I can never comprehend

The true values of sacrifice

The feelings of gratification

When I offer all I have

To others with a need

And how it feels to do without

For my life is full of greed.

I can never perceive

What real pain is

What it means to

Leave a past full of nightmares behind

And struggle each day

To see a tomorrow

With no difference.

- P. Sruthi
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She was there again. And there, there 
they were. She could see them, 
floating at a distance. Almost guarding 
the horizon. More of them becoming 
visible by the moment. Rising anew 
like wisps of smoke from a fire. But 
she kept moving. She felt no fear. She 
had been there before. 

Seen them. Known them. Nearly liked them. To think of 
it, it had been a while since she had met them. She was 
looking forward to facing them again. It almost felt like a 
reunion. With a long- forgotten friend. 

Uncontrollable bursts of laughter. Almost manic. She was 
laughing like she never had. At herself. Her worries. Her 
regrets. Even her happiness. How could she have even 
thought that? That god-forsaken feeling was coming back 
again. She could not understand. After all that she had 
been through? All that had happened?

She stopped. All that laughter had fired her up. Made her 
feel more alert than before. Memories of the past flashed 
past her mind. She started to think. Scanned every nook 
and cranny. That didn't take very long. But nothing 
seemed to occur to her. She, as always, was looking for a 
start…

And then, she remembered. Remembered how she had 
first met one of them. He had just strolled into her life. 
Looking like he had nothing else to do. Eager to befriend 
her. She liked him too. Through him, she met more of 
them. 

They seemed to make her life more ordered. Easier for 
her to control. But to her, it looked more like a mess than 
ever. But she had no time to think about that. Because 
with them around, she was busy. Almost juggling one task 
with the other. She had no time to worry. About anything. 
But for some reason, she was enjoying herself. She 
missed doing nothing at all, but this was different. And 
she liked to explore. Was more than ready to drown 
herself into something entirely new. She remembered 
those times. Almost looked back at them with a wistful 
smile. 

At that moment, everything seemed to pause for her. 
Refused to move until she understood. And understand, 
she did. They moved again.

She understood. A wonderful feeling, almost euphoria 
came over her. She understood. She understood why she 
felt the way she felt. She understood why she had 
laughed. She understood why she wasn't afraid of them 
anymore. They had always been friends, after all. She just 
hadn't realized.

- Roshni Bano

The sun shone down brightly on his 
face, casting dark shadows under his 
bloodshot eyes. He had not slept last 
night and probably wouldn't tonight 
as well. He could see a long way into 
the distance from here, all the way to 
the express way, where... No, he 

didn't want to think about that. He sat on the ledge, 
panting, wondering why the other guys could make the 
climb so easily. 

A trail led away to his left, into a dense grove of trees that 
ran all the way down the hill, only to be cut short by huge 
boundary walls. His father had been unable to decide 
what infuriated him more- the walls that cut off all access 
to the hill, or the tons of garbage that found its way over 
them.

He wished for the song in his head to stop. He hated that 
one, one of those ever-so-hopeful songs people sing 
when they lose all hope and are about to go crazy and kill 
themselves. Maybe he was like one of them now.

He felt the wind on his face, heard it rustling through the 
grass behind him, blowing over to his home that lay a 
hundred feet beneath. This time of the day, his mother 
would be sitting in the balcony, solving the crossword, 
while his sister paced around her room frantically, glued 
to her cellphone. Not today.

All the relatives would come pouring in tomorrow, 
offering their condolences. He wished he wouldn't have 
to face them. He'd had had enough of that on the phone 
already.

If only he had been there... He would've looked out. He 
would've done something, anything.

He felt like doing a lot of those things now, in fact. Like 
killing the driver of that damned sixteen wheeler. Like 
jumping off the ledge into the abyss and waking up with a 
jolt from one of those familiar nightmares about falling. 
Or maybe he just wanted to jump off and never have to 
face himself, or the endless ifs and whys, again.

The sun was setting now, bathing the hills in an orange 
glow and flooding the sky with a million colours. It was 
one of those sunsets you read about in poems- the one to 
die for. He didn't care. Sunsets would come and go, all the 
time- somewhere, some place. But some things wouldn't.

He wished the damn song would stop replaying about 
beautiful days and the sun and the moon and all that kind 
of muck. He didn't want any false hope. 

He got up, taking a final look around before starting on 
his way down. It was beautiful, one had to admit.

There were better things to sing about though. 

May be he'd do that... someday. 

Across the Horizon Sunset

- Anirban Ch. Narayan Choudhary
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Given the statistically predominant use of the Internet, the 
title of this article certainly sounds bold. However, it is the 
small pleasures of life that I want to talk about: tracking 
the lyrics of a film song, the tune of which keeps haunting 
you, finding the book that has been eluding you for years, 
or listening again to your favourite radio programme - to 
name a few.

If you have more than a passing interest in songs from old 
Hindi films, you may have wished you knew the exact 
words of a particular song - if only to hum it to your 
satisfaction. You could always turn to the Internet to 
check if the lyrics are available. Anticipating this need, 
many enthusiasts have created websites where these 
details are available. Again, thanks to the Web, you have 
over a thousand select pieces of Marathi poetry too.

There are other riches for those who like English movies. 
It was at one such site that I could finally run to earth the 
one phrase from a speech that had been eluding me: it 
was Al Pacino in The Scent of a Woman, and no matter 
how often I listened to the speech, I never managed to 
catch “I'd take a flame thrower to this place”. I struck gold 
yet another time and was able to download, in MP3, 
another famous speech, this time by Gregory Peck, from 
To Kill a Mockingbird.

Dr. Johnson has always been one of my heroes, and his 
famous letter to the Earl of Chesterfield shows Dr. 
Johnson at the peak of his rhetorical power. It was 
therefore,a windfall to find an audio version of the letter, 
delivered with great skill—not by any famous screen or 
stage actor but by another fan of Dr. Johnson.

A long-time fan of Alistair Cooke, I was thrilled to find 
that the BBC had put many of his letters from A Letter from 
America on a webpage devoted to him. The broadcasts 
are available as streaming audio. The Letter from America 
must have been the longest running radio programme in 

the world, a series of short, 13.5-minute talks, broadcast 
once a week, that ran for more than 50 years.

If you are content with audio, the website of RSA, the 
Royal Society for the encouragement of Arts, 
Manufactures and Commerce has treasures for you: for 
more than 200 years, the society has provided a platform 
for leading public thinkers. Although you cannot go back 
a century, hundreds of the Thursday lunchtime lectures 
are available for listening for free.

And for those who love books, the Internet offers 
bounties you could not have wished for even in dreams. 
My best find so far is a complete edition, in mint 
condition, of Strangers and Brothers, a series of 11 novels 
by C P Snow, published in 3 volumes - for less than 10 
dollars. Although rummaging through old books has its 
charms - I once bought a copy of The Craft of Intelligence 
(by Alan Dulles, a one-time chief of CIA, the Central 
Intelligence Agency) from the pavement opposite S P 
College on Tilak Road – it cannot match websites like 
<addall.com>, which allows you to search for the stocks 
held by many thousand book dealers the world over. 

Lastly, this article will be incomplete without a nod to 
Rapidshare, a goldmine indeed. It was here that I found a 
number of books I have been wanting to read, the latest 
being Francine Prose's Reading Like a Writer : a guide 
for people who love books and for those who want to 
write them.

I should like to end with a caution. Photocopying, and 
now downloading, practically guarantees that you will 
never read the stuff you have photocopied or 
downloaded. It is easy to amass a large number of files - 
what is difficult is to find the time to put them to good use. 
How unfortunate that even the Net cannot make your day 
longer than 24 hours !

Internet for pleasure
- Yateendra Joshi

This night as I sit alone,
I've fears that I will die.
In this heart, sadness prone,
Are thoughts that make me cry.

Will I see that bright light
Of joy in far-off foggy sky;
Or is this my last fight,
My way to the infinite high.

Guilty
Will my wounds ever heal,
Or will blood drip every time.
Until no more I do feel,
The guilt of the committed crimes.

Will I ever overcome my fear,
And think that everything is fine?
Or will my heart never be clear...
Will tranquility ever be mine? 

This night as I sit awake,
These thoughts fill my mind.
Thoughts I will break.
Thoughts I can't leave behind.

- Ayesha Fatima
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There's this person. You call him delusional. You see him 
behave irrationally, according to you, that is. But does the 
deluded person know this ? Does he know he's deluded, 
thinking the wrong stuff? He does not. According to him, 
his faculty of reasoning is fine. The same applies to the 
remaining of us, we who ‘know' that we are not ‘deluded'. 
How do we know whether all of us are deluded or not ? It 
will turn out that this question is actually senseless. Not 
common-sense-less, just sense-less. 

Before proclaiming me a madman, just think of a way to 
prove if we are not under the influence of a universal 
hallucinogen. One thing is obvious, logic cannot be used 
to prove whether we are deluded or not, or in better 
terms, if our reason is correct. That would be similar to 
saying :- since 2+2 = 4, therefore 2+2 = 4. If our reasoning 
faculty is deluded , then none of the statements made 
above make sense. Neither does this last one.

We may try to find the roots of our consciousness through 
evolutionary theories, but then that is also logic. You may 
say, ‘since all the world follows the laws of physics, 
determined using our reasoning, the ‘talent' of reasoning 
we have must be correct.' And lean back smugly in your 
chair. But haven't you used logic in your proof ? You may 
want to give another proof, but the fact is that to construct 
a proof, logic must be used. Now let me detour. 

I can name at least 10 colours. But do colours ‘really' exist? 
Different wavelengths exciting portions of the eyes make 
me, and everyone else, see the different colours. The 
same goes for sound. Those were just two of the infinite 
examples. Here's a hypothetical example. Suppose 

Reality of Reason
- Anees Ahmed

nothing exists except a supernatural being called DOG. 
Now it decides to create a consciousness. Just a 
consciousness. It gives the consciousness my memories, 
and creates a ‘virtual reality' such that the consciousness 
sees the world I see. It looks down and sees a hand, 
moves it believing to be his own. Can this consciousness 
tell if it is looking into a fake world ? Does it know that the 
body that he possesses is not his, but unreal ? ‘Of course 
not,' you say. All this means that reality is not objective, 
but subjective. Drawing a parallel from the previous 
conclusion, I propose that similar to the consciousness , 
one of the things that defines reality is reason. Of course, 
you say, like cows fly.

OK then. Have another example. It's a thousand years 
into the future. The technology is high enough that living 
inside a simulation is possible. Now suppose a newborn 
infant is put into the simulation and allowed to mature. He 
is not allowed to contact the ‘real' world. Will he be able 
to discern the ‘fake' simulated world from the ‘real' world? 
No, you say. So you agree with me. Now, suppose that the 
laws of the ‘fake' world are different from the ‘real' one. I 
say he will develop a sense and reasoning to suit his 
world. So by way of an example I showed you that even 
reasoning is not absolute. Of course, you may say, this 
was a particular example, a special case. You must 
understand that all this is speculation, and as I pointed out 
initially, it would be impossible to develop a proof. 

So dear reader, do you understand that the question 
initially posed was trivial. Do you now feel that we may 
be ‘actually' living in a simulation ?

Out of the darkness must come light

It will shine forth from deepest night

Into that darkness we now descend

Hopes crashed, dreams destroyed

With heavy hearts we trudge into the gloom                           

Yet some walk on laughing, for

Out of the darkness will come the light?

It will shine forth from deepest night.

Into the dark I take a candle

It lies unlit, for I lack a match                                                 

I have some thread and wax

Will you make one too?

Out of the darkness must come light

It will shine forth from deepest night

Into that darkness we now descend

Hopes crashed, dreams destroyed

With heavy hearts we trudge into the gloom                           

Yet some walk on laughing, for

Out of the darkness will come the light?

It will shine forth from deepest night.

Into the dark I take a candle

It lies unlit, for I lack a match                                                 

I have some thread and wax

Will you make one too?

Into The Darkness
Let us walk together into shadow

As all fires vanish about us

For only in that moment of greatest bleakness                        

Will every mind look inward and every eye see

The fire that always was within

When the world teeters on a knife's edge

All will release the fire within

And witness a blaze that never has been                                 

Out of the darkness comes the light

It will shine forth in deepest night.

For that moment I carry my candle

Get yours, and together we shall walk into darkness               

Laughing all the while.

-  Siddharth
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The tree didn't look real. It didn't appear his own. It 
seemed out of his world. Yet it was pretty much there, to 
be seen, and be owned. It was one of the few things left 
which could be owned by many. Be shared, and not be 
fought upon. But it had ceased to acknowledge his 
presence. It had turned its branches away from him, and 
would do so again if he shifted to some other side. The 
leaves which had earlier breathed back oxygen to him, 
shined and scowled at him. The leaves which had given 
him life before, did not even care to give him death. He 
could see the trunk, and it was alive, he could swear on 
that, but it had ceased to make him alive. It was giving out 
its odour, no doubt. But he could no longer see that smell. 
He couldn't sight the sense of touch it was releasing. He 
could not see the bitter taste of the leaves any longer. He 
could not stand this. This was worse than losing sight. He 
threw his glasses off.

The view didn't improve. He thought. The tree seemed to 
be more than alive now.  He sensed some life. But he 
could no longer be sure of that. Everything was not more 
certain than a blur. He saw Scent. Only he wasn't sure if it 
wasn't Touch. He could not even attest whether the 
brown was the brown of the edge of the branch or the 
straws making the thatch of the far-away hut.

It could only get worse. He quickly bent down and picked 
up his glasses. He gave one fast look at the bird chirping 
on one of the hidden branches, and without taking his 
eyes off, pursing his lips, he employed his glasses back in 
position. Cursing the clarity in the vision, he turned his 
back to the tree.
 
Large trees on the field shined back at him. The 
mountains had acquired sharp edges. But the edges went 
straight through him, without cutting him, even touching. 
These edges had some time back struck him hard across 
his face when he cared to look up at them, and tickled 
him, when he wouldn't, beckoning him. When he bent 

his head a little now to look at them over his glasses, he 
found them too blunt to be felt. He knew they were trying 
hard to send their voices over to his blemished eyes, and 
it made him feel happy. He was not lonely. They were 
there. Waiting for him to bare his eyes to them. Only, he 
knew it wouldn't help. Not in the long run. He still 
savoured the overture to the signalling of life back to him, 
and he didn't want to lose it. He had to be judicious on 
how he used his precious eyes on objects. The eyes, 
which he had trusted so blindly, now made him feel 
insecure. 

When he got spectacles on his eyes, he knew from then 
on he was going to hate every sight in his life. He was 
going to wear them very sincerely, to see the world 
clearly, in focus. He knew he was going to take them off 
very often. He was going to avoid being prescribed a 
more powerful pair of glasses. But he was going to take 
them off. He was going to make sure he did not look 
through his bare eyes for a long time. He was going to try 
that in the hope that one day he would not depend on the 
lenses again. He was going to take them off very often. He 
knew he was going to keep wearing the glasses all his life. 
He knew he was going to over strain his eyes and get 
thicker glasses as he grew older. He knew all this and he 
was still going to go ahead and do all this. He was going to 
hate every bit of it. He was happy he had spectacles on at 
this moment. They made feel he was saving his eyes. 
They made him feel secure.

He chuckled. He was confused. There was no way out of 
it. But he didn't want to stay in. 

I wish I could tell you more. How he fought. And did he 
succeed or not. But is there any point in that? Would it not 
be better if I let you envisage your own ending? 

I wouldn't tell you what happened. He won. I didn't tell 
you anything. See you. 

I know...

your hopes lay in me

you gave me your love, your care

the soothing shade of your huge tree

But shameless I am

and never stepped back

from disregarding your belief.

I lie downtrodden

exactly where I should be

I lie in dust,

Through the Looking Glass
- Sarthak Parikh

A Bad Son slow and untidy

fallen on my knees.

Yet you love me

your bad son

who always wanted to break free.

But I promise you my ma,

and my dad

in heaven, amongst stars

or wherever you might be

I will try to stand by your expectations

and move to the other end of this stormy sea.

- Achilles
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Indian Classical Music - an aesthetic blend of the concepts 
of Raga and Tala- has held mankind spell-bound through 
ages. Tracing its origin to the Vedic times, it has made a 
undaunted journey, adapting itself to changing styles and 
interests, till today where the world of music is dominated 
by pop, rock, jazz, and likewise. Indian music, within its 
constraints, is vast and limitless evident from the fact that 
it still has (after centuries) immense scope for creativity 
and development.

More predominant in South India, Carnatic music has 
served as the best medium of expression and devotion.  

E a ch  r aga  i s  
obtained from a 
u n i q u e  
combination of at 
least five of the 16 
basic notes and 
connotes to a 
specific mood... a 
course that the 
music takes. Each 
raga is said to be 
in harmony with 
particular human 
a n d  n a t u r a l  

moods and hence, it adds beauty to the raga if rendered in 
its temporal context. Thus we have the concept of some 
ragas being delivered only during a particular time of the 
day. The raga Kalyani is said to be an ‘evening raga' while 
Malayamarutam is considered as a ‘morning raga'. Tala – a 
very essential aspect of Carnatic Music is the rhythm of the 
piece being delivered. 

While raga organizes melody, tala organizes rhythm. A 
typical Carnatic concert comprises a vocalist, a veena  and 
a mridangam. In case of a non-vocal concert, flute or 
veena are the leading instruments. In olden days, veena 
was the usual accompaniment in the vocal concerts. The 
Western version of the veena- the violin, has gained 
popularity. Any vocal concert nowadays is invariably 
accompanied by the violin. Sometimes, the charm does 
not entirely lie in the singer's voice but it is also the raga 
which determines whether a song appeals to the listener. 
The mridangam is a very indispensable part of a classical 
music performance. It provides the right 'beat'.

Though this 
classical art 
form has been 
sung through 
the ages, the 
m o s t  
no t ewo r t hy  
period was 
w h e n  t h e  
t r i n i t y  o f  

Carnatic music – Saint Thyagaraja, Dikshitar, and Shyama 
Shastri ruled the world of South Indian Classical music. 

thThis was also the time – around the 17  century – when 
music and devotion went hand-in-hand. The 
compositions made during this golden age of Carnatic 
music have held generations of music-lovers and 
devotees in a trance. The meanings of the words and the 
sophistication in their arrangement are simply superb.

Now, any song rendered in a concert has two broad 
classifications – Kalpita and Manodharma. In kalpita, the 
performers sing/play the original composition. 
Manodharma is the part where the performers improvise 
on the already existing piece using their imagination and 
ingenuity, within the limits and rules of raga and tala.

The advent of Westernization has had its influence on 
Carnatic music as well. The very recent trend of fusion 
music has captured the fascination of the audience. It has 
also globalized this art form as our classical music is 
finding recognition in Western countries also. The likes of 
U.Srinivas have been attracting global audiences through 
their enthralling artistry. This way, it is gladdening and 
encouraging to find young college going Indians a 
common sight during classical concerts. In this respect, 
the remarkable ability of our indigenous artform to merge 
with the sounds of any instrument – Indian or Western is 
praise worthy. Within the constraints and formalisms of its 
content, Carnatic music has accommodated a large 
variety of adaptations and changes.

Given its variety, scope for creativity and the solace it 
offers, classical music has always been and will always be 
the best mode of expression and the most heartwarming 
form of meditation. To have one of the oldest, most 
versatile and limitless form of music as our own is indeed 
a matter of great pride. Our indigenous art form, I hope, in 
the coming years, will gather more crowds from the 
native land where it has originated.

Carnatic music - a  glimpse..
- P. Sruthi
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 The philosophers of science are still debating the issue as 
to whether special relativity began with the famous 1905 
paper of Einstein or whether it existed before in the 
works of Lorentz and Poincare. In fact, the notion of 
“corresponding states” contained in the 1904 paper of 
Lorentz in many ways anticipates relativity, while still 
clinging to the obsolescent notion of ether. However, 
there seems to be little disagreement with the assertion 
that Einstein was the almost single-handed creator of the 
theory of general relativity. But it can also be asserted that 
this theory has its roots in the far-reaching investigations 
of G.F.B. Riemann; in turn, Riemann was heavily 
inspired by the beautiful “Disquisitiones” of Gauss, a 
masterpiece, dealing with the differential geometry of 
curved surfaces. A central theme in the theory of general 
relativity is the notion that the presence of matter 
influences the geometry of space and that this cannot be 
considered Euclidean. If we look back we find that 
Einstein had predecessors who had strange, powerful 
hunches about what was to come. Riemann himself 
toyed briefly with the idea that real space was curved. The 
eminent physicist and physiologist H. Helmholtz (1821-
1894) investigated the physical aspects of Riemann theory 
and put stringent limits, from astronomical evidence, on 
the curvature of space. The geometer W. K. Clifford 
(1845-1879), who invented Dirac algebras before Dirac, 
thought of matter as a sort of ripple on a curved space. 
Many of his ideas reappeared in general relativity. These 
attempts, no matter how brilliant, were obviously 
premature. Physicists lacked the idea of a space-time 
manifold and had not yet understood the central role of 
electrodynamics. A complete construction of a relativistic 
theory of gravitation was achieved only at the end of the 
First World War.

Even Einstein did not arrive easily at the final result and 

had to go through years of intellectual wanderings before 
writing down his field equations. Some of his dearest 
colleagues and friends even thought that he had “gone 
off”, carried away by some crackpot fantasy. We can 
reasonably assume that he was interested in the 
equivalence principle as far back as 1911. When he 
returned from Prague to Zurich in 1912 he met Marcel 
Grossman at the ETH, Zurich and began studying 
Gaussian curvi l inear coordinates and their 
generalizations. Through Grossman he became 
acquainted with the algorithm of absolute differential 
calculus, developed by the Italian mathematicians 
Gregorio Ricci and Tullio Levi-Civita. In fact, it is 
known that Luigi Bianchi, a most influential figure in 
Italian mathematics at that time, was thoroughly sceptical 
on the matter of absolute differential calculus, and that 
recognition of the work of Levi-Civita and Ricci came as 
a spin-off of relativity. After many unsatisfactory attempts, 
in 1916 eventually, the final version of the theory was 
ready, one year after Karl Schwarzschild found the 
isotropic solution which bears his name and which 
replaced the Newtonian potential. Finally the theory got 
its most spectacular attestation during a 1919 expedition 
to Prince Island, (in which the colossus of cosmology, 
Arthur Eddington, had participated), which confirmed 
the deflection of the light rays around the sun during an 
eclipse, as predicted by the theory. In the twenties the 
theory of general relativity was applied to cosmology. In 
his later years Einstein tried desperately to arrive at a 
unified theory of gravitation and electromagnetism. 
Although his work had a great philosophical and 
ideological impact on his contemporaries, the attempt 
was clearly premature. The vast increase in our 
knowledge and theoretical ideas has given a new life to 
these efforts again.

Hopefully, we'll come up with the unified theory soon !!!

  The Birth of the Theory of Relativity
- Ashutosh Agnihotri

Oh! That day when thou lively land

Fell to the terror of that devilish hand 

Splashing blood as you hail and weep

Those dreadful deeds, on thou heart they sweep 

As a blotting strain this day shall last 

In the leaves of time, for the future's past

Oh! Those devilish men don't fall in the human 
breed

For not on love, but on terror they feed 

What good they got, that know not I

What hearts they have, so numb and dry

For the moan of dying men didn't churn 

The heart of these murderers, cold and wanton 

Let a curse of bane befall these heartless beasts

Let the guilt of sin have their souls to feast

For the wrong they did, for the doom they craved

Aha! How harsh were those mourning cries

Of dying men, uttering their painful sighs

The innocent victims of this blighting play

Will remember the dread of this dusking day

Oh! You earth and heavens above 

You all saw the fright of this woe

So, give us the strength to stand and face

And to crush these inhuman ways.

                                                  - Swetha Bhagwat

Terror in Mumbai
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Spiraling thoughts turning inward,

Reaching readily to the relic undeterred,

“Beastly beauty”, mocked an onlooker;

Secretly sapping my sanguine saunter,

Into my palpable palms it placed,

Perusing its prowess, pristine and puerile;

Crude and concave, a crass crevice;

Incoming illumination – iridescent, imprudent,

Looking through the limpid layer, lay I;

Transfixed at the truncated transparence;

Sucked into the vortex of hidden beauty,

Vestiges of a venturesome veracity,

      Severed by serrated sides, I flinched,

           Blood became banal, beauty its bait,

    Distraught, Disturbed – I deftly deduced,

       A transition of hands – enclosing the glass,

Presumed preciousness of life? – Precisely!

- Krithika Mohan

Broken beauty

To time entwined

Through the ritual, unending

In the eternal flow I am contained...

The ritual of Being.

- Lakshmi Priya M E

Ritual

Black stains

Those deep crevices

In my brain

Is this the nemesis?

For the prolonged slumber

Where frozen – time stood…

To the mainland 

It (Black) gradually floods

Against the ever growing chaos  

I attempt a valiant row

Alas! I am left but with the only choice

Follow the flow…

       - Lakshmi Priya M E

Flow
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B{Vhmg narjm Wr Cg {XZ, S>a go öX` YS>H$Vm Wm

O~ go OmJm gw~h V^r go, ~m`m± Z`Z \$S>H$Vm Wm.

Omo CÎma _¢Zo `mX {H$E, CZ_| go ^r AmYo `mX hþE.

dh ^r ñHy$b nhþ§MZo VH$, `mXm| _| ~a~mX hþE.

grQ> {XImB© Xr Omo Imbr, Cg na OmH$a _¢ ~¡R>m.

Wm EH$ {Z[ajH$ H$_ao _|, Am`m Pëbm`m-Eo§R>m.

ao-ao Voam Ü`mZ {H$Ya, Vy H$a Ho$ Am`m Xoar Š`mo§ ?

Vy `hm±-H$hm± Am ~¡R>m, CR> Om `h Hw$gu _oar h¡.

_¢ CMH$m EH$ CMHo$ gm, _wP_| grQ>m| _| _¢M hþAm.

Q>H$am-MH$am H$a H$ht, EH$ Hw$gu Ûmam _¢ H¡$M hþAm.

nM}na _oar ZOa nS>r, Vmo gmam ~XZ ngrZm Wm.

{\$a ^r nM}go S>am Zhr§, dh _oam hr Vmo grZm Wm.

nM} Ho$ ~aJX na _¢Zo, H$b_ Hw$ëhmS>m Xo _mam.

K§Q>o ^a Ho$ A§Xa, H$a S>mbm àíZ H$m dmam-Ý`mam.

AH$~a Wm ~m~a H$m ~oQ>m, Omo dm`w`mZ go Am`m Wm.

CgZo hr {hÝX-_hmgmJa H$mo A_arH$m go _§Jdm`m Wm.

Jm¡V_ Omo ~wÜX hþE, Jm§Yr Or Ho$ Mobo Wo.

XmoZm| hr ~MnZ _| Zohé Ho$ g§J Am±I-{_Mmobr Iobo Wo.

hmoQ>b H$m _¢ZoOa Wm g_«mQ> AemoH$, Omo VmO _hb _| ahVm Wm.

ho ! A§J«oOm| ^maV N>moS>mo dh bmb {H$bo go H$hVm Wm.

g~H$mo Pm§gm Xo OmVr, Eogr Wr Pm§gr H$s amZr.

AŠga AemoH$ Ho$ hmoQ>b _|, Im`m H$aVr Wr dh {~a`mZr.

Eogo hr MwZ-MwZ H$a, _¡Zo àíZm| Ho$ nmnS> ~ob {XE.

CÎma H$m D±$Mm nhmS>, Q>rMa H$s Amoa T>Ho$b {X`m.

Q>rMa Or ~oMmao BVZr C±MmB© na H¡$go MT> nmVo.

bmMma nwamZo Mí_| go, B{Vhmg Z`m Š`m nT> nmVo.

_oao B{Vhmg H$m ^y:Jmob hþAm

A~ Eogo _| hmoZm Š`m Wm, _oam Vmo Zå~a Jmob hþAm.

MbVo MbVo Vèhm ̀ yhr, BH$ »`mb _Z _| Am`m h¡ &

_¢ AHo$bm hÿ ̀ hm±, ̀ m g§J _oao H$moB© Am`m h¡ &&

_wµS> Ho$ XoIm Vmo H$moB© Z Wm

Bg g\$a _o gmW _oao,

Vw\$mZm| _o Omo Wm_ gHo$

`o H$m±nVo hmW _oao

BZ H$m°nVo hmWm| H$mo, _¡§Zo ~S>m g_Pm`m h¡

_¡§ AHo$bm hÿ ̀ hm±, ̀ m g§J _oao H$moB© Am`m h¡

H$hVo h¡ {OÝXJr H$s amh _o§ &

H$m±Q>mo H$m ~goam h¡ &&

Z Mm±X H$s Mm±XZr h¡ &

Z hr H$moB© gdoam h¡Ÿ&&

XoI Ho$ Eogr amV, _oam {Xb Oam K~am`m h¡ &

_¢ AHo$bm hÿ ̀ hm±, ̀ m g§J _oao H$moB© Am`m h¡ &&

ha JwOam båhm

_wPo Hw$N> ̀ mX {XbmVm h¡,

H$^r H$^r h±gmVm h¡

Vmo H$^r ébmVm h¡

BZ ~rVo båhm| H$s ̀ mX Zo, _wPH$mo ~S>m ébm`m h¡ &

_¢ AHo$bm hÿ ̀ hm±, ̀ m g§J _oao H$moB© Am`m h¡ &&

WH$ Ho$ Mya h¡ ̀ o {Oñ_

{Xb _| CR>m EH$ XX© h¡,

`hm± H$s hdm ̂ r hmoVr

OmZo Š`±y BVZr gX© h¡

_pÝOb nmZo {H$ Mmh Zo, Bg R>§S>r hdm H$mo ̂ r J_m©`m h¡ &

_¡ AHo$bm hÿ ̀ hm±, ̀ m g§J _oao H$moB© Am`m h¡ &&

{ZH$bm Wm ̀ o gmoM _¢

{H$ _pÝOb H$mo nmD§$Jm,

Š`m nVm Wm bm¡Q> Ho$

{\$a ̀ hr§ na AmD§$Jm &

OmZo H$m¡Z gm »`mb, ̀ hm± {\$a ItM Ho  bm`m h¡ &

_¢ AHo$bm hÿ ̀ hm±, ̀ m g§J _oao H$moB© Am`m h¡ &&

B{Vhmg narjm
- gw_rV qgh

gµ\$a
- g_ra n[ahma
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1947 _| hOmam| H«$m§{VH$m[a`m| Ho$ ~{bXmZ Ho$ ~mX O~ 
h_ AmOmX hþE, Vmo Bg AË`ÝV gwI Ho$ jU _| g_ñV ^maVr`m| 
H$mo EH$ Jham YŠH$m bJm Omo AghZr` Wm Am¡a dh Wm ̂ maV H$m 
{d^mOZ VWm nmH$ H$m {Z_m©UŸ&

V^r go hr nmH$ H$s Hw$Zr{V`m| Am¡a Y_© gmnojVm VWm 
H$í_ra H$mo nmZo Ho$ ZmH$m_ à`mgm| Ho$ H$maU gX¢d ̂ maV d nmH$ Ho$ 
g§~§Y H$Qw> aho h¢Ÿ& nmH$ gX¡d ^maV na AmH«$_U H$aVm ahm Am¡a 
Bgr Amngr Û§Û Ho$ \$bñdén AmV§H$dmX Zo OÝ_ {b`m Omo AmO 
AnZr MaU gr_m na h¡Ÿ& AmV§H$dm{X`m| H$m OÝ_XmVm d 
nmbZH$Vm© nm{H$ñVmZ A~ IwX hr BgH$m X§e Pob ahm h¢Ÿ&

M§X _hrZm| nyd© O`nwa, ~¢Jbmoa, h¡Xam~mX Am¡a _wå~B© 
_| Y_mH$m| H$s l¥§Ibm ~Z JB©Ÿ& ha Y_mHo$ Ho$ níMmV nm{H$ñVmZ 
Ho$ VËH$mbrZ amï´>n{V nadoO _wea©\$ h_oem ̀ hr H$hVo Wo {H$ A~ 
^maV nmH$ gå~ÝY gwYa aho h¢Ÿ& na§Vw _oao AZwgma BVZo Y_mH$m| Ho$ 
~mX {H$Ýhr Xmo Xoem| Ho$ g§~§Y gwYaZo H$s Anojm {~JµS>Vo hr 
OmE±JoŸ& BÝho gwYmaZo Ho$ H$B© AWH$ à`mg ^r {H$E J`o, O¡go-
{Xëbr go bmhm¡a VH$ H$s EH$ ~g MbmB© JB© WrŸ& gmW hr 
nm{H$ñVmZr H$bmH$mam| H$mo ̂ maV _| àXe©Z H$s AZw_{V XoZm, CÝho 
^maVr` {\$ë_m| _o A{^Z` H$aZo H$m Adga XoZm, ̀ o g^r à`mg 
{H$E J`o Wo Vm{H$ {_ÌVm AmJo ~µT> gHo$Ÿ&

na BZ g^r à`mgm| Ho$ ~mX ^r H$moB© gH$mamË_H$ gwYma 
XoIZo H$mo Zht {_bmŸ& AJa Eogm hr MbVm ahm Vmo `wÜX H$s 
gå^mdZm go BÝH$ma Zht {H$`m Om gH$VmŸ& XmoZm| Xoe na_mUw 
gånÝZ h¢ & AVEd Bg `wÜX H$mo na_mUw `wÜX _| ~XbZo _| Xoa Z 
bJoJrŸ&

AV: Bg `wÜX Ho$ n[aUm_ {H$VZo KmVH$ hmo gH$Vo h¢ 
BgH$m AZw_mZ ̂ br-^m±{V bJm`m Om gH$Vm h¢Ÿ& ̀ o g~ nVm hmoVo 
hþE ^r `o XmoZm| Xoe `{X EH$ Xwgao Ho$ Xwí_Z ~Zo hr ah|Jo Vmo nVm 
Zht ^{dî` Š`m hmJo m ? ^maV _m ± H$o  XmZo m | nÌw  (^maV d nmH$) 
{OZH$m nhb o hr ~Q± >dmam hmo MwH$m h¡ H$hr§ AnZr hr Hw$ÊR>mAm| Am¡a 
`wÜXm| H$s {d^r{fH$m _| ÜdñV Z hmo OmE±Ÿ&

AV: XmoZmo Xoem| H$s gaH$ma H$mo `Wmg§^d à`mg H$aZo 
Mm{hE {H$ Amngr PJµS>mo§ H$mo IË_ H$a EH$ ~ma {\$a EH$Vm d 
{_ÌVm Ho$ ~ÝYZ _| ~±Y OmE±Ÿ&

^maV-nmH$ g§~§Y
- B{V H$nya

nrµS> Vw_ _oao _Z AmZm,
hmWm| _| bo {dX hmbm,

Iy~ {n`±y _mXH$ CÝ_ŠV _¢,
Vw_ gmH$s, _Z _Ywembm.

(1)
éH$Vo éH$Vo Mb nS>o _Z,
Eogr AmemAm| H$s hmbm,

Am¡a MbHo$ éH$ OmE± Ohm± na,
dhr§-dht hmo _Ywembm.

(2)
OrdZ Ag_§Og H$m ß`mbm

V_ àH$me H$s {_{lV hmbm,
g~b {ddoH$, {Z~©b {dH$ma hm|,

AmemE± _oar _Ywembm.
(3)

AmoN>b-gmH$s _V {nbm A~
BVZm {H$ hmoD±$ _Vdmbm,

gwY-~wY H$s h¡ `hm± Mm¡H$S>r,
AÝV_©Z h¡ _Ywembm.

(4)
Z`Zm _oao _YwKQ> h¢ A~,

{Ma C_§J Mm§Xr H$m ß`mbm,
J[a_m H$s hmbm à~mo{YZr,
ñdU©bVm gr _Ywembm.

(5)
AYam| na _¥Xwb _wñH$mZ
^a OmVr h¡ Ca _| hmbm
_rR>m bJVm `o OJ gmam
_rR>r _oar _oar _Ywembm.

(6)
AnZm ñZoh ì`ŠV H$ê±$ _¢,

BVZo _oao eãX H$hm± h¡
ñdmW©hrZ AmgŠVrhrZ Am¡a

eãXhrZ _oar _Ywembm.

gánUm©
                                        - _Ywaoe gw{_V
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J_u Ho$ {XZ h¢Ÿ& Yyn VoO h¡Ÿ& g^r bmoJ AnZo H$m_m| _| 
ì`ñV h¢Ÿ& gS>H$ na ^mar ^rµS> h¡Ÿ& AMmZH$ XoIVo hr XoIVo Om_ 
bJ OmVr h¡Ÿ& EH$ Xygao go AmJo {ZH$bZo Ho$ MŠH$a _| g^r \±$g 
OmVo h¢ & g^r naoemZŸ&

BZ OZm~ H$mo Xo{I`o Omo A^r {H$gr Om°~ H$s Ag\$b 
BÝQ>aì`y Xo H$a Am aho h¢, Am¡a Bg Om_ _| Am \±$goŸ& ~Jbdmbr 
H$ma _| dmo A\$ga h¡ {OÝhm|Zo CZH$m BÝQ>aì`y {b`m WmŸ& d¡go Vmo 
XmoZm| H$m XOm© H$m\$s AbJ h¡, na ̀ hm± na g^r EH$ g_mZ h¡Ÿ& Bg 
Om_ _| A_ra-Jar~ g^r \±$go h¢Ÿ& BYa WmoµS>rgr OJh ~Zr Zhr 
{H$ Xygao Zo AnZr JmµS>r Kwgm XrŸ&

ZVrOm Q>ŠH$a !...... A~ br{O`o Z`o amJ ewê$ hmo 
J`oŸ&

XmoZm| Va\$ go JmµS>r`m± AmVr Om ahr h¢ Am¡a Om_ ~µT>Vr 
Om ahr h¡ & naoemZ hmo H$a Hw$N> bmoJ Om_ Ho$ H|$Ð H$s Amoa OmVo h¢, 
Om_ Am¡a ~µT> OmVr h¡ & dhm na EH$ JmµS>r, Xygao Ho$ gm_Zo {Q>H$s 
h¡Ÿ& nrN>o OmZm _wpíH$b h¡ ~g BVZr gr ~mV & H«o$Z go {ZH$mb XoVo 
h¡, bo{H$Z H«o$Z AmEJr {H$g amñVo goŸ&

(J{V-gr_m 40 {H$._r. à{V K§Q>m.... Š`m h¡ ̀ h !!)

AnZr JmS>r ~ÝX aI|, nrN>o dmbo Ho$ YŠHo$ go AmJo ~µT> 
Om`|Jo, bo{H$Z ̀ h gmoM H$a g^r Zo ~ÝX H$a {b`m Vmo !

Vmn_mZ ~µT>Vm Om ahm h¡Ÿ& g^r ngrZo go Va~Va h¡Ÿ& 
Hw$N> ̂ r µImg H$m_ Zht hmo ahm h¡ bo{H$Z, {\$a ̂ r g^r ì`ñV h¡Ÿ& 
Am{Ia H$m¡Z h¡ {OgZo ̀ h Om_ bJm`m ? Om_ H$s dOh go ̂ rµS> h¡ 
`m ̂ rµS> H$s$ dOh go Om_Ÿ?

AmB`o Bg ZOmao H$mo Hw$N> D$na CR> Ho$ XoIVo h¢Ÿ& AmR> 
_pÝObr B_maV Ho$ N>R>r _pÝOb H$s {IµS>H$s IwbVr h¡, ZrMo H$m 
ZOmam XoIZo Ho$ ~mX - ""Š`m ̂ mar Om_ h¡ ?'' Am¡a {\$a WmoµS>r gr 
_wñH$mZ Ho$ ~mX dh AÝXa Mbm OmVm h¡Ÿ& (dh Bg Om_ _| Zhr 
\±$gm h¡)&

Q´>°{\$H$ Om_
- _mo. Zmo_mZ
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12dr Ho$ EH$ N>mÌ Zo Bg ZOmao H$mo ~hþV Jm¡a go XoImŸ& 
ZVrOm           S>m`moS> !

{~ëHw$b, `h Om_ EH$ S>m`moS> H$s Vah h¡, [adg© 
~m`qgJ _| Hw$N> brHo$O H$aÝQ> hr Mb aho h¡, O¡go Am_ bmoJ 
gS>H$ Ho$ {H$Zmao XmoZm| Va\$ go Jm{µS>`m± AmVr Om ahr h¡§ Am¡a 
nmoQ>opÝe`b ~T>Vr Om ahr h¡§, {S>ßboeZ bo`a ~T>Vr Om ahr h¡Ÿ& 
Om_ Ho$ÝÐ `mZr OÝŠeZ na Hw$N> Eogm hr ZOmam h¡§Ÿ& ~«oH$-S>mD$Z 
H$m IVam ~Zm hþAm h¡, VmoS>-\$moS>, ̂ JXS> _M gH$Vr h¡Ÿ& Vmo Bg 
Om_ H$m g_mYmZ h¡ dmoëQ>oO H$_ H$aZm AWm©V, Am{Iar H$s$ 
Jm{µS>`m| H$mo hQ>mZmŸ&

argM©a Bg na argM© H$a gH$Vo h¡-øw_Z-{~h¡{d`a, 
gmD$ÝS>-B\o$ŠQ>, àXyfU, COm©-g§ajU, Ho$`mogŸ&

AŠga ^JXS> _M OmVr h¡, BgHo$ {ZdmaU Ho$ {b`o 
^JXS> {ZdmaH$ XñVo H$m {Z_m©U H$am`m OmZm Mm{hEŸ& BZ XñVm| 
H$mo Q´>oqZJ Bg Om_ go Xr Om gH$Vr h¡§Ÿ& gmW hr gmW Hw$N> 
{dñ\$moQ>H$m| H$s j_Vm ̂ r _mnr Om gH$Vr h¡§Ÿ& (~ohVa n[aUm_ Ho$ 
{b`o Om_ Ho$ÝÐ _| à`moJ {H$`m OmZm Mm{hE)

Bg Om_ H$mo XoI H$a `h bJVm h¡ {H$ A_ra-Jar~ 
g^r EH$ XO} _| h¡§Ÿ& g^r EH$ gmW {_b H$a H$m_ _o§ bJo h¡§Ÿ& 
Om{V-Y_©, ̂ oX-^md H$m Zm_mo{ZemZ VH$ Zhr§ h¡§Ÿ& bmoH$VÝÌ H$m 
Agbr ZOmam ̀ hr XoIZo H$mo {_bVm h¡Ÿ& ha {H$gr H$mo ~mobZo H$m 
hH$ h¡§Ÿ&

""Xa Agb AmOH$b Ho$ amOZoVmAm| Zo bmoH$VÝÌ H$mo 
gS>H$ na bm {X`m h¡Ÿ&''...... "Om_ - ^rS> H$m, ^rS> Ho$ Ûmam, 
Am¡a ̂ rS> Ho$ {b`o ~Zm Omb h¡Ÿ&

A~ My§{H$ Bg Om_ _o \±$gZm Am_ ~mV hmo JB© h¡§ Vmo Š`m| 
Z Bg Om_ H$mo E§Omo` {H$`m OmE. Xg ~ma "Om_' ~mo{b`o... 
"_Om' Am J`m.

"Om_' H$mo "Om_' g_PH$a nr @@@@@@@@@@

({àÝQ>a hr Om_ hmo J`m)



IJmobemó ho gdm©V àmMrZ emó Agbo Var øm 
emómMr A{YH$m§e àJVr Joë`m 400 dfmªV Pmbr Ago åhQ>bo 
Va Vo MwH$sMo R>aUma Zmhr. 1609 gmbr J°{bbr`moZo 
IJmobemñÌmÀ`m Aä`mgmgmR>r AdH$memH$S> o Xw~uU 
amoIÊ`mMo Oo H$m`© Ho$bo Vo "Z ̂ yVmo Z ̂ {dî`{V' Ago hmoVo. Ë`mM 
H«$m§{VH$mar H$m`m©À`m ñ_aUmW© 2009 ho df© "A§Vaamï´>r` 
IJmobemó df©' åhUyZ OJ^a gmOao H$boo OmV Amho.

Xw~uUrMm emoY J°{bbr`moZo bmdbm ZgyZ "h°Ýg 
bonaeo' `mZo bmdbm hmoVm. nU Xw~uUr~Ôb ZwgVo Hw$Vyhb Z 
~miJVm Xw~uUrMm àW_ dmna IJmobr` Aä`mgmgmR>r 
J°{bbr`moZo Ho$bm, ̀ m H$m`m©VyZ Ë`mMr {dkmZ{Zð>m PiH$Vo.

ewH«$mÀ`m H$bm, M§ÐmdaMr {dda§, Jwê$Mo CnJ«h, 
e{ZÀ`m H$S²>`m, gm¡aS>mJ Aer {d{dY IJmobr` Ñí`o 
J°{bbr`moZo Amnë`m Xw~uUrVyZ nm{hbo d Ë`m§Mm Aä`mg Ho$bm. 
Xw~uUrVyZ AmH$me {ZarjUmMm Omo _hm_mJ© J°{bbr`moZo 
emoYbm Ë`mda àdmg H$aVm H$aVm Joë`m 400 dfm©V 
IJmobemókm§Zr `emMo AZoH$ Q>ßno JmR>bo AmhoV. _J Vo 
gy`©_mboÀ`m ~mhoarb J«hm§Mm emoY bmdUo Agmo dm {dœmÀ`m 
CËnÎmrMm Aä`mg H$aUo Agmo. EdT>oM Zìho Va MŠH$ 
AdH$memV Xw~uU àñWm{nV H$aÊ`mMm namH«$_hr g§emoYH$m§Zr 
Ho$bm Amho. AmO amîQ´>r` nmVirda _moR>çmV _moR>r Xw~uU 
~ZdÊ`mMr MT>mAmoT> Mmby Amho. `mdéZM Xw~uUrMm 

IJmobemómV dmna {H$Vr H«$m§VrH$mar Amho ̀ mMr à{MVr ̀ oVo.

`mnwT>ohr IJmobemómV AZoH$ _hËdmMo emoY 
bmJVrb. {dœmMo ahñ` hiy hiy CbJS>V OmB©b. nU AmO 
400 dfmªMm B{Vhmg nhmVmZm, AmnU AkmZmÀ`m XarVyZ EdT>o 
da Ambobmo OmUdVmZm AË`mZ§X hmoVmo.

IJmobemómbm Xw~uU énr AZ_mob aËZ An©U 
H$aUmam "{dkmZmMm OZH$' J°{bbr`mo J°{bbr `mbm 
AmXam§Obr åhUyZ d Xw~uUrVyZ AmH$me Xe©ZmÀ`m Mm¡Ï`m 
eVmãXr dfm©{Z{_Îm United Nations Zo ho df© "Am§Vaamï´>r` 
IJmobemó df©' åhUyZ Omhra Ho$bo Amho. `m {Z{_ÎmmZo 
IJmobemómMm àMma d àgma H$aÊ`mMm g§H$ën AZoH$ 
g§emoYH$m§Zr gmoS>bm Amho d {d{dY CnH«$_ hr am~{dbo OmV 
AmhVo . `m df©̂ amV, OmñVrV OmñV bmHo $mZ§ m X~w uUrVZy  AmH$me 
Xe©Z KS>{dÊ`mMo à`ËZ hm¡er IJmobào_r H$arV AmhoV.

øm ^ì` _hmoËgdmV Amnbm hmV^ma bmJmdm Ago 
AmnUmg dmQ>V Agob Va Xw~uUrVyZ AmH$me Xe©ZmMr g§Yr 
AOr~mV gmoSy> ZH$m d IJmobemómMm àMma eŠ` {VVŠ`m 
bmoH$m§_Ü`o H$am hr {dZ§Vr.

IJmobemóm~Ôb Amnë`m àË`oH$mÀ`m OmJ¥H$VoZoM 
øm nd©UrMr ̀ eñdr gm§JVm hmoB©b Ago _bm dmQ>Vo.

Xw~uUrVyZ
- Xe©Z Omoer
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nhmQ>
- nX²_lr nmQ>rb

àË`oH$ Zdr nhmQ> EH$ ñdßZ KoD$Z ̀ oVo

Xe{Xem§Zm a§J CYiyZ XoVo

Mbm Ë`m a§JmV X§J hmoD$ ̀ m

OrdZmbm gË`mMm J§Y XoD$ ̀ m

CÚmÀ`m OJmbm gm_moao OmD$ ̀ m



ñdm_r {ddoH$mZ§X ! ̀ m ̂ maV^y_rMm bmS>H$m gwnwÌ ! hmM Vmo 
Iam gwnwÌ Á`mZo qhXyY_© OmUbm. hmM Vmo gwnwÌ Á`mZo doXm§VmMm 
n[anyU© Aä`mg H$éZ ñdXoemVM Zìho Va {dXoem§Vhr ̀ m VËdkmZmMm 
àgma Ho$bm. {eH$mJmoVrb gd©Y_© n[afX AVwbZr` d¡Mm[aH$ 
gm_Ï`© d A_moK dŠV¥ËdmÀ`m Omoamda JmOdyZ g§nyU© {dœ^a `m 
qhXw^y_r~Ôb AmXamMr ^mdZm {Z_m©U H$aUmam hmM Vmo gwnwÌ ! hmM 
Vmo _hmZ {damJr Á`mZo Ë`mÀ`mg_moa nmpíM_mË` Xoe, A{Ib 
{dbmgm§gh, ZV AgVm§Zmhr _mV¥^y_rVrb ~m§Ydm§À`m doXZm 
OmUë`m, g§nyU© OrdZ Ë`m§À`m CÝZVrgmR>r ì`VrV Ho$bo.

ñdm_r {ddoH$mZ§Xm§Zr Iè`m AWm©Zo {dœ{dO` Ho$bm. 
Ë`m§Mo ñdßZ hmoVo H$s hr ̂ ma^y_r gdm©Wm©Zo ~bembr ~Zob;  d doXm§V 
VËdkmZmMm CnXoe gd© OJVmbm H$aob. Ë`mgmR>r Ë`m§Zr àË`oH$mZo 
"_mV¥^y_r' `m X¡dVmMr nyOm H$amdr, Ago gm§{JVbo hmoVo. AmO 
ñdm_rOtMm Xho mV§  hmDo $Z 106 df } bmQo >br AmhVo . AmO Amnë`mbm 
gd©Ì Amnmnë`m Xodm§Mr nyOm H$aUmao qhXy, _wpñb_, {¼íMZ BË`mXr 
{XgVmV. nU _Zmo^mdo, gÀÀ`m {XbmZo "_mV¥^y_rnyOZ' H$aVm§Zm 
{H$Vr bmoH$ {XgVmV ? H$moUË`mhr XodVoMo nyOZ \$ŠV _yVu qH$dm 
à{V_oÀ`m nyOoZo nyU© hmoV Zmhr. åhUyZM _mV¥^y_rnyOZmgmR>r XoIrb 
Amnbr gd© {dMmaeŠVr d H¥$VreŠVr _mV¥^y_rÀ`m, AWm©V 
Amnë`m ~m§Ydm§À`m, CÝZVrgmR>r H|${ÐV H$aUo Amdí`H$ Amho.

COiVr H$moUr ngm AZ² COiVr A§JU Hw$Ur
COiVr H$moUr Kao AZ² COiVr ZJao Hw$Ur &
{Ì^wdZmbm COiUmao àIa Vo VoOmo_Ur
àmUXm`r Oo àMmoXH$ AgVr H$m Eogo Hw$Ur &&

AmO Amnë`m _mV¥^ybm Amnë`m d¡Mm[aH$ d H¥${V- 
eŠVrÀ`m à^oZo {Ì^wdZ COiyZ Q>mHy$ eH$Umè`m VoOmo_UtMr JaO 
Amho. Ago VoOmo_Ur, Á`m§Zr AWH$ à`ËZm§Zr _Z dO«mà_mUo d 
_ZJQ> nmobmXmà_mUo VmH$XdmZ ~Z{dbo Amho. Ago VoOmo_Ur, 
Á`m§Zr n[anyU© Aem emídV {dMmam§Mo AÜ``Z H$ê$Z Vo 
AmMaUmVhr AmUbo AmhoV. Ago VoOmo_Ur, Á`m§Zr "_mV¥^y_r' ho 
X¡dV öX`mV ñWmnZ Ho$bo Amho; d {VÀ`m gdmªJrU àJVrgmR>r 
ñdmW©Ë`mJ H$éZ Oo gX¡d PQ>V AmhoV.

Or OrdZnwîno gVoO ZdaŠVmMr
ñWmnmdm Ë`m§Zr Y_© AmË_ Any©Zr
Ë`mZoM AM©Zm hmoV amï´>XodmMr

nU Hw$R>o {_iVrb Ago "VoOmo_Ur' ? g§V Zm_Xod 

åhUVmV, ""àË`oH$ _Zwî`mV B©ída dmg H$aVmo''. ñdm_r {ddoH$mZ§X 
åhUVmV, "each soul is potentially divine" AWm©V, ho 
"VoOmo_Ur' XwgarH$S>o Hw$R>ohr ZgyZ Vwåhm-Amåhm gdmª_Ü`o, 
àË`oH$m_Ü`o XS>bobo AmhoV. àíZ Amho Vmo \$ŠV Ë`m§Zm emoYÊ`mMm, 
AmË_emoY KoÊ`mMm. EH$Xm H$m _Zwî`mbm ñdV:Vrb B©ídamÀ`m 
ApñVËdmMr OmUrd (`mbm Vwåhr j_Vm§Mr OmUrd Agohr åhUy 
eH$Vm) Pmbr H$s Ë`mMm "VoOmo_Ur' ~ZÊ`mMm _mJ© AYm© nma Pmbm 
Ago g_Omdo. nwT>rb AYm© ^mJ åhUOo ì`ŠVr_Ëd{dH$gZ. nU 
Ë`mgmRr gX²>gX²{ddoH$~wÕr gVV OmJ¥V RodUo Amdí`H$ Amho.

gd©n«W_ Amnbo Ü`o` {ZpíMV Ho$bo nm{hOo. 'Low aim 

is a crime.' Ë`m_wio Ü`o` Zoh_r {demb d CXmÎm Agbo nm{hOo. 
XwX©å` BÀN>meŠVr d AWH$ à`ËZ `m XmoÝhtÀ`m ghmæ`mZo, 
g§KQ>ZoÀ`m _mÜ`_mVyZ ̀ m Ü`o`mH$S>o Zoh_r MmbV am{hbo nm{hOo.

ñdm_r {ddoH$mZ§XmMm `wdmeŠVrda Iyn {dœmg hmoVm. 
Ë`m§Zr Zoh_r `wdm dJm©bm amï´>mW© ^ì` H¥$Vr H$aÊ`mgmR>r àmoËgm{hV 
Ho$bo. AmO Amnë`m amï´>mg_moa g_ñ`m§Mm AWm§J gmJa ngabm 
Amho. XoemMr hr pñWVr \$ŠV Amnbm `wdm dJ©M ~Xby eH$Vmo. 
H$maU `wdm dJm©Mo {dMma ñdV§Ì, Jwbm_{JarMm nJS>m Zgbobo d 
{d{OJrfy AmhoV. H$moUË`mhr H$m`m©gmR>r PmoHy$Z XoÊ`mbm bmJUmar 
ear[aH$ d _mZ{gH$ j_Vm Amnë`mV Amho.

Zì`m ̀ wJmMo nmB©H$ Amåhr, Vmao Zd{j{VOmdaMo
{ZOê${YamOr AmU dmhÿZr, ê$n nmbQy> XoemMo

nU `mM j_Vm§Mm J¡admna H$ê$Z `m XoemMo énm§Va 
ZaH$mVhr hmoD$ eH$Vo. Amnë`mnwT>o AmO XmoZ n`m©` AmhoV. EH$Va 
ñdm_rOtZr XmI{dboë`m _mJm©da MmbV, Amnë`m j_Vm d 
Hw$dVtMm nwaonya dmna H$ê$Z, "_mV¥^y_rnyOZ' H$aUo. AÝ`Wm 
ñdm_rOtZm ImoQ>o {gÜX H$ê$Z Ë`m§Mo ñdßZ Ywirg {_idUo. {ZU©` 
Amnë`m àË`oH$mbm ¿`m`Mm Amho. àIa "VoOmo_Ur' AWdm 
añË`mH$S>oMm {Züb, {ZñVoO XJS> ! Om{UdoÀ`m H$jm é§XmdyZ 
g_mOmÀ`m gd© ñVam§Vrb ~m§Ydm§À`m àJVrgmR>r à`ËZ H$aV amhUo 
AWdm ñdm_rOtMm {dœmgKmV H$aUo ! Vw_Mm {ZU©` H$mhrhr Agmo 
nU EH$Xm, {H$_mZ EH$Xm, Ë`m _hmnwê$fmMo, _hmËå`mMo {MÌ nhm. 
Ë`m VoOñdr S>moù`m§_Yrb drO Vwåhmbm EH$M Jmoï> gm§Job -

""C{Îmð>V ! OmJ«V ! àmß`damZ² {Z~moYV !''
""CR>m ! OmJo ìhm ! Ü`o`àmár{edm` Wm§~y ZH$m !''
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gÜ`mMo `wJ ho _m{hVr-V§ÌkmZmMo `wJ Amho Ago 
AmnU åhUVmo. nU OgOer _m{hVr-V§ÌkmZmV àJVr hmoV 
Amho, ZdZ{dZ `§Ì-gm_J«r, gwIgw{dYm {Z_m©U hmoV AmhoV, 
VgVgm _mUwghr ̀ m§{ÌH$ ~ZV Mmbbm Amho. gmar gwIo nm`mer 
bmoiU KoV AgVmZmhr Vmo H$moR>oVar _Z:ñdmñÏ` hadyZ 
~gbobm, AñdñW Am{U hVme {XgyZ `oVmo. ñnY}V {Q>Hy$Z 
amhÊ`mgmR>r Ë`mMr gmar OrdKoUr, Ho${dbdmUr YS>nS> 
Mmbbobr Amho. øm gd© MH«$mV Vmo ñdV:nyU©nUo AS>H$bobm Va 
AmhoM, na§Vw Ë`mÀ`m~amo~a N>moQ>çm, {ZamJg ~mb-
Jmonmim§Zmhr Ë`mZo Ë`mV AS>H$dyZ Q>mH$bobo Amho. Amnbr _wbo 
àË`oH$ ñnY}V Aìdb AmbrM nm{hOoV, Agm Ë`mMm AÅ>mhmg 
AgVmo. Ë`mV ^arg ^a åhUOo {Q>ìhrda AhmoamÌ MmbUmao 
[aE°{bQ>r emoO; Ë`mV qOH$Ê`mgmR>r Mmbbobr {M_waS²>`m§Mr 
Ho${dbdmUr YS>nS> nmhÿZ Vr gmar Amnbo ~mbnU {dgê$Z 
nmoŠV Pmë`mgmaIr dmQ>VmV. ~mbnUmV X§Jm_ñVr H$am`Mr 
AgVo, ñdN>§XrnUo h§ÿXS>m`Mo AgVo, ho OUy Ë`m§Zm R>mD$H$M Zmhr 
Am{U _moR>çm§Zm Ë`m§À`mH$S>o bj Úm`bm doi Zmhr. n¡gm A_mn 
AgyZhr Ë`m_mJo YmdUo åhUOoM \$ŠV Am`wî` Aer Ë`m§Mr JV 
hmoD$Z ~gbobr Amho. H$mhr _hme` Va Am°{\$g~amo~a Karhr 
H$m_ KoD$Z ~gVmV; hohr Zgo WmoS>Ho$ åhUyZ H$s H$m`, àdmgmVhr 
Ë`m§Mm b°nQ>m°n ZmhrVa \$moZ Agm H$m`©H«$_ Mmby AgVmo. Aao 
{ZXmZ àdmgmVVar {ZgJm©Mm _Z_wamX AmZ§X bwQ>m, BVam§er 
Jßnm _mam, _Z_wamXnUo hgm Am{U Xwgè`m§Zmhr {dZmoX EoH$dyZ 
hgdm. nU Zmhr - "AmnU ̂ bo Am{U Amnbo H$m_ ̂ bo' Ë`m§Zm 
ho H$iV Zmhr H$s, hr Aer OrdZe¡br AZoH$ em[aarH$ VgoM 
_mZ{gH$ amoJm§Zm {Z_§ÌU XoVo. VmUVUmdmImbr OJVmZm 
Am`wî`mVrb {H$VrVar AZ_mob gmoZoar jU hadVmV nU, 
gwImÀ`m øm _¥JOimÀ`m _mJo {H$Vrhr Ymdbo Var Vo hmVr 
bmJV Zmhr.

Aem dio bo m EH$ AZ_mbo  R>do m, AmOrÀ`m ~Q>ì`mVrb 
Am¡fYmà_mUo AgUmam EH$ am_~mU BbmO, Amnë`m _XVrbm 
YmdyZ `oVmo - Vmo åhUOo hgUo ! H$éZ Va ~Km, OmXyMr N>S>r 
{\$adë`mà_mUo Vw_Mo gmao Am`wî` ~XbyZ OmB©b. Am`wî`mVrb 
Xw:ImH$S>o gH$mamË_H$ ZOaoVyZ nmhÊ`mMm Ñï>rH$moZ {_iob.

hgÊ`mMm _{h_m Va H$m` dUm©dm ? ~m~m Ooìhm 
WHy$Z-^mJyZ Kar `oVmV Voìhm Amnë`m bmS>Š`m§À`m PmonoVë`m 
{ZamJg hmñ`mbm nmhÿZ gmam WH$dm {dgê$Z OmVmV. am§JoV 
VmQ>H$iV C^m amhÿZ EImXm ^ŠV Ooìhm Amnë`m ^Jd§VmMo 
Xe©Z KoVmo, Voìhm ^Jd§VmÀ`m _wImdarb pñ_V hmñ` nmhÿZ Ë`m 
^ŠVmMr Va ~«åhmZ§Xr Q>mirM dmOVo ! {à`H$ahr Amnë`m 
ào`grÀ`m hmñ`mMr (H$YrH$Yr ImoQ>r H$m AgoZm) Vmar\$ 
Ho$ë`mdmMyZ amhV Zmhr; Ë`mda ào`gr Aer bmOdm~ bmOVo 
H$s ìdm ! Š`m ~mV h¡ ! Va Aem øm hgÊ`mdaVr H${dVm Pmë`m 
ZgVrb Va ZdbM;

bmOyZ hmgUo AZ² hmgyZ Vo nhmUo,
_r AmoiIyZ Amho, gmao VwPo ~hmUo.

qhXr {MÌnQ>g¥ï>rhr ømnmgyZ H$mhr Xya am{hbobr Zmhr. 
IwÔ A{^Z`g_«mQ>hr EH$m {MÌnQ>mVë`m JmÊ`mV gm§JyZ Jobm 
H$s,

amoVo hþE AmVo h¡ g~, hgVm hþAm Omo Om`oJm,
dmo _wH$Ôa H$m {gH§$Xa, OmZo_Z H$hbmEJm &

Ë`mZo Va hgV-hgV OmUmè`mbm gd© OJmbm 
qOH$mUmè`m {gH§$XamMrM Cn_m {Xbr Amho.

_Yw~mbmÀ`m hmñ`mdaVr Va {H$VrVar {nT>çm {\$Xm 
Pmë`m. _mYwar {X{jVMo hmñ` hr {H$VrVar VéUm§Mo H$m{iO 
Ibmg H$ê$Z Q>mH$Vo. H$m°_oS>r {MÌnQ>m§MrVa H$moUË`mhr H$mimV 
MbVr AgVo.

OJ{d»`mV H$dr eoŠg{nAaZo EHo${R>H$mUr Ago 
åhQ>bobo Amho H$s,

Don't worry !

Because if you are worried,

you get a wrinkle, so why don't

you smile and get a dimple,

always smile and be happy.

Va AmVm VwåhrM R>adm`Mo H$s, Am`wî` ho aS>V-IS>V 
OJm`Mo H$s hgV-IoiV. nU Amnbo XwX£d ho H$s hgÊ`mgmR>r 
Amnë`mbm hmñ`Šb~Mm AmYma ¿`mdm bmJVmo. {Q>.ìhr. dahr 
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AZoH$ hmñ` emo gwê$ AmhoV. nU Ë`mVë`m Ë`mVhr Mm§Jbr Jmoï>r 
hr H$s, Ë`m{Z{_ÎmmZo H$m hmoB©Zm, _mUwg hmñ`mMm Odi Mmbbm 
Amho. _Ü`§Var H$moR>oVar dmMZmV Ambo H$s _mUwg Ooìhm àM§S> 
amJdVmo Voìhm OodT>r eŠVr dm`m OmVo, VodT>r eŠVr {Xdg^a 
l_ H$éZ dmnabr OmVo Ë`mnojm {H$VrVarnQ> A{YH$ AgVo. 
EdT>r eŠVr Ho$di EdT>çmem VmUmZo dm`m OmVo.

åhUyZM AmVm "hgm Am{U hgdm' AgoM åhUmdo 
bmJob. Mbm Va _J, AmnU gmao {_iyZ øm Z{dZ dfm©V EH$ 
g§H$ën H$é`m, Z _moS>Ê`mgmR>r (H$maU ~è`mMXm g§H$ën ho nwao Z 
H$aÊ`mgmR>rM Ho$bo OmVmV) Z{dZ dfm©V ^anya hgm`Mo, 
hmñ`mMr IgIg BVam§À`m Am`wî`mVhr {nH$dm`Mr. {ZamoJr 
Am{U {ZIi, AmZ§Xr OrdZ OJm`Mo. Mbm Va _J...

aof
- nX²_lr nmQ>rb

VwÂ`m _mÂ`mV AgVmo Xwdm

\$ŠV EH$m aofoMm...

aof Vr aofM AgVo

{Vbm H$m` _m{hV H$g§ Wm§~md§

C^§ H$s AmS>d§...

XmQ>bm Amho gd©Ì A§YH$ma,
H$mù`mhþZhr H$mim Vmo,
AmeoÀ`m A§Hw$amg OS>bobm {dH$ma.

gwgmQ> {XemhrZ dmhVmo Amho dmam,
^aH$Q>bm Amho Vmo hr,
hdm Ë`mbmhr àH$memMm Amgam.

Xyada OiV AmhoV H$mhr A§YmamMo H$U,
EH$Q>oM AmhoV Vo,
^moJV AmhoV eodQ>Mo VoOñdr jU.

Pw§OVo Amho EH$mH$s EH$ nUVr,
^oXabobm dmam Vmo,
{dPdy nmhVmo Amho Vr EH$_od {Xár.

gm_Ï`© {VMo Zmhr A{g_rV,
Hw$Ur gm§Jmdo,
{dPobhr nwT>À`mM jUr... H$Xm{MV.

nar haUma åhUyZ bT>Uo {VZo gmoS>bo Zmhr,
{dPbr AmVm Oar,
Omibo AmhoV {VZo A§YmamMo H$U Zmhr.

Wmondbm A§Yma, Ho$bo {Z_m©U àH$memMo db`,
bwá H$mimV Oar Vr,
gXmH$mimgmR>r VrM AnamO`r, {VMmM A§{V_ {dO`.
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OJÊ`mgmR>r gya Jdgbm
H$s gyamgmR>r OrdZ OJbmo
OJÊ`mgmR>r, gyamgmR>r _r
Am`wî`^a ̂ Q>H$bmo....

gJioM MmbVmV Ë`m añË`mdéZ
_r hr MmbV Jobmo
H$Yr AS>IiVmo, H$Yr nS>bmo
nU OJÊ`mgmR>r, gyamgmR>r _r Am`wî`^a ̂ Q>H$bmo....

_bm dmQ>bo gya Jdgbm
H$s gyamgmR>r OrdZ OJbmo
eodQ>r _r EH$Q>mM am{hbmo...
Am`wî`^a ̂ Q>H$bmo....

{dO`r
- OmJ¥Vr nQ²>Q²>X²H$b

Am`wî`
- nX²_lr nmQ>rb



Vw_À`mn¡H$s àË`oH$mbm hr nwT>Mr Jmoï> _m{hV Amho.

ZmohmMr Jmoï> :

eoH$S>mo dfmªnydu n¥ÏdrVbmda nmn \$ma dmT>bo. XodmZo 
{dMma Ho$bm H$s EH$ _moR>m nya AUyZ ho gd© EH$m PQ>Š`mV YwdyZ 
Q>mH$md§. _J Vmo Jobm "Zmohm'H$S>o Am{U Ë`mbm EH$ Zm¡H$m 
~m§Ym`bm gm§{JVbr. ZmohmZo ñdV:M§ Hw$Qw>§~ Am{U àË`oH$ 
OmVrÀ`m Ordm§Mo EHo$H$ Za Am{U _mXr _mdVrb EdT>r Zm¡H$m 
~m§Ybr. nya Ambm Voìhm ~mH$s gd© g¥ï>r Zï> Pmbr. nya 
Amogaë`mZ§Va Zm¡Ho$Vbo dmMbobo Ord ~mhoa nS>bo Am{U Ë`m§Zr 
nyU© OJ Zì`mZo dgdbo.

hr Jmoï> dmMyZ H$mhr OUm§Zm nwT>Mr Jmoï> AmR>dÊ`mMr 
eŠ`Vm Amho.

_ZyMr Jmoï> :

n¥Ïdrda "_Zy' ZmdmMm _mUyg amhmV hmoVm. EH$ {Xdg 
nmÊ`mZo hmV YwdV AgVmZm Ë`mÀ`m Am|OirV EH$ Bdbmgm 
_mgm Ambm.

_mgm _Zybm åhUmbm, ""_bm EH$m H$ierV R>odyZ 
_mPr H$miOr Ko. H$ierV _r _mdoZmgm Pmbmo, H$s _bm 
Vù`mV ZoD$Z gmoS>. Vù`mV Ooìhm _r _mdoZmgm hmoB©Z, Voìhm 
_bm g_wÐmV Xo gmoSy>Z. Ag§ Oa Vy Ho$b§g, Va _r ̂ {dî`mV VwÂ`m 
Cn`moJr nS>oZ.''

_ZyZo _memÀ`m åhUÊ`mà_mUo Ho$b§, Am{U Xodm§Zr 
Ooìhm nya AmUyZ n¥Ïdr nmna{hV H$aÊ`mM§ R>adb§, Voìhm _memZo 
hr Jmoï> _Zybm H$idbr. _memÀ`mM gëë`mZ§ _ZyZo EH$ _moR>§ 
OhmO ~m§Yb§. nya Ambm Voìhm _Zy Am{U BVa àmUr Ë`m 
OhmOmV MT>bo Am{U _ZyZo EH$m ^ŠH$_ XmoamZo Vo OhmO 
_memÀ`m H$nmimdaÀ`m qeJmbm (?) ~m§Ybo. _memZo _J 
OhmO gwIê$n CÎmaoH$S>À`m nd©Vmda AmUyZ gmoS>bo. nya 
CVaë`mda _ZyZo Amnë`m g§VVrZo OJ nwZ: dgdbo.

øm daÀ`m XmoÝhr Jmoï>r EoHy$Z Á`m§Zm hr nwT>Mr Jmoï> 
AmR>dob, Ë`m§Zm _mPm gbm_.

CËZmnpíZ_Mr Jmoï> :

{¼ñVnyd© 2600 À`m Amgnmg "gw_oa' XoemV EH$ 
"{JbJ_oe' ZmdmMm AË`§V eya amOm amÁ` H$aV hmoVm. Ë`mMr 
gJù`mV _moR>r _hËdH$m§jm hmoVr A_aËd àmá H$aÊ`mMr. hr 
BÀN>m nyU© H$er H$aVm `oB©b øm{df`r gëbm _mJÊ`mgmR>r Vmo 
Jobm OJmVë`m EH$_od A_a _mUgmH$S>o "CËZmnpíZ_' H$S>o.

CËZmnpíZ_ Ë`mbm åhUmbm, ""Aao, _mPr Jmoï>M 
{Zamir. AZoH$ dfmªnydu `w\«$mQ>rg ZXrÀ`m H$mR>mda Xodm§Mr EH$ 
Jwá g^m ^abr. _mZdmÀ`m dmT>Ë`m nmnr àd¥Îmtda Ë`m§Zr {VWo 
~arM MMm© Ho$br Am{U Ag§ R>adb§, H$s EH$ _moR>m nya AmUyZ 
n¥ÏdrdaMo _mUgmgH$Q> gd© Ord Zï> H$amdoV. EH$m Xodmbm hr 
H$ënZm ng§V Z nSy>Z Ë`mZ§ _bm hm {ZU©` gm§{JVbm. Ë`mÀ`m 
gm§JÊ`mdê$Z _r EH$ _moR>r Zmd ~m§Ybr Am{U nya ̀ oÊ`mMr {MÝh§ 
{XgVmM _mPo Hw$Qy>§~ Am{U gd© Ordm§Mo ~rO Ë`m Zm¡Ho$V ^éZ 
Ë`m§Zm dmMdbo. Z§Va Amboë`m nyamMo am¡Ð ê$n nmhÿZ ñdV: Xodhr 
Km~abo Am{U nümVmn nmdbo. gmV {Xdg Am{U gmV amÌr 
Mmbbobm Vmo àb` Amogaë`mda Ooìhm Ë`m§Zm Amåhr H$mhr OU§ 
dmMë`mM§ H$ib§, Voìhm Ë`m§Zr Iyf hmoD$Z _bm Ë`m§À`mgmaI§ 
A_aËd àXmZ Ho$b§.''

ømVrb ZmohmMr Jmoï> ~m`~bÀ`m {¼ñVnyd© ̂ mJmVbr 
- Old testament _Ybr Amho, Va _ZyMr H$Wm qhXy 
Y_©J«§Wm_Yo gmnS>Vo. CËZmnpíZ_Mr Jmoï> BamH$ XoemV 
Mmbboë`m EH$m CËIZZmV gmnS>boë`m "Š`y{Z\$m°_©' {bnrV 
H$moaboë`m H$mhr \$aem§da nwamVËddoÎ`m§Zm gmnS>br. AmO 
`wÜXmZo h¡amU Pmboë`m Q>m`{J«g Am{U ̀ w\«$m{Q>gÀ`m øm Imoè`mV 
hOmamo dfmªnydu _mZdr g§ñH¥$VrM§ EH$ ~rO \$mo\$mdb§. 
"_ogm°nmoQ>o{_`m', "A°{g[a`m' hr Zmd Vwåhr EoH$br AgVrb. 
OJmVë`m n{hë`m eham§n¡H$s Agbob§ "{ZZodo' (Nineveh) ho 
eha _mVrImbr JmS>b§ Jobob gmnS>b§. øm ehamÀ`m 
CËIZZmÀ`mdoir {VWbm A°{g[a`Z amOm "Amew~m©{Znmb' 
ømM§ {dbjU J«§Wmb` gmnS>b§. Ë`m H$mimV amOdmS>çmV 
hmoUmam {XdgmMm IM©, {H$amÊ`mMr IaoXr, ZmoH$am§Mo nJma øm 
gJù`m§Mm Š`y{Z\$m°_© {bnrVë`m ̀ mÚm, Ë`m H$mimV dmnaÊ`mV 
`oUmar Am¡fY§, OmXy-_§Ì, eãXJ«§W øm gJù`m§- ~amo~aM 
OJmVbr n{hbr Jmoï> - n{hb§ dmL²>_` - ho øm J«§Wmb`mV 
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gmnS>b§. ~mam _mVrÀ`m \$aem§da H$moabobr
Giligamesh ' hr amOm {JbJ_oe ømMr gmhgH$Wm Amho. øm 
H$WoMm eodQ>Mm ̂ mJ åhUOoM CËZmnpíZ_Zr {JbJ_oe amOmbm 
gm§{JVbobr hr "nyaH$Wm'.

Va.. _ZyMr H$Wm ^maVI§S>mVbr Am{U BVa XmoZ øm 
_Ü` Am{e`m I§S>mVë`m. WmoS>çm\$ma \$aH$mZo MrZ, B{Oá, 
J«rg Am{U aoS> B§{S>A`Z g§ñH¥$Vr§_Yohr "nyaH$Wm' gmnS>Vo. 
BVŠ`m XyaXya ngaboë`m Xoem§_Yo, BVŠ`m {^ÝZ g§ñH¥$Vr_Ü`o 
CX`mbm Amboë`m øm H$Wm BVŠ`m gma»`m H$em ?

ho H$moS>§ gmoS>dÊ`mgmR>r ^yJ^©emókm§Zr n¥Ïdrdarb 
O_rZ Am{U g_wÐ øm§À`m doJdoJù`m ^mJmVrb _mVrMm 
Aä`mg Ho$bm. Ë`m§Zr Ag§ {gÜX Ho$b§, H$s gd© OJ ì`mnob Agm 
nya qH$dm àb` n¥Ïdrda _mZdàmÊ`mMo AmJ_Z Pmë`mZ§Va 
Pmbobm Zmhr. ømMm AW©, øm nyaH$Wm EH$mM nyamÀ`m 
Zgmì`mV. _J Ë`m§À`m g_mZVoMr H$maU§ H$m` AgmdrV? AZoH$ 
"{WAè`m' AmhoV, Ë`mVë`m XmoZM BWo XoVo :

X¡dr àH$mon Am{U gO©Zerb boIH$ :

øm Jmoï>r {b{hë`m/aMë`m Joë`m Voìhm _mUg§ 
ZwH$VrM EH$Ì ̀ oD$Z g_mO KS>dy bmJbr hmoVr. Odinmg nmUr 
Am{U gwnrH$ O_rZ ~KyZ dgmhVr dgy bmJë`m hmoË`m. B©{Oá 
_Ü`o ZmB©b, _Ü` Am{e`mV Q>m`{J«g Am{U ̀ w\«$mQ>rg, ̂ maVmV 
qgYy, gañdVr, J§Jm øm ZÚm§À`m H$mR>r eha§ dgbr. øm gd© 
ZÚm Ë`m§À`m doimodoir `oUmè`m nyam§gmR>r AmÎmm-AmÎmmn`ªV 
à{gÕ hmoË`m. àmMrZ H$mimV øm nyam§_wio ~arM hmZr hmoV 
AgUma. {ZgJm©À`m àË`oH$ Q>moH$mÀ`m dV©Zmbm "X¡dr àH$mon' 
g_OUmè`m Ë`m H$mimV AemM EImÚm {deof hmZrH$maH$, 
{deof ^rVrXm`H$ nyamÀ`m AZw^dmZ§Va EImÚm H$ënH$ 
H$WmH$mamZo "ZmohmMr Zm¡H$m' qH$dm "_ZyMm _mgm' Aer Jmoï> 
aMbr Agob H$m ?

nU "Zo_o{M `oVmo' Agm hm nya ZìhVm Am[U Vmo 
AMmZH$hr Ambm ZìhVm. Amnë`m VrZhr H$WmZm`H$m§Zm 
^ë`m_moR>çm ~moQ>r ~m§Ym`bm doi {_imbobm {XgVmo. åhUyZM 
hr \$ŠV H${dH$ënZm dmQ>V Zmhr. AmVm hr nwT>Mr, _mPr OmñV 
AmdS>Vr, H$ënZm ~Km.

^yH§$n qH$dm ËgwZm_r ?

OJmÀ`m ZH$memV H$mhr Mmahr ~mOy§Zr O{_ZrZo 

'The epic of Koabobo "g_wÐ' Vwåhmbm {XgVrb; "H°$pñn`Z', "Amamb', 
"H$mim g_wÐ' Ago. Va, ^yJ^©emókm§Mm Agm Xmdm Amho H$s 
ømVrb H$mhr, Ogm Q>H$s© XoemOdiMm "H$mim g_wÐ' EHo$doir 
JmoS>çm nmÊ`mZo ^abobo hmoVo. AmVm H$ënZm H$am, gd© ~mOy§Zr 
S>m|Jam§Zr doT>bobm hm JmoS>çm nmÊ`mMm Vbmd. Ë`mÀ`m ^modVr 
N>mZ, gwnrH$ O_rZ. H$mR>mdaVr dgbobr N>moQ>r-N>moQ>r IoS>r, 
eoVH$ar, JamIr. S>m|JamÀ`m Am|OirV Agbobm hm Vbmd 
g_wÐgnmQ>rÀ`m AZoH$ \y$Q> Imbr hmoVm d S>m|JamÀ`m n{bH$S>o, 
X{jUobm hmoVm g_wÐ. EH$ {Xdg hm ~mhoaMm g_wÐ S>m|JamÀ`m 
H$nmat_YyZ AmV {Pany bmJbm. H$maU H$m` Agy eH$VmV ? 
^yH§$n ? ËgwZm_r ? øm XmoÝhrhr Z¡g{J©H$ àH$monmMr Amnë`mbm 
AmOhr Mm§JbrM _m{hVr/AZw^d Amho. Va, ^yH§$nmZo S>m|JamV 
nS>bëo `m ^Jo m, Ë`mÀ§ `mda ~mhêo $Z AmXiUmè`m dJo dmZ bmQ>m, 
øm gJù`m§Mm EH${ÌV n[aUm_ åhUOo g_wÐmM§ Ima§ nmUr 
{Xdg|{Xdg doJmZo AmV `oD$Z, JmoS>çm nmÊ`mÀ`m Vbmdmbm 
{_iyZ Ë`mVë`m nmÊ`mMr nmVir dmTy> bmJbr. eoVH$ar 
KmB©KmB©Zo Amnbo YmÝ`, Jwa§, Hw$Qw>§~r` Amnmnë`m ~moQ>tda bmXy 
bmJbo. ^am^a dmT>Umè`m nmÊ`m_wio Á`m§À`m Zmdm _moR>çm 
Am{U _O~yV hmoË`m, Vo VodT>o dmMbo Am{U XarVyZ ~mhoa nS>bo.

nyamVyZ ~Mmdbobo ho bmoH$ ~mhoa `oD$Z nm§Jbo Am{U 
Amnmnë`m dmQ>oZo OJ^a ngabo. Ë`m§À`m~amo~a Ë`m§Mr Jmoï> 
ngabr; Ë`mZ§ r gm{JVbr, Ë`mÀ§ `m nTw >À`m {nT>çmZ§ r gm[§ JVbr, 
Ë`m§À`m eoOmè`m-nmOmè`m§Zr Vr gm§{JVbr. nwT>À`m dfmª_Ü`o 
{VÀ`mV ~Xb Pmb,o  _mUgmJ{UH$ ̂ a KmVbr Jbo r. AZmdí`H$ 
^mJ Jmibo Jobo. _J {VÀ`mV XodmMm {eaH$md Pmbm. 
nwÊ`d§Vm§Mm {dO` Pmbm. nmnr bmoH$m§Zm {ejm Pmbr. Jmoï> 
gJù`m§Mr Pmbr.

Ia§ H$m` Pmb§ ho H$moU gm§JUma ? MmaoH$ hOma 
dfmªnyduMr KQ>Zm, {VMr Ho$ìhmM X§VH$Wm Pmbr. nU àË`oH$mMo 
X§VH$WoH$S>o ~KÊ`mMo VarHo$ {Zamio AgVmV. H$mhrOU {VMm 
eãXe: AW© KoVmV Va H$mhr Ë`mV énH§$ emoYVmV. EH$ _mÌ Ia§ 
- øm àmMrZ Jmoï>tdaMr ^S>H$ M_ËH$mam§Mr AmdaU§ H$mTy>Z 
Q>mH$br Va CKS> hmoUma§ gË` ho OmñVM gwag d WŠH$ H$aUma§ 
Agw eH$V§. Ag§ H$aVmZm AmOÀ`m g_mOmMr, Ë`mVë`m 
àWm§Mr _wi§ gmnS>VmVM, nU S>moignUo ~KUmè`më`m øm 
X§VH$Wm, nwamUH$Wm§_YyZ g_mOmÀ`m ~XbVr _yë`o, nmn-nwÊ`, 
gËH¥$Ë`-XwîH¥$Ë` _moOÊ`mMr H$mim~amo~a ~XbUmar nÅ>r hr 
{Xgob. OJmVë`m àË`oH$ g_mOmV gm§{JVë`m  OmUmè`m nwamVZ 
H$Wm EH$_oH$m§er VmSy>Z nhm`bmhr _Om ̀ oB©b.
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""O` OdmZ, O` {H$gmZ'' qH$dm ""J[a~r hQ>mAmo'' 
`m _mOr n§VàYmZm§À`m KmofUm AmVm hdoV {dé bmJë`m AmhoV. 
XoemMm H$Um AgUmam eoVH$ar AmO {d{dY g_ñ`m§Zr J«mgbm 
Amho. Ë`mVyZM Vmo AmË_hË`oMm _mJ© nËH$aV Amho. Joë`m 
XeH$mV {dX^m©V Xhm hOmam§hÿZ A{YH$ eoVH$è`m§Zr AmË_hË`m 
Ho$ë`m AmhoV.

hr H$Wm Aem ^y{_nwÌm§g d Ë`m§À`m AmË_hË`m§À`m 
XmhmV hmoaniUmè`m Ë`m§À`m Hw$Qw>§{~`m§g An©U.

ZaIoS>, {O. A_amdVr, _hmamï´>. g§Ü`mH$miMr doi. 
a_oe Xoe_wI Amnë`m KamÀ`m q^Vrbm Q>oHy$Z ~gbm hmoVm. 
AmO Vmo IynM CXmg hmoVm. Ë`mMo H$maU hr VgoM hmoVo. `mM 
VmaIobm 5 dfmªnydu åhUOo 25 Owb¡ 2003 amoOr Ë`mÀ`m 
~m~m§Zr AmË_hË`m Ho$br hmoVr. AmO ~gë`m OmJr Ë`mbm 
Ë`mMm ̂ yVH$mi AmR>dV hmoVm.

AmË_mam_ Xoe_wI. {dX^m©Vrb EH$ H$mnyg CËnmXH$. 
ImD$Z {nD$Z gwIr Agbobo Ago Ë`m§Mo Hw$Qw>§~. Ë`m§Zm XmoZ _wbo 
hmoVr. _hoe Am{U a_oe. _moR>m _wbJm hm ZmJnyabm 
dg{VJ¥hm_Ü`o amhÿZ {ejU KoV hmoVm. AmË_mam_ `m§Zm 
Ë`mÀ`mH$Sy>Z Iwn Anojm hmoË`m. Vo Xa _{hÝ`mbm Ë`mÀ`mgmR>r 
XmoZeo én`o nmR>dV.

nU WmoS>çmM {XdgmV Zer~mMo \$mgo CbQ>o nSy> 
bmJbo. AmË_mam_ `m§À`m eoVmV gmVË`mZo H$_r CËnmXZ hmoD$ 
bmJbo. amgm`{ZH$ IVm§Mm, {H$Q>H$ZmeH$m§Mm eoV O{_Zrda 
{dnarV n[aUm_ hmoD$ bmJbm. _hmJS>çm qH$_Vrbm KoVbobr 
{~`mUr Hw$MH$m_r R>ê$ bmJbr. Ë`m§À`mgmR>r KoVbobo H$O© _mÌ 
S>moB©OS> Pmbo. ~±Ho$Mr _mUgo Xa AmR>dS>çmbm Kar `oD$ 
bmJbr. gmdH$ma CgZo KoVbobo n¡go naV {_idÊ`mgmR>r 
X_XmQ>r H$é bmJbm. Xoe_wI Hw$Qw>§~mMr n[apñWVr X`Zr` 
Pmbr. AmË_mam_m§Mr nËZr _mob_Owar H$ê$ bmJbr. Ë`m§Zm 
_moR>çm _wbmbm n¡go nmR>{dUo AeŠ` Pmbo. Hw$Qw>§~mMr Mmbbobr 
\$a\$Q> ñdm{^_mZr AmË_mam_m§Zm nmhdoZm.

EH$ {Xdg Zoh_rà_mUo AmË_mam_ Xwnmar eoVmda Jobo 
hmoVo. g§Ü`mH$mir Cera Pmbm Var Vo Kar naV Ambo ZmhrV 
åhUyZ AmB©Zo a_oebm eoVmda nmR>{dbo. a_oe Jobm Voìhm Ë`mZo 
nm[hbo, Amnbo ~m~m eoVmVM nS>bo AmhoV. Ë`mZo Ë`m§Zm ñne© 

Ho$bm. Ë`m§Mm hmV W§S> nS>bm hmoVm. ~mOybm {H$Q>H$ZmeH$mMr 
AmXë`mM {Xder {dH$V KoVbobr ~mQ>br nS>br hmoVr. Vr AYu 
[aH$m_r Pmbr hmoVr. Ë`mÀ`m AmB©bm ho g_OVmM Vr Xw:ImZo 
AmH«$moe H$ê$ bmJbr. {VÀ`mda Xw:ImMm OUy S>m|JaM 
H$mogibm hmoVm.

a_oe Am{U Ë`mMr AmB© _mob_Owar H$ê$ bmJbo. Var 
XoIrb XmoZ doiobm OodVm `oB©b EdT>o H$_{dUo XoIrb AdKS> 
Pmbo hmoVo. Ë`m§Mr gmar eoVO_rZ ~±Ho$Zo$ Vmã`mV KoVbr. 
eoOmar-nmOmar _XV _mJUo XoIrb eŠ` ZìhVo. Anwao CËnmXZ, 
H$O©~mOmarnUm `m gma»`m g_ñ`m§Zr gmè`m JmdmbmM J«mgbo 
hmoVo.

A{Vl_ H$ê$Z a_oeÀ`m AmB©Mr àH¥$Vr T>mgiV Jobr. 
{Vbm \$ma H$mi g§gmamMm JmT>m AmoT>doZm. EH$ {Xdg Vr XoIrb 
BhbmoH$ gmoSy>Z {ZKyZ Jobr. AmB© Jobr Ë`mdoir a_oe aS>bm 
Zmhr. Ë`mMo _Z EH$àH$mao gmè`m Xw:Im§Zm ~{Ya Pmbo hmoVo. 
Ë`mbm Amnbo åhUmdo Ago AmVm Hw$Ur am{hbo ZìhVo. Ë`mMm 
_moR>m ̂ mD$ _hoe Ë`mbm ~m~m§À`m A§Ë`g§ñH$mamÀ`m doir ̂ oQ>bm 
hmoVm. AmB©À`m {ZYZmMr ~mV_r Jmddmë`m§Zr _hoebm 
H$idÊ`mMm à`ËZ Ho$bm. Voìhm Ë`m§Zm g_Obo H$s _hoe nwT>À`m 
{ejUmgmR>r nwÊ`mbm Jobm Amho. a_oebm ~è`mMdoim dmQ>o H$s 
Amnbm ̂ mD$ Amnë`mbm H$Yr ̂ oQ>ob ? {ZXmZ Ë`mMo EImXo nÌ 
Var ̀ oB©b nU Vgo H$Yr Pmbo Zmhr.

a_oe _Owar H$aV hmoVm. {Xdg T>H$bV hmoVm. EH$Xm 
Ë`mbm ~mV_r {_imbr H$s _w§~B©V Hw$R>ë`mVar _m°b_Ü`o 
gwajmajH$mÀ`m ^aVrgmR>r JmdmVrb H$mhr _wbo OmV AmhoV. 
a_oebm dmQ>bo, AmnUhr Omdo. Zer~ AmO_mdmdo. WmoS>o\$ma 
n¡go KoD$Z Vmo {ZKmbm. nU {VWoXoIrb {ZamemM Ë`mÀ`m nXar 
nSbr. a_oeMo {ejU Oo_Vo_ B`Îmm ghmdrn`ªVM Pmbo hmoVo. 
B§J«Or {b{hVm-dmMVm Z `oÊ`mÀ`m H$maUmdê$Z Ë`mbm àdoe 
ZmH$mabm Jobm. Vmo hVme Pmbm. n{hë`m§XmM Vmo JmdmÀ`m ~mhoa 
Am{U Vo hr BVŠ`m _moR>çm ehamV Ambm hmoVm. Vmo {OWo Ambm 
hmoVm Vmo _m°b Ë`mZo Ý`mhmibm. gJirH$S>o gw~Îmm Zm§XV 
Agë`mMo Ë`mbm AmT>ibo. VoWrb gd© _mUgo _OoV hmoVr. M¡Z 
H$aV hmoVr. Ë`mbm Iwn ^yH$ bmJë`m_wio Vmo {VWë`m 
CnhmaJ¥hmV Jobm. nU Ë`mÀ`m {Iembm nadS>ob Ago H$mhrM 
{_iUo eŠ` ZìhVo. Vmo ~amM doi VgmM {VWo ~gyZ am{hbm. 
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g§Ü`mH$mi Pmbr Ver _m°bÀ`m AmOy~mOybm AgUmè`m 
PmS>m§da {dOoÀ`m {Xì`m§Mr amofUmB© Pmbr. Vmo ñdV:er 
åhUmbm, ""hm H$moUVm Ý`m` ? Am_À`m JmdmV 10-12 Vmg 
drO ZgVo Am{U BWo _mÌ PmS>m§da XoIrb bm`qQ>J !''

Vmo ~gbm hmoVm Ë`mÀ`m eoOmaÀ`m Q>o~bmda emioVrb 
_wbm§Mm KmoiH$m `oD$Z ~gbm. Vr _wbo AJXr _OoV ImV-nrV 
hmoVr. Ë`mZo nm{hbo H$s hr _wbo EH$m doiobm OodT>o AÝZ dm`m 
KmbdV hmoVr, VodT>o AÝZ g§nyU© {Xdg^amVhr Ë`mÀ`m nmoQ>mV 
OmV Zgob ! Ë`mZo {IS>H$sVyZ Xya nm{hbo, Ë`mbm PmonS>nÅ>r 
{Xgbr. Ë`mMo H$mirO VwQ>bo. OJmV H$mhr _mUgoM EdT>r 
lr_§V H$m AgVmV ? Vmo {dMmamV nS>bm.

""Aao Vy am°{~ZhÿS>À`m H$Wm dmMë`m Amhog ?'' eãX 
H$mZmda nS>VmM a_oe ^mZmda Ambm. eoOmaÀ`m Q>o~bmdarb 
EH$ _wbJm Xwgè`m _wbmbm {dMmaV hmoVm. ""Zmhr ao, H$m` {deof 
AgVo Ë`mV ?'' Vmo Xwgam _wbJm CVabm. ""Aao N>mZ AgVmV. 
Ago Eo{H$dmV Amho H$s nydu B§½b§S>_Ü`o am°{~ZhþS> ZmdmMm _mUyg 
hmoD$Z Jobm, Vmo lr_§Vm§Zm bwQy>Z Jar~m§_Ü`o Ë`m§Mr g§nÎmr 
dmQ>m`Mm.'' ho eãX a_oeÀ`m H$mZmV Kw_y bmJbo.

Ë`mbm AmR>dy bmJbo; ~±Ho$Vrb _mUgo H$er Amnë`m 
Kar `m`Mr. Amnbr O_rZ H$er Amnbr am{hbr Zmhr. Ë`mMr 
AmB © {VÀ`m edo Q>À`m {XdgmV ""gaH$ma Mmao  Amh.o  gd © ZVo  o Mmao  
AmhoV. Ë`m§Zr Amnë`mbm bw~mS>bo. gmao Jar~m§À`m O_rZrda 
Q>nbo AmhoV'' Ago H$mhr Var ~S>~S>m`Mr. Ë`mbm Vo ~mob 
AMmZH$ AW©nyU© dmQy> bmJbo. Ë`mZo nQ>H$Z {ZîH$f© H$mT>bm, 
lr_§V _mUgo hr Jar~m§Zm bwQy>Z lr_§V Pmbobr AgVmV. 
B§½b§S>_Yrb hmoD$Z Jobobm am°{~ZhþS> a_oebm Amnbmgm dmQy> 
bmJbm. Ë`mZo nŠHo$ R>adbo - am°{~ZhÿS>Mm _mJ© AZwgam`Mm !

Vmo Jmdr naV Ambm. Amnbr g§H$ënZm Ë`mZo Amnë`m 
H$mhr {_Ìm§Zm gm§{JVbr. Jar~rMr AmJ gmogUmar Vr nmoa§ bJoM 
V`ma Pmbr. ZmhrVar AkmZmÀ`m Am{U X¡Ý`mÀ`m A§YmamV 
MmMnS>Umè`m `m VéUm§nwT>o \$ŠV XmoZM n`m©` hmoVo. EH$Va 
XamoS>Imoar, byQ>_ma H$ê$Z OrdZ OJm ZmhrVa AmË_hË`m H$ê$Z 
OrdZ g§ndm ! AmË_hË`m H$aUo ho ä`mS>nUmMo bjU Amho Ag§ 
a_oeZo Ë`m§Zm gm§{JVbo. Ë`m§Zmhr a_oe {hamo dmQ>m`bm bmJbm. 
Ë`m§Zm Vmo {Xem Xe©dUmam Y«wdVmam dmQ>m`bm bmJbm.

KamV a_oeÀ`m ~m~m§Mr EH$ neu Hw$èhmS> hmoVr. {Vbm 
Z_ñH$ma H$éZ AmB©-~m~m§Mo ñ_aU H$ê$Z Ë`mZo Amnë`m `m 
ZdrZ "H$m`m©bm' gwadmV Ho$br. Vmo Am{U Ë`mMo gmWrXma amÌr 

_hm_mJm©dê$Z OmUmè`m JmS>çm AS>dyZ, YmH$ XmIdyZ, 
àdmem§Zm bwQy> bmJbo. Ë`m§À`m JmdmnmgyZ Xya EH$ A^`maÊ` 
hmVo .o  VWo  o `Uo mè`m n`Q© >H$mH§ $S>yZhr Ë`mZ§ m {_iH$V {_i y bmJbr. 
nmobrg ImË`mV Agbobo hdmbXma ho XoIrb AmOy~mOyÀ`m 
Jmdm§VrbM. Ë`m§Mr Jmdo gwÜXm AemM n[apñWVrZo J«mgobobr. 
Ë`m hdmbXmam§Zmhr a_oeZo Amnbogo Ho$bo ! Ë`m_wio Ë`m§À`m 
Zmdmda AZoH$ JwÝøm§Mr Zm|X AgyZhr Vmo H$Yr {deof AS>MUrV 
Ambm Zmhr.

a_oe AmVm "am°{~ZhÿS>'À`m Odi nmohMbm hmoVm. 
Ë`mZo {_imbobm n¡gm ñdV:H$S>o R>odbm Zmhr. \$ŠV XmoZ doiMo 
OodU ^mJbo H$s Pmbo. Vmo Vr aŠH$_ JmdmV dmQy>Z Q>mHo$. ~±Ho$Mo 
háo ^aÊ`mgmR>r bmoH$ a_oeda Adb§~yZ amhÿ bmJbo. a_oe hm 
JmdmVrb bmoH$m§Mm AmeoMm Z§XmXrn  Pmbm. AmnU b¾ H$amdo, 
Amnbo Hw$Qw>§~ Agmdo Ago Ë`mbm H$Yr dmQ>bo Zmhr. H$maU `m 
dmQ>oZo OmUmè`mMm eodQ> H$m` hmoVmo ho Ë`mbm g_Obo hmoVo.

Ago AgyZ XoIrb Ë`mbm Amnë`m H$m_mMm A{^_mZ 
hmoVm. Vmo Amnë`m gmWrXmam§Zm åhUo, ""{edmOr _hmamOm§Zr 
gwaV bwQ>br hmoVr. ñdamÁ`mgmR>r. C_mOr ZmB©H$, H«$m§{Vqgh 
ZmZm nmQ>rb ̀ m§Zr B§J«Om§{déÜX ñdamÁ`mgmR>r... ñdmV§Í`mgmR>r 
~§S> Ho$bo hmoVo. AmnUhr lr_§Vm§Zm bwQ>Vmo Amnë`m JmdmVrb 
Jar~ eoVH$è`m§Mr ~±Ho$À`m-gmdH$mamÀ`m nmemVyZ _wŠVVm 
H$aÊ`mgmR>rM Zm ?'' {deof åhUOo a_oe d Ë`mÀ`m gmWrXmam§Zr 
H$moUmMo àmU H$Yr KoVbo ZìhVo. Vo \$ŠV YmH$ XmIdyZ aŠH$_-
OrZgm KoD$Z \$ama hmoV. nU Ver doiM Ambr Va H$moUmMo àmU 
¿`m`bm _mJonwT>o ~Km`Mo Zmhr Ago Ë`mZo ~Omdbo hmoVo. H$maU 
`m Amgwam§Zr Ë`mÀ`m AmB©-~m~m§Mo àmU KoVbo hmoVoM H$s !

Ago AmVm a_oeMo OrdZ Mmbbo hmoVo. H$Yr-H$Yr 
Ë`mbm Amnë`m _moR>çm ^mdmMr AmR>dU hmoB©. Amnë`m AmB©- 
~m~m§Mr AmR>dU hr Ë`mbm Zoh_r `oV hmoVr. Aem àH$mao nmM 
dfmªMm H$mi ^wa©H$Z CSy>Z Jobm. AmO gH$minmgyZM a_oebm 
EH$Q>o EH$Q>o dmQ>V hmoVo. AmO Ë`mÀ`m _ZmV nmM dfmªÀ`m JV 
B{VhmgmVrb nmZo CbJS>V hmoVr. {dahmÀ`m H$mVa T>Jm§Zr 
Ë`mÀ`m _ZmV JXu Ho$br hmoVr. Vmo EH$Q>mM {dMmam§À`m Imob 
JV}V ê$VyZ ~gbm hmoVm. Vmo ^mZmda Ambm Voìhm amÌ nS>br 
hmoVr. WmoS>ogo ImD$Z Vmo Ë`mÀ`m H$m_mgmR>r _mJ©ñW Pmbm.

AmO Ë`m§Zr Amnbr hm`do daMr OmJm ~Xbbr. Vo 
JmdmnmgyZ bm§~À`m añË`mda EH$m diUmOdi C^o am{hbo. 
nmD$g Ym-o Ym o nS>V hmVo m. WmSo >çmM dio mV Ë`mZ§ m EH$ _mQo >aH$ma 
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`oVmZm {Xgbr. {VMm doJhr {VÀ`m gM©bmB©Q> dê$Z H$_r dmQ>V 
hmoVm. a_oe Am{U Ë`mÀ`m gm{WXmam§Zr MQ>H$Z nwT>o hmoD$Z dmQ> 
AS>dbr. AmV EH$Q>m _mUyg hmoVm. AmVm Amnbo H$m_ gmono 
Pmbo Ago dmQy>Z Ë`m§Zr Ë`m _mUgmbm bwQ>Ê`mMm à`ËZ Ho$bm 
nU Ë`m _mUgmZo XoIrb Amnë`m g_moa nmM ghm XamoS>oImoa 
AmhoV `mMr V_m Z ~miJVm à{VH$ma H$am`bm gwê$dmV Ho$br. 
""_mPm n¡gm _mÂ`m _ohZVrMm Amho. _r Vwåhm§bm Vmo XoUma 
Zmhr.'' Ago åhUyZ Vmo _mUyg gdmªer XmoZ hmV H$am`bm {gÜX 
Pmbm. a_oe AmYrM {dMma H$ê$Z WH$bm hmoVm. Ë`mV hm _mUyg 
ghOmghOr ~YV Zmhr ho nmhÿZ Ë`mZo Ë`m _mUgmda Hw$èhmS>rZo 
dma Ho$bm. BVa gmWrXmam§Zr Ë`m _mUgmda H$mR>rZo _mahmU 
Ho$br. Ë`mV Vmo _mUwg OmJrM H$mogibm. R>ma Pmbm. hm 
a_oeMm n{hbm _Zwî`dY hmoVm ! Ë`mÀ`m JmS>rV ~arM aŠH$_ 
gmnS>br. JmS>r agË`mÀ`mH$S>obm AnKmV Pmë`mgmaIr 
T>H$bbr d Vo gd©OU ^anya K~mS> {_imë`mÀ`m AmZ§XmV 
JmdmH$S>o {ZKyZ Jobo.

Xwgè`m {Xder a_oe gH$mir CR>bm. WmoS>çm doimZo 
EH$ nmoñQ>_Z Ë`mÀ`m Kamg_moa ̀ oD$Z C^m am{hbm. Ë`mÀ`mgmR>r 
EH$ nÌ hmoVo ! Cä`m Am`wî`mV n{hë`m§XrM Ë`mÀ`mgmR>r 
Hw$UrVar nÌ nmR>dbo hmoVo ! Vmo nÌ dmMy bmJbm. Vo nÌ Ë`mÀ`m 
_moR>m ̂ mD$ _hoe ̀ mMo hmoVo. Vo AmB©g g§~moYyZ {bhbo hmoVo. a_oe 
AmZ§XmZo dmMy bmJbm.

""Vr. AmB©g,

gm.Z.{d.{d.

n{hë`m§XmM nÌ {bhrV Amho. àW_ _r VwPr j_m 
_mJVmo. _r ZmJnyaÀ`m {ejUmZ§Va nwT>o {eH$m`bm nwÊ`mbm 
Jobmo. Z§Va _bm ZmoH$ar bmJbr. à_m{UH$nUo H$ï>mZo ZmoH$ar 
Ho$ë`m_wio gmho~m§Zr Iyf hmoD$Z _bm ~T>Vr {Xbr. _mPm nJma 
dmT>bm. Ë`m_wio _mÂ`mH$S>o ~è`mn¡H$s n¡gm Ambm. Ë`mZ§Va _r 
b¾ Ho$bo. EH$ N>mZ _wbJr Amåhmbm Pmbr...

Ia§ åhUOo H$m°boO_Ü`o {eH$VmZm _r Amnë`m 
Jar~r_wio hm°Q>ob_Ü`o H$m_ H$ê$Z H$go ~go {ejU nyU© Ho$bo. 
_bm Kar `oÊ`mMr BÀN>m ZìhVr. _bm Vw_À`mgma»`m JmdR>r 
A{e{jV bmoH$m§_Ü`o ahm`bm AmdS>V ZìhVo. _bm _mPo doJio 
{díd {Z_m©U H$am`Mo hmoVo. _bm n[apñWVrZo EdT>o ZrM ~Zdbo 
H$s _bm Vw_À`m Jar~rMr bmO dmQy> bmJbr. _bm JmdmÀ`m 
ñ_¥Vr nwgyZ Q>mH$m`À`m hmoË`m.

_mÂ`m nËZr d _wbrda JmdMm à^md nSy> Z`o åhUyZ 

Ë`m§À`mg_moa _r H$Yr JmdMm {df` H$mT>bm Zmhr. Ë`mVM _r 
AmnUmg Z {dMmaVm b¾ Ho$bo hmoVo. Ë`mg Amnbm {damoY hmoB©b 
Ago dmQy>Z nÌ hr H$Yr {bhm`Mo Zmhr Ago R>adbo hmoVo.

nU _mUgmg H$_m©gmaIr \$io {_iVmV Ago 
åhUVmV. VgoM H$mhrgo _mPo Pmbo. VrZ _{hÝ`m§nydu _mÂ`m 
nËZrMm d _wbrMm EH$m ^rfU AnKmVmV A§V Pmbm. _r 
Ë`m§À`m~amo~a H$m ZìhVmo ? H$mi _bm H$m KoD$Z Jobm Zmhr ? 
Ago _bm dmQ>m`bm bmJbo. _bm AmVm OdiMo Hw$Ur Cabo 
ZìhVo. _bm EH$Q>o-EH$Q>o dmQy> bmJbo. JmdMr AmR>dU `oD$ 
bmJbr. _bm _mÂ`m H$_mªMr bmO dmQy> bmJbr.

åhUVmV AmB©Mo öX` {demb AgVo. _wbm§Mo e§^a 
AnamY Vr nmQo >mV KmbV.o  _bm hr V y _mÂ`m MHw $m~§ Ôb j_m H$a.

`m 25 OZy bm ~m~mÀ§ `m nÊw `{VWrbm _r Vbw m ^Qo >m`bm 
`oV Amho. AmVm _mPo gmao Am`wî` Amnë`m Hw$Qw>§~mgmR>r d 
JmdmÀ`m CÜXmamgmR>r doMm`Mo _r R>adbo Amho.

a_oe H$gm Amho ? _moR>m Pmbm Ago Zm AmVm ? Ë`mbm 
H$Yr EH$Xm S>moio ̂ ê$Z nmhVmo` Ago _bm dmQ>Vo`. nÌ bdH$aM 
nmohMob Aer Amem H$aVmo. ̂ oQy> bdH$aM...

VwPm
_hoe.

a_oeZo ho nÌ dmMbo Am{U Vmo O{_Zrda H$mogibm. 
H$mb Ë`mZ§ r R>ma H$o bbo m _mUgy  Xgw am-{Vgam H$mUo r ZgZy  Ë`mMm 
_moR>m ^mD$ _hoe hmoVm ho g_Om`bm Ë`mbm doi bmJbm Zmhr. 
earamVrb gmao ~i {ZKyZ Joë`mgmaIo Ë`mbm dmQ>bo. Vmo 
J{bVJmÌ Pmbm. ~amM doi Vmo ~gyZ hmoVm. WmoS>çm doimZo 
Xw:ImdoJmZo Vmo AmoŠgm~moŠer aSy> bmJbm. Ë`mbm AmB©-~m~m-
^mdmMr Iyn AmR>dU ̀ oD$ bmJbr. Ë`m§Zm ̂ oQ>mdogo dmQy> bmJbo. 
AmVm Ë`m§Zm ̂ oQ>Ê`mMm EH$M _mJ© hmoVm !

Vmo AmV KamV Jobm. _mù`mda Ë`mZo OrdmnmS> OnyZ 
R> odbobr EH$ JmoîQ> hmoVr. ~m~m§Zr àmeZ Ho$bobr 
{H$Q>H$ZmeH$mMr AYu dmQ>br. AmYrM ~m~m§Zr AYu ß`m`br 
hmoVr... am{hbobr AYu Ë`mZo ß`m`br ! H$mhr jUmVM Vmo 
O{_Zrda H$mogibm...

ZaIoS>À`m am°{~ZhÿS>Zo AIoaMm œmg KoVbm !
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Members of IISER Family- 2008-09

Faculty

Prof. Krishna N. Ganesh Professor & Director

Prof. R. Ramachandran Sr. Professor & Co-ordinator

Prof. L.S. Shashidhara Professor & Coordinator 

Prof. Sulabha Kulkarni Professor

Dr. G. Ambika Associate Professor

Dr. Rama Mishra Associate Professor

Dr. Ramkrishna G. Bhat Assistant Professor

Dr. T. S. Mahesh Assistant Professor

Dr. V. G. Anand Assistant Professor

Dr. Hosahudya Gopi Assistant Professor

Dr. Aloke Das Assistant Professor

Dr. Sutirth Dey Assistant Professor

Dr. M. Jayakannan Assistant Professor

Dr. Aurnab Ghose Assistant Professor

Dr. Mayurika Lahiri Assistant Professor

Dr. Sudarshan Ananth Assistant Professor

Dr. Partha Hazra Assistant Professor

Dr. Shivprasad Patil Assistant Professor

Dr. Prasad Subramanian Assistant Professor

Dr. M.S. Santhanam Assistant Professor

Dr. Girish Ratnaparkhi Assistant Professor

Dr. Arijit Bhattacharya Assistant Professor

Dr. Shouvik Datta Assistant Professor

Dr. Anjan Banerjee Assistant Professor

Dr. Anupam Kumar Singh Assistant Professor

Dr. Arun Venkatnathan Assistant Professor

Dr. Deepak Barua Assistant Professor

Dr. Seergazhi Srivatsan Assistant Professor

Dr. Apratim Chatterji Assistant Professor

Dr. Pranay Goel Assistant Professor

Dr. A. A. Natu Visiting Professor

Dr. Vikram Sharad Athalye Visiting Faculty

Dr. Sucheta Koshti Visiting Faculty

Dr. Bharathi Nuthakki Visiting Faculty

Prof. Nishikant Subhedar Visiting Faculty

Dr. D.A. Desai Visiting Faculty

Dr. Narmada Khare IISER Fellow

Dr. Harsh Chaturvedi IISER Fellow

Dr. Farhat Habeeb IISER Fellow
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Adjunct Faculty

Prof. Sanjeev Galande, NCCS, Pune

Prof. Rajaram Nityananda, NCRA, Pune

Dr. Sourav Pal, NCL, Pune

Prof. Sujatha Ramdorai, TIFR, Mumbai

Prof. T. Padmanabhan, IUCAA, Pune

Guest / Participating Faculty

Dr. S. Sengupta, NCL, Pune

Prof. P. Apte, Fergusson College, Pune

Prof. S. Rath, National Institute of Immunology, New Delhi

Prof. V. Bal, National Institute of Immunology, New Delhi

Prof. Masti Swamy, University of Hyderabad

Prof. Sholapurkar,  S. P. College, Pune

Dr. Vijay Patankar, Microsoft Research Centre, Bangalore

Prof. Kishore Marathe, City University, New York

Prof. M Watve, Garware College, Pune

Dr. Nitin Nagaraj, NIAS, Bangalore

Prof. S. A. Katre, University of Pune

Prof. Nagarajan K.S., Deccan College, Pune

Dr. Abhijat Vichare, CRL, Pune

Dr. Vijay Mohanan, NCL, Pune

Dr. H.Thulsiram, NCL, Pune

Dr. Sangeeta Sawant, University of PUne

Dr. Tushar Vaidya, CCMB, Hyderabad

Dr. C. Suresh, NCL, Pune

Dr. Kanchan Pande, IIT, Mumbai

Prof. IVR Murthy, Waltair University, Andhra Pradesh

Dr. Ramesh, PRL, Ahmadabad

Administrative  & Supporting Staff

Mr. Basavaraj Swamy - Registrar

Mr. Santhosh Nevse - Assistant Registrar

Mr. Atul Kumar Pandey - Project Engineer cum Estate Officer

Mr. Nilesh Gharge - Assistant Engineer

Mr. Ramesh Mohite - Personal Assistant

Ms. Shraddha Visal - Office Assistant (Multiskill)

Mr. Kaushik Mandal - Scientific Officer (System Administrator)

Mr. Manoj Chaudhari - Personal Assistant

Mr. Manoj Mane - Technical Assistant (Electrical)

Mr. Mahesh Rote - Personal Assistant

Mr. Vijaykumar Shinde - Technical Assistant (Civil)

Mr. Vinayak Vipat - Assistant Engineer (Electrical)

Dr. V. S. Savaskar - Part Time Medical Officer

Mr. N.G.Narawane - Consultant

Mr. Gopalkrishnan Marar - Consultant
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Mr. Suhas Kelkar - Administration Consultant

Mr. V.V. Sinha - Purchase Consultant

Mr. Vilasrao Zunjarrao - Purchase Consultant

Mr. D. Chengaiah - Stores & Purchase Officer

Mr. V.N. Kanagalekar - Consultant (Project)

Ms. Nayana Shirole - Office Assistant

Mrs. Ashkaa Patwa - Office Assistant

Mr. Umeshreddy Kacherki - Deputy Librarian

Ms. Pradnya Gokhale - Documentation Officer

Mr. Sachin Behra - IT support

Mr. Vijay Dhamal - Electrician

Mr. Sanjay Gomale - Lab Attendant

Mr. Mialvel Mari - Support staff

Mr. Ashok Eknath Kashid - Support staff

Mr. Vilas Salunkhe - Support staff

Mr. I.S. Sayyed - Support staff

Mr. Anand Sevekari - Support staff

Mr. Ram Hari Bhosale - Support staff

Post Doctoral Fellows / 

Research Associates

Dr. Arkaja Kumar

Dr. Anuradha Mehla

Dr. Suhas Pandit

Project Assistants

Abhishek Kulkarni

Senthil Kumar

Hardik Panjwani

Shekhar Shinde

Research Scholars

Abhishek Sahasrabudhe

Amar Mohite

Ameya Mahajan

Aniruddh Sastry

Anupam Bandopadhyay

Anurag Sharma

Arthur Varghese

Arun Babu K.P.

A.V.R. Murthy

Deepak Jain

Jay Prakash Shukla

Kanika Bansal

Madhusudan G Ingale

Mahima Goel

Maroti Pawar

Mithila Handu

Naveen Prasad

Nitin Bansonde

Padmashri V Patil

Payal Arya

Prakash Sultane

Reshma Talreja

Sachitanand Mali

Sandip Jadhav

Savita Singh

Senthilkumar D

Shekhar Shinde

Shree Harsha TT

Sneha Bhogal

Soumya Singha Roy

V Resmi

Vikram Shettigar

Students- Batch 2006

Abhijeet Kumar

Adimoolam Santhosh Arvind

Anand Pathak

Ankur Gupta

Arpit Yati

Ashutosh Priyadarshi

Avi Prasanna

Bedartha Goswami

C. B. Ajit

D. Pravarthana

Gaurav Chauhan

Haritha Rao

Harpreet Singh

Hemant Kumar Verma

Hutashan Vajpeyi

Kale Girish Ravindra

Kapil Kumar Gupta

Kumar Saurav

Lakshmi Priya M. E.

Lokeshwar Bandhu

Madhuresh Sumit

More Sushant Nivasrao

Navi Prasad

Nitin Singh Chouhan

Parivesh Priye

Prabhdeep Singh

Prakhar Arora

Rajesh Kumar Yadav

Rakesh Gaur

Rishabh Verma

Ruchi Gupta

S. Ajay Subramanian

Shambhavi Vashishtha

Shashank Agrawal

Sheetal Kumar Jain

Shishir Suresh Chourey

Sisir C Anand

Smrati Kumar Katiyar

Stanzin Dadul
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Subhajit Das

Susheel Kumar

Varun Kumar Rishi

Vedant Pande

Vivek Anand

Students- Batch 2007

Abhijit Awadhiya

Abhinaw Kumar

Ajinkya Deogade

Akshaa Vatwani

Amitosh Sharma

Ankit Dwivedi

Ankur Sharma

Anuj Bisht

Anuj Kumar More

Anup Mahesh Savale

Anuradha Bhukel

Apeksha Tare

Ashutosh Agnihotri

Ayesha Fatima

Behlool Sabir

Danveer Singh

Darshan Joshi

Dharmraj Robins Chourasia

H. Guhan Venkat

Hemant Katiyar

Jay Shah

Joola Madhuri

Karan Kapoor

Kartik Hambardikar

Kumar Brajesh Prasad

Kunal Sinha

M. Dinesh Kumar

Madhur Mangalam

Manoj Sahu

Manvendra Sharma

Mark Ashish

Mohammed Zuhair

Mohit Raghuwanshi

Neelesh Soni

Neha Agrawal

P. Rahul

P. Vivekananda Reddy

P.Venkata Raghu Tej

Piyush Agrawal

Prashant Agrawal

R. Vinay Yadav

Rahul Kumar

Rohit Kumar

Sameer Parihar

Sandeep Gupta

Sandeep Suman

Sarthak Parikh

Shadab Alam

Shashwat Antony

Srija Bhagavatula

Surojit Sural

Swati Venkat

Vibham Shukla

Vivek Krishna Pradhan

Students- Batch 2008

Aakashdeep Bhagat

Amartya Singh

Amit Kumar

Anees Ahmed

Anil Kumar Meena

Anirban Ch Narayan Chowdhury

Ankita Jha

Ankur Paliwal

Ashwin T.A.N

Bhargava T. 

Boya Rajshekhar Reddy

Chandra Mohan

Gaurav Arya

Gaurav Prabhakar Sawant

Ghadge Amita Gautam

Hardik Gajera

Harshavarshan Ashok Gaonkar

Harshawardhan Sunil Ostwal

Ingole Anup Baburao

Iti Kapoor

Jammi Sindhu

Jeeten Patel

Kaustubh Sudhir Deshpande

Koturkar Deepali Madhusudan

Krithika Mohan

Kulkarni Abhijit Sanjiv 

Kulkarni Apurv Ashush

Kumar Vasu Mitra

Kumbhare Rohan Surendra

Madhusudan Raghunathan

Md. Noaman

Mulamreddy Pranith Simha

Nishant Singh 

P.Sruthi

Paritosh Sharma

Pattadkal  Jagruti Jagadish

Pimpale  Lokesh Ghansham

Pooja Naik

Ramya Balaji

Ravi Shankar P

Ritesh Raghavan

Roshni Bano 

Sachit

Saurabh Gupta

Shreyas Supekar

Shweta Singh

Siddharth  Bharath  Iyengar

Soumitra Athavale

Suhas Shahaji Gawali

Sumeet Kumar Singh

Swetha Bhagwat

Tushar Sanjay Shrotriya

Uma Sridhar

Umarani Mihir Sadanand
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